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1901 Ohio Regional Conferences'On

Mathematics EduCkon...(-
.

Preface

"The National Council of Teachers of Matifemaeics recot6lendsihat.,
dir

mathematics programs take full advantage of tk,poWgr,of, . .. . computers

at all grade levels" (p. 1, NCTMAn Agenda(faillAction', Reston, Virginia, .

1980).,

The professiohal uses of Computers have beti an interest for edu-

cators for more than two decades.. With improved technology sand the advent

first of the minicomputer and more recetitly of the microcomputer,'the

-notion of a computer in every school and every home has become more

feasible. The revolution'of midrocomputers, with an industrial growth

rate of 45% a year,haS changed the whole perspective of computers in .

education during a period of only four years.

'
The current and proposed uses of computers in schools include: 1)

computef awareness and,literacy; 2) programming courses, 3) simulations,

4) problem solving 5) computer assisted instruction (CAI), 6) computes
managed instruction (CHI), and 7) administrative data processing.

Six,regional conferences in mathematics education scheduled to be

,held in Ohio during 101 are designed to provide educational decision -

makers and teacher leaders with a state of the art review of the pos-
,

sibilities; limitations, and recent technology of microcomputers in an

educational perspective.

The purposes of the conferences are:

*to stimulate realistic and effective approathes to using micro
computers ividdle, junior high and secondary schools

(

*to p ovide hands-on experiences and demonstrations of micro-

cotters
. . ,

*to 'indicate the range of software available

*to provide summaries of microcomputer research and projeqt results

, *to distribute criteria helpful for seleeeing both hardware and

s ftware , .
-

I

.
. .

*td maintain cooperative linkages between local.school personnel

and mathematics educators . ..00



Conference participants receive a packet of material about micro-
computers-and the educational uses of microcomputers inschools. These
materials were either deve'oped by the ptoject staff or written by other
people and rep4inted hare with permissiod. All the papers were selected
as resource material for the participants to use when they conduct in-
service activities. Permissionito.copy any,matertals in the packet which
'are-not copyrighted is accorded to educators for use in pre- service and
in- service educational activities. 4

Conference Sites
,

Columbus

Cincinnati
(Princeton School System)

May 8 -9, 1981

May 14-15, 1984

Berea
(Baldwin Wallace College) September 28-29, 1981

Bowling Green
(Bowling Green State University)

Athens
'(Ohio Udiversity)

Canton

0
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'Oceogber 14-15,,1981

October 2930; 1981,

November 12-13, 1981
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An Outline of Comptner History

Although much of the progress made in computing technology has been
in, the last forty years, to trace significant developments in the history
of computing one must go back nearly 5000 years. For most of this time

progress was sporadic,. As early as 3000 B.C. different versions of the
abacus (Russian, Chinese, or Japanese) were used as.computing devices.
Inlact,. in some parts ofthe world, they are, still used today. The only

other B.C. deve,lapment notelnn most,history of computing accounts is-the
digital machine used by the Greeks for astronimical calculations in 30 B.C.

The next accOmplishment was mot until the fourteenth century When an
Iranian astronomer and mathematician, Jamshid ben Mad'ud ben Mahmud Ghiath
ed-Din al-,Kashi invented a planetary computer to compute the loingitude of
the sun, moon, and some planets. Three tundred years elapsed before another
development occurred. In the early sixteen hundreds-John Napier, a Scottish
mathematician!, developeda set of rods known as NaPier's,Bones that could
be used for calculating*Walhlarge numbers. Napier also invented logarithms
which-made it possible to multiply and divide by adding and subtracting.
`The use of logarithms led to the,development of the slide imie in 1630.
Another seventeenth century-accomplishment was a calculating machine that
would add and subtract, developed by Blaine Pascal in 1642 to help, with
the/adding of columns of,numbers in his father's tax accounting office.
HoWdver, in 1671 Gootfried Wilheld Leibniz invented the Leibniz Wheel that
would multiply and divide as well as add and subtract.

The next breakthrough was not until 1801 when Joseph Jacquard, a
French loom maker, developed a systemfor storing information and relayj.ng
information to a machine (in his particular case to aloom) via punche
-cards--.-- -Essentially, Jacquard used the binary system that is still u
today is1 many machines.

a.

The "Father f Computers" is often said to be Charles Babbage ;who, in
1822, invented e difference engine that he thought would end tedious

fia ever. He receved a grant from_the British government
to build his engine in 1823, but never finished it because he kept changing
the design. The,difference engine was finally bait in 1854 but by. a
Swedish gentleman. However, Babbage did invent.e-etoted-program digital
computer in 1833 known sat the analytical engine. The analytical engine
could be controlled, by punched car$P-and in many ways was more complex than
today's computers.

Further progress was made in 1890 when, Herman Hollirith used Jacquard's
loom principle to record U.S. census information on punched cards. Hollerith
also developed a machine to read the punched cards. With Holleritb's
cards and machine, the 1890,densus information was tabulated in 2 1/2 years
instead of the 9-10,years expected to do such tabulatil manually.
Hollerith'organized the Tabulation Machine Company wbic made his machine
available to the general public. Later his company'merged with _International
Business Machines (IBM).

In the twentieth century azing progress has been, made. The first
ineal purpose computer was'd pleted in 1944 by Professor Aiken of
rvard University. This comp ter was calledthe,Automatic Sequence
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Controlled CalCulator or, more commonly, Mark I. The Mark I was a sig-

nificant development in that it combined memory and a processing system.

This basic concept of computing has remained the same. The job now was

increase the speed of information storage, retrieval and processing.

The first electronics digital computer was developed by Dr. John

Mauchly and J.,PTespep,Eckert at the University of Pennsylvania in 1946.,.

',Some Say that Mauchy and Eckert actually got the idea for their computer

from John V. Atansasoff and Clifford Berry who had shown Mauchly an

lincmilpleted compUter in 1941'. TheiMauchly7Eckert computer was called the

Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator (ENfAC). This machine

needed'ayproximately 1500 sq. ft. of floor space and weighed 30 tons.

While it was thought'to be able to do calculations at an amazing speed in

that day, it'had less memory and Was slower than some of today's hand-held

calculators.

In 1946, Dr.-John von Neuman, a Princeton University mathematics pro-
fessor, suggested two Improvements to the ENIAC. First, he suggested that

binary numbers (such at Jacquard used) had some advantage over the decimal

system ,used in the ENIAC. SeCondly, he proposed that instructions to the

computer could also be stored. Hence,the idea of progranifilingwas born.

The Eledtronic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator (EDSAC) was built at

Cambridge University in England in 1949 to incorporate Van Nezann's ideas.

Mauchly and Eckert produced another computer in 1952, the Elelaronic Dis-

crete Variable Compdter (EDUAC). The EDUAC used,a binary code and had

acoustic delay line memory.

The first commercially available computer was the Universal Automatic

Computer (UNIVAC I), manufactured by Rennington-Rand (Sperry Rand) in 1951.

Until this time, computers had been used by scientific or governmental

agencies only. General Electric and Metropolitan Life Insurance werethe
first companies to use computers (the UNIVAC I) for business purposes. In

the early 1950's UNIVAC'and IBM were the major Competitors in the computer

market. UNIVAC-announced their computers earlier but could not deliver s

fast as IBM. Thus, IBM took the lead that, it has maintained to the pre

Computers, starting with the Mark I, are often grouped in generations,

The grouping may vary slightly depending, upon the source of information but

basic characteristics typify each generation. The computer from the

Mark I to.the ENIVAC are known as first generation,computers. They can be

characterized by their massive Size, their-use of vacuum tubes, and their

use of machine language only. .

In 1958-63 the second generation computers,were developed. Transistors

replaced vacuum tubes. Hence computers becamesmaller, faster and more

dependable. Other compAer languages became available, such as Formula

-Translator (FORTRAN) andCommon Business Oriented Language (COBOL). Examples

of second generation computers are IBM 1400's, 1600's, 7000's, bNIVAC1.1107,-.,'

and Burroughs 2P0's.
.

The third generation computers are those developed in 1964-70 -such

at IBM 360!s, UNIVAC 9000'a, and Burroughs 3000-8000 series. These com-

puters use an integrate circuit that contain,100,000 components. Third

generation computers were smaller, faster and more dependable than even

owe

a.

-10
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second generation computers. More languages became available. In 1963,

the computer language BASIC, Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instruttion
Code, was &veloped and purported to be easier than other languages.'
Computers also now had the capability of being used by more than one
person at a time.

In 1970the first microprocessor chip was developed, reducing an
integrated circuit to a tiny chip and producing forth generation computers.
Intel Corporation produced the first microprocessor, the 4004, used pri-
marily commercially. They later produced the 8068, the 8080, t1ie_.8085,

and others. Other companies offered competition such as the Z-80 from
Zilag.,, These microprocessors opened the world of "home" or "personal"'
computing, although they were at first only, available in "kit" form.
In the mid-70/s, CoMmbdore Business Machines was the first company to
produce an all-in-ono personal computer, the personal Electronics Trans-
actor (PET). Not long after the.PET came on the market, Radio Shack
(Tandy Corporation) developed the TRS-80. The Apple was soon to follow.
The Apple was developed by two young men, Steven Jobs and Stephen Wozniak,
in California. After their first Apple sold immediately with orders for
more, Jobs and Wozniak founded the Apple Corporation. Today, Apples are
available through the Apple Corporation (Xite Apples) or through Bell
and Howell (black Apples): Other microcomputers are also available,
such as Atari, the Challenger (Ohio ScientifiC, Inc.) and the TI-99 (Texas
Instruments).

Since the ENIAC, computers have steadily gotten smaller and cheaper- -
and often faster and more reliable. It is amazing to think that in less
than forty years computers have gone from being the size of a hoOse and
weighing tons to being thesize.of a typewriter (- actuall he computer
can be:held in the palm of one's hand).

Surely, we've come a long way. A

"'s
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE HISTORY OF THE DIGITAL COMPUTER
...,

YEAR "1NVAiTOR DESIGNATION DESCRIPTION

300 B.C. Abacus Calculating device

30 .B.C. Greek Digital machine Device for astronomical calculations

1617 Napier Napier's bones Multiplication device

1642 Pascal \- ' Calculating machine First calculating machine

?.801 Jacquard, Weaving looms Control of looms using launched cards.

1822 Babhtse Difference engine Calculating tables by means of

difference"

183 Bab4ge, Analytical' engine Design for a stored program digital

computer

1890 Hollerith Punched-card sorter EAM.equipment for processing census

data

.
FIRgT GENERATION

.

1944 Aiken Mal( I 4 First general purpose computer

1916 Eckert,
Mauchly

ENIAC First use of electronic circuitry

1949 Wilkes EDSAC First electronic stored program
computer

1952 Eckert,
Mauchly,
Von Neumann

EDhC First use of binary mode, acoustic'
delay line memory

4

1951-52 Remington-
Rand

.Univac I First commercially available
computer

1953 MIT Whilwind S , First use of magnetic core memory

The'first generation of comppters came out in the late 194'0's. These computers

411

could perform thousands of caaculation-nn one second. First generation computers were

controlled by parts called vacuum tubes. They were hot and big. ENIAC was a giant

computer of 18,800 vacuum tubes, weighed 30 tons and occupied 1,500 square feet of

floor space. It was smaller_And 1,000 times fasterthan its predeceqsor, MARK I,
developed in 1944. UNIVAC I contained 5,000 vacuum tubes and was considerably smaller

and faster than its forerunners.

1958-63

SECOND GENERATION
0

NCR 330's, Honeywell 400's, RCA 301's, Use of 'transistors in place

IBM1400's, 1600's, 7000's, CDC 160'S, of vacuum tubes
Burroughs 200's, Univac 11d7, GE 200's

n 1960 the second generation corriputers /Were developed. These computers could

p form wo ten times faster than first generation. computers. The reason for. this

-Nrea-gpeed was e use of a partcalled,a transistor -(a tiny amplifier) instead of

---v cuum4Ubes. Seco generation computers were smaller, faster and.' more dependable

than first generation c uters.

1964-70

IRD GENERATION

IBM 360's, Honeywell 200
70, Univac 9000's, 1108, GE' .80's,
CDC 6600, 7600, 3000's, Burroug 3000-

8000 Series

RCA Spectra Use of integrpted circuits

111 Five year's later, in 1965, tie third enerati n Comp
can do a million calculations a second, which s 1,000
Computers. 'Third generation computers are cont oiled by

are smaller than third generation computers.

9

ers were born. These_ computers

mes as many as first generation
ny integrated circuits and



FOURTH GENERATION

1971 Iftel 4004, Motorola 6800, TRS-80,
.Pet,Apple, IBM 3030'

Use .of microelectronic chips

Fourth generation computers are now in u'se. The integrated circuits that are.qow
being developed have been boiled down into a chip. This is known as microminiatur-
ization, which means that circuits are much, much, much'.smaller than before. In

other words, 1,000 tiny circuits now fit on one, chip. Therefore, thesd computers
are 50 times faster than third'generation computers.

3000 B.C.

1600 A.D. 1000 The ab$cus; first mechanical aid to computation
B.C.

1814 Napler's Bones
1650 and

1630 Oughtred's slide rule; first working ange In mechanical
computational methods.

1642 Pascal; first mechanical calculating machine
1700

1725 Bouchon; firet use of punched paper for mechanism control

1801 Jacquard: first mechanism totally controlled by punched
"program" cards

1812
and
1834 Babbage; proposes first mabhine capable of being called a)800 "computer"
1887 Hollerith; first use of punched card concept for the process-

ing of numerical data
r

.1850 1938 Shannon; first proposal linking Boolean algebra with switch-
ing circuits ..

a 1944 Mark I; first electromechanical' computer put In operation
1946 ENIAQ: first electronic computer put In operation"
1947 Schockley. et al.; first transistor developed

;.1955 IBM 702. first large-scale computer designed for business
purposes

1956 IBM 704; FORTRAN '
1950 ........,./.1963 GE time sharing; BASIC -

4
1964 IBM System 360
1966 Large -scale integration

-_,------- 1968 "Minicomputer" term coined
19A Forst mIcroprobessar Introduced (Intel 4004)

.-77s.'s,:-..\_. 1975 New memory davicee Implemented Such as Bubble and
1974 Motorola 6800 Microcomputer produced

2000 NN._ TCRhsarrcopupledADeg.cEe (faCCIoDr ) mo
emmpcirutleers systems Intro-

duced )
_ 1978 18BIt rgicroprocenor gains acceptance

1979 IBM 390 Introduced

Figur.c 1.7. A Schematic Representation of
Some Important Events.

7
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Glossary of Computer Terms

7

. Alphanumeric - AlphAbeticlettrs, numbers, and punctuation marks used

in,computer languages.

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Exchange, a standard date

transmission code.

Assembly Language A program languagethat uses, mnemonic codes for

machine ;instruction' .

BASIC - Acronym for Basic All-Purpose'.Symbolic Instruction Code, an

English-like programming language developed at Dartmouth University.

BASIC is the most common language for the micro-computer.

Band Rate - The transmiAsion speed of the flow o data, usually in bits

per second. Each character takes ll'bits, so 110 band rate is 10 charac-

ters per second.

BIT - Binary 'Digit, A bit represents one digit (1 or 0) in the binary

number system.

Bus - The circuit(s) that connect the Central Processing' Unit to. the.

Input/Output devices.

Bytd!',- A group of 8 bits han dled as a unit. One byte is usually requirld

to represent 1 alphanumeric character.

Chip - An integrated circuit etched ontq a tiny piece of silicon or

germanium.

CPU - Central ProCessing Unit containing the arithmetic and logic unit,

control system and memory. It fetches, decodes and executes instructions

.- and prdcesses data. .
_

. . ._

----7

.

\ 1

CRT -.Cathode Ray Tube, an electronic beam-tube used for video displays
.

,

in TV's and monitors.

DATA - Information a computer pro-mese-a-.

Acronym for Disk Operating System, the set of-programs that operate

a,.dis drive.

Hardware --The physical components of a computer.

IC - Acronym for integrated circuit, a chip that contains thousands of
transistors; capacitors, and other electronic components.

Input/Output Devices"- Any device that sends-data or programs to, or
receives them from, the CPU.

Interface - Any hardware/software system required to connect a computer

to any other device.
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44.

Memory - The locations in a micro-computer (or' other eternal device)

that btores information and instructions. (See RAM and ROM)

MODEM - Acronym for-vmodulator-demochilator, an instrument that lets a

computer or-terminal communicate with another computer over telephone

lines.

. Operating System - A.program located-in ROM that controls a computer's

basic operations.

Peripherals - Devices that work with COPUter, such as cassettes,

printers, disks, modems, etc.

Port - A physical I/O connection that serves as an access to a micro-.

processor.

Program - A set of instructions that make a compliter perform a given

operation,, or process.

RAM - Randal Access Memory which pan be written to or read from and can

be changed during operations. Its contents will be lost when the com-

puter's power is turned off,

ROM - Read onlY Memory is built( into the computer and normally' cannot be

changed. The contents are not lost when power` is turned off.

Simulation - Creating 'a-mathematical model that reflects a life-like

copy of a real action.

Software - The group of programs that instruct a computer.

2

-
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INTRODUCTION TO BASIC.

A Word About Communication

A

The computer and you communicate with each other throdgh

the terminal and the TV monitor. You can "speak to" the Computer

by entering commands through the typewriter keyboard. -These also

show up on the TV monitor. But the computer'does not know that

you are finished communicating a command until you push the RETURN key:

The computer communicates with you through the monitor and

lets you knOw it is prepared to "Asten" (receive more commands) by

flashing a small square (the cursor). at the left side of the screen.

When the cursor.is not flashing, thcomputer is otherwise engaged

and not to .be disturbed.

, ,

The computer will, follow commands dirmtly after you'push the

RETURN key (direct execution). or will Wait !until you tell it, to

start (delayed execution). To accomplish delayed execution, you

.write your commands in a program a set_of line statements preceded

by numbers. When directed to do.so, the computer will read these

line statements in numerical order and carry out,the commands within

this program.

The computer speaks a very specialized language called BASIC.

When it does not understand one of your command, it will print on

the monitor SYNTAX ERROR (or possibly some,_other error message).

It means that you have not used BASIC properly. When the computer

executes your program but fails to.do what you wanted', remember

it did what your commends directed.

6' When you and the computer are hot communicating properly, it

could be 'an occasion for negative thoughts and recriminations. But

Sotomputerniks are positive people and refer to the process of'unraveling

communication difficulties as "debugging." Remember -- even,the

best of people have to "debug" occasionally.

9
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Commands for Handling Programs

RUN - causes computer to 4Xecute whatever program is currpn y

in its memory.
-

LOAD (e.g. LOAD PEOPLE) - transfers the program named PEOPLE
. -

frcfm the storage disc or cakisette to

computer's memory.
0

RUN PEOPLE - loads and runs the program PEOPLE from sto ge'disc
or cassette in one step.

LIST - causes the computer to show on the monitor the in 'v'dual
, steps of the loaded program; if phe programis longer than
the monitor screen, the program statements will scroll
upward; push FIT4C) (two keys) simultaneously
scrolling; push any key4to continue.

SAVE (e.g. SAVE-PEOPLE) - transfers a copy( of the program PEOPLE
to. permanent storage (disc or cassette).

CATALOy-- displays'on monitor the names of the stored-programs
on the disc Or cassette. ,

NEW- tells the compliter to clear iots memory and prepare for a
new program (used,only hile writing programs).

4 ftg

Commands Used Within Prograffs

,-- PRINT .cause complper to pr nt a text in quotation marks that
"'-follows (e.g. PRINT ' ') or to print the result of a

nUMerical computation .g. PRINT 18 + 4 will cause the
/monitor to

0
displayy).

LE; (LET .X = - assigns a value to'the variable Which follows.
°

READ and DATA these two statements work together. The READ X
statement causes the computer to,assigntoXt4e

A. valueit finds in the DATA Statement (DATA 7).
4,

REM - short for REMARK, COmputers ignore whatever follows REM,
permitting the program to explain to a human the 'purpose of
.nearbv,statements.

IF ( ) THEN ( ) - presents acondition to be met in the IF
part of the statement before the action in the
THEN part of the statement is to be carried
outby the computer (e.g. IF):00 THEN GOTO 250);,
when the'condition in the IF section of the
statement is not met, the computer ignores
'whatever follows in that statement.

GOTO (e.g. GOTO 250) - tell's the computer to "go to" the statement with 411
line number 250 andto continue running the program
from there in normal line number order.
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GOSUB andRETURN - (e.g. GOSUB 250) causes the computer to go to the

statement with line number 250, to run the program

in line order until it encounters a RETURN statement,

and then to "return" to the next line statement

.following the one giving the GOSUB command.

INPUT - (e.g. INPUT "NAME"; N$) causes, the computer priorgram'to stop

and wait,;,fdrithe human to "put in" the Information 'requested,

,(to as4gma value or'string to a variable);/in the example,

the command prints NAME and pauses,towait or-the human to

enter his/her name which it assigns to th:. variable N$.

. .

FOR and NEXT - (e.g. FOR Y = 1 TO 5 following b a later line statement

NEXT Y) creates .a loop sitteti n in which the computer

h.fuses the variable, Y as a coun er for the number of times

the program steps between t FOR and NEXT statements

are to be repeated in orde ; the program assigns Y the

value 1, continues to run n normal line order until

it encounters the NEXT Y tatement; and returns!' to the

FOR Y = 1 TO 5 statement in which Y is now assigned 2;

the action repeats five times and then the program continues .

at the next line state ent f4llowing the NEXT Y command.
a

END - lets the computer know that the prograth is completed so-that it

can let you know (with the flashing cursor).

°

Some Functions Available Within the Computer.

RND(°X) - generates a random number between 0 and 1.

LEN(B$) - gives an integer equal to the number of characters in-

the string variable.

ABS(X) - gives absolute value of expregsion X.

INT(X) - gives largest integer less than or'equal to argument X.

TAB(X) - spaces to the specified print column on the terminal.

SIN(X) - gives sine,of expression X if X is in radians.

SQR(X) r gives square root of X.'

ATN(X) gives arctangent of X in radians.

COS(X) gives cosine of X if X is in radians.

LOG(X) - gives natural (base e) log of X.

PI - constant value ofpi, 3.1415927

4i*
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'Some Random How Td's

Tiarn the computer on/off: the switch is on th,back.

Correct a typing mistake: f "caught before hitting return,

'backspace with the left-arrow key ( ) and pe over:the

mistake; if the return key .has been hit, just retype the

line number of the program statement and the statement.

Re ve a statement: retype the line number only of the statement

and hit RETURN A'

Clear the screen: type HOME and hit return or use the cbmiliand

CALL - 936 within a program.

Stop *the computer on the,run: hit the

Recover from accidentally hitting RESET: ty Oand hit (RETURN)

Put screen in-graphics mode: 'type GR or HGR and h (RETURN).

Return screens to text mode: type TEXT and hit (RETURN).c
, 40,

Put a space between linegApn the screen: type PRINT, and hit

between the line comMands.

Wipe out line currently typing: simultanebusly hit the keys

and hit (RETURN, I_
(CTRL1

Use a variable to represent a string of 'words: follow the variable

letter with $ and set equal to the string given in uotation marks

(e.g. V$ 3,,,VVERY YUMMY"

Move to a horizontal screen location: use HTAB(X) in your program

where X is the horizontal location or use TAB(S) in a- PRINT

statement e.g. PRINT TAB(5)).
gb. t

Move to a vertical screen location: use VTAB (X) in your ptbgram.

4
Continue typing on the same line on the monitor, bu with a new command

statement: .use'a semicolon at the end of the firs command.

Place more than one command in the same program statement: separate

e by a aoloni

Cause the computer to,list output in 3 columns rather than 1 column:
put a comma at the end of the command statement.

1
G 8
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TAKE ONE STEP CLOSER TO YOUR COMRUTER

The following'is a sometimes whimsical account

of ne trials and misfortunes of a firbt-time comput

use .
-However, embedded in the tongue-in-cheek

,dai y discoveries are truths and insights that other

first-time as well As veteran users should appreciate.

D-Day catching and-helping my friend unbox and hook

together the computer disk'dri40 integer card,

super\mdd c nverte and television,set, I was

(when it .struc by c nflic ing.tboughts. "How oh earth would

'4 all bygan) 'I ever get it all Tecked together again, unpacked

at my ouse, and back in 6perating order on my ouln?'!.

But on he othet hand, ".How can this little equip-

ment an material cost more than $2000 -- after'all,

that's e-third of a car sitting there!'' (shows you

how long it's been since I've been in a showroom)

13

Monday After exhaustive study of of six manuals

that came with the computer (no slouches on /print,

these Apple pushers), I discovered the main difference

.between Applesoft Basic and Floating Point Basic. '

Whichever command you choose automatically works

for the,other version of Basic and not what you have

presently called up for the machine.

Tuesday Learned something helpful today,. The flashing

light that moves across the screen as you ty'e is

the cursor. Until now, I had assumed the manual '

knew how I felt -- I had been followlIng its dieActions

to the letter.

Thursday Showed kids how to turn'computer on, load, and

run a program today. I also told them they could

pl with the computer whenever I wasn't arouni.;

Wife ainted.

Saturday The manualis proving useful. It described

what was meant by SYNTAX ERROR. I was pleased tp,

note that I had dqne nothing morally *rong, and I

was especially glad that I didn't have to pay for it.

Sunday Children showed me how to play "Libtle Brick

Out" -- 5 bouncing balls to knock a well of bricks

down. I did respectably: Me - ).6, Kids -#497.

They asked why'I bothered. told them I just like

to play fast.)

1

O
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Tuesday Friend keeps explaining neat thin-6 the computer

lets' you do -- .extolling the wonderful insights involved
in playing/such things as 'Three -Mile Island." I

politely inquire as to when I expect to be called'upon
to prevent a nuclear melt-down. (Funny how long a short

silence-can'become.)

Wednesday Watched with dismay as the computer accepted a
.dealer's disk and ran various diagnostic tests on itself.
Monitor showed flashing RAM that wasp faulty. Somehow,

that find didn't restore two weeks' loss of.self-
confidence eloperienced while I had assumed it was
operator error at. fault.

Saturday Daughter picked two games from book of
programs and typed into the computer. Three hodrs later,
we got them to work, and I was'eaten by my first.'"man-

.

eating rabbit." Then I searched a 10 by 10 grid to no

avail for "Hurkle." I think I might have foundohim/her/it
if the program had produced gragbics so I knew" What a

Hurkle looked Ake. It gets awfully boring responding
to a screen full Of.questions. (After awhile; you want

to be found and torn apart by the Minotaur.)

Week 3 Kids showed me how to use "Color sketch" today and
what BLOAD coMmand meant. (I think I untbrstood it
better the hour after we polished off the Thanksgiving
turkey.) It continues to amaze me how fasct kids learn
things informally and by reading and following directions.
Somewhere in skim reading and assertive interaction,
they failed to mention the advantages of reading it all the
way through and doirt it.the'Way jt was intended and explained.

Week 4

Had opportunity to discuss starting up problems
with fellow neophyte yesterday. Interesting how reassuring
it was to find out I Was not the only dumb person to
'sit before the keyboard,. There seem. to be lots of
highly informed computerniks around except when you need
thefir.---And though they_try to I), patient when I ask my

beginner level questions, I still(get the impression
I an asking them how to crawl while they are preparing
for the hurdles. (Not only can igndrance be shared --

it's also reassuring to find thers.)

Started my first game of chea*.swith a computer today.
The computer is awfully slow in thiiking the'program
says Wisconsidering fOur Possiblemoves ahead. I'm_

spending most ,of my time waiting on but I definetely
have it on the run. A



Next day

Week 5

Week 6
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Lost my first gate of computer chess. I offered

congratulations but skipped the concilatory hand-

shake. -',At least, it hasn't told me what I did wrong.

But when it smugly asked me if I wanted to play again,

I pulled its plug (smart aleck machine!)

After an hour and. half of effort day, I made the

computer show some math functions in h'gh resolution

graphgWand Moved /them around with some fair degree

of alacrity. But I'M beginning to won when it can.

save me time and db, roblemsI can't more quickly,. So

far, it's all one way -- 11 my mental resources and

patience to make it do-s mething I already know how to do

faster. Alsb I wonder how the less well-trained
mathematically can possibly fare in this area.

Discovered today that the TVset will not display

some colors in certain high resolution graphics pro-

grams (it will put in horizontal but not vertical

tines of the same 2O/or.7 I,had been assuming operator

mistake only to be vindicated again. The manuals tell

us to experiment -- that the computer never makes a

mistake. (Obviously, that doesn't hold for manuals.)

Had to set aside today definite hours in the

schedule for serious computer work. Seventh grade

,daughter's desire to engage in more serious activities

was hampered by glowering remonstrances from brothers

to hurry up so they could play games. (Solved the

problem temporarily, but now when am I going to play

"Brick Out"?)

Called friend to discover the'size of the computer

Memory. I asked him what'command to use to make the

computer tell me how big it is. He told me to ask the

human standing next to it. I sadly pointed out that

I was that human. Turns out, you stare into innards

and count the RAMS (not fuzzy creatures bearin wool) in ide

the white square perimeter. Each RAM contains K of me ry,

(I'm beginning to talk like cereal commercials).

Got kids to sit down yesterday to explain FOR -NEXT loops

to them. They adkeleff I hadken in the apple cider bottle

again. Later,"they made the computer counj backwards from

1000 by 5's. (Insolent offspiing! -- I had only made it

count to 100by.1's.)
. .

The time involvement required ted is making i increasingly

clear that the alierageclas m teacher will not have the

time (even if expertise) to program the computer to do

meaningful and long-range or management - related activities.



Week 7
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Rather, they will be dependent upon the availability
of supporting software and the funds to acquire the
same. Limited use. demonstrations and informal un-
supervised learning seem to be the most viable uses
pf the computer for mostfusers in the next few years
without increasing the initial investment.

.

Attended a meeting with fellow math educators to
discuss microcomputers.. Two advanced members of the
group exchanged pleasantries and various nuances
about machine language -- sounded like R2D2 talking
to C3P0. Graduallyg4srothey returned to the real' world

and talked to we morons. (Do I really want to spend
80%of my waking time speaking in acronyms aend
erector-set terms?),

Programmed computer to work age-old pr m about
cows, sheep, dnd pigs Monday. The gram ran' well

and I am inckeasinglp proficiency to do more
difficult things. Of Couree;.I had solved that 'problem
"by just thinking" when in grade school. I paused
to reflect how'growing kids will be chaved by
'learning 70R -NEXT loops and GOSUB-RETURWsubroutines
that cause a computer to check 33,000 cases, rather
than using the old bean to close in on the answer
in a humanly manageable number Of paper and pencil.

. steps. Is the price of increasing computing power,
mental lazindss? (Probably the same question, in
new raiment, to that posed by Babylonian scholars
'contemplating,the use of the abacus over stylus
techniques.)

a.

Sometime . Doctor diagnosed strange malady on right hand

Later as INVADER's THUMB. lie also mentioned that My eyes
had little waving. figures marching across them, His

advice Was to shut the computer down for 2 -3 days and
read a good book.' (After a short pause, I remembered
what he was referring to.)

And thu; ends a brief glimpse at a continuing
odyssey, into the microchip age , .

16
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Educational Uses of Computers

Exploring the many educational uses of computers is valuable to under-
_

stand the wide range of possibilities available with the technology. There

are several/different ways of'organiairig this discussion. The intent is

to demonstrate the variety of uses,not to deve144 a partitioning or a

taxonomy of uses. As a matter of fact, given a particular program, it may

fit into several different. categories. The headingSare chosen only be-
.:

cause they are descriptive.

In the following sections different ,uses will be described and sample

programs of each type will be mentioned,

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)

In general, this is a wide range of educational programs whiCh require

student interaction with a'computer in a learning situation.

Drill and practice

These programs are designed to provide praceice,for skills and knowledg e

learnings- -that is, learning that:is low in cognitive complexity. Following

are soinesample programs.

a. DARTS: practice in estimating the names of points On a rational

number line.(fractions). ,

b'. UNCLE SAM'S JIGSAW: drill-on identifyingUSA states by their

shapes. p.

.

2. Tutorial 0

.

Programs classifie4 as tutorial typically w ld be associated with

learning objectives at higher cognitive levels t an drill and practice-

objectives. Ih general, the goals of these programs are understandings.

'a. Longevity: the human interacts with the program to determine
the human's life expectancy and learn-which factors effect it and

. how much. -

b. Stereo4 another interactive program_ designed to teach the studdnt

about the dangers of sereOtyping people.

3. Simulations
4

Simulation programs,are designed to provide the student 'With experi-

ences thin are too expensive, dangerous, complex, andtiMe consuming to

provide in a teal world situ-ation. Such programs providemodels- of pheti mena

in threal world for the student-to study. :
Learning objectives are typi-$

cally more cognitively' complex than (.1) 'drill and practice.or (2) tutorial '

programs. These objectives are often at the analysis-and synthesis, levels.

0
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a; Three Mil6 Island: The ,human,acts as manager and operator of

the Three Mile Island nuclear,felectrifal generation facility to
learn how electricity is generated at the plant. Not only does

the human leain a schematic operation,but he or she has an op-,
portunity to experience the frustration of dealilg with the many

different aspects -of maintaining the facility.

b. Engine: Observe the operation of a'four cycle internal combustion

engine.
, .

c. LemonAe: Run a lemOnade stand in competition with others to
learn some economic generalizations.

4
Computer Managed Instruction (CMI)

CMI differs frorn CAI in that CMI uses are designed to assist the teache
in the management of instruction. CAI programs are designed to teach stu-
dents something.

4
4. Record Management *

.411111...

The putpose of record management programs are to store, analyze, and
report on data. The analyses may be used for research studies but more
often the systems ate designed to, help teachers with maintaining student'
progress reports and records. Spine systems include features like computer

generated report cards. Such tePorts can bd updated on a weekly, pr daily,
basis to infqrm students andparents of student progress.

a. Millikinikritfteetic Programs: .The set of programs pridde drill
in basic arithmetic in such areas as additiqn, 'subtraction, multi-
plication, division, fractions,,and measurement. Each one is
divided into more than 50 prodam levels by problem difficulty.
Thus, the programs are easily classified as CAI. However, a
management.system is included to repoi't to the students and the
teachers'abOut the students' programs. Oneoption is a hard
copy printout of students'` progress. Also%telchers may make
group or individual assignments.

5. Materials Generation

Computer programs can,be easily developed to produce Classrbom materia
als for a teacher. Some; of thejringers currently available, like the
Centronics 737, can produce dit11-6.masters'and overhead transparencies. '

These and other printers can produce clean masters which carvAbe reproduced
in classroom settings.

a. _ SIMEQ and FACTORS.: These two teacher'developed'Ttograms. produce
tests on "simultaneousil;ineat=equations" and an "Factoring Poly-
nomials" respectfvely. The tests are properly formatted and
include,the answers,. Thus, the teacher can reproduce the test
with the answers, cover theta, and reproduce the test without the
answers. After thestudentshave Worked on the test, the teacher
can pass out,the copy with'the aorrect.answers.

-o
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. b. WORDFIND:, Sometimes teachers like to emphasize new vocabulary

words in E' unit of study.. For example, an elementary science
unit might include words like, temperature, measurement, celsius,
metr-ic, gram, and liter. Jgordfind puzzles, in which the student
tries to find words,hidden in an array of letters, provide an-,
.opportunity for students to id *tify the-words in a game setting.
The WORDFIND program generates the puzzle and solution.

Other Uses
411e..,

Aside from CAI and CMI, one can find several other educational uses
of compule7. ,

6. Educational Games

There are more games available on microcomputers than any other type
of program. Some of these have educational value. Some have little or

no .much use! careful. Many of the games are intriguing and fun; how-
ever, if the purpose is simply playing, the use of classroom time is
questionable. Some of the programs sikeady mentioned could be classified
as 'games, e.g., Darts, Three Mile IslMd, and Lemonade ttand. HOwever,

these-programs appear to have some educational value.

Other games 1i Chess, Pirates, and Super Invaders may be.a lot of

fun but limited in du ational value. *

7. Programming

With the advent of the microcomputer and the associated availability
of relatively inexpensive computers, more and more schools (and individuals)

have purchased computers.. This growth of computers has stimulated, interest

in computer programming. One of the major educatiodal uses of computers is .

tateach students to prograi. In pre-college schools the language most often
selected is BASIC which has been taught with success as low as the second
grade (although we do not recommend teaching programming that early).

8. Frolllem Solving.

Learning to program is pasilyossociated with problem solving'. To

solve a problem ud.ng a computer, the individual would typically need to
know to write programs. Usually in programming courses, students are
asked-to.solve assigned problems. However, the two activities can be suf-

ficiently diffeient to list them separately in this paper.

An excellent set of problems for computer solu on at the secondary'

school level was originally developed by Earl Qrf an Diana Hestwood. These

are available as card sets entitled Computer Conversations and More Computer
'Conversations from The Math Group, 5625 Girard Avenue, South, Minneapolis,
MN 5419.

7-\
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Mathematics Teacher -February 1980 21 :

Computer' Literacy Objectives-Cognitive

Hardware
1. Identify the five major components of a computer: input equipment, memory

unit, control unit, arithmetic unit,output equipment.
2. Identify the basic operation of a computer system; input of data or information,

processing of data or information, output of data or information.
3. Distinguish between hardware and software.

. 4. Identify how a person can access axcomputer: for example.

1. via a keyboard terminal
a. a site of computer .

b, at any distance via'telephone
,2. :via punched or marked card
-3. via-other magnetic media (t pe, diskette)

5.. Recognize the rapid growth of computer hardware since the 1940$.

6. Deterthine that the basic components function as an interconnected system under

the control of a stored program developed1bY a person.
7. Compare cqmputer processing and §torage capabilities to the human brain,

listing some general similarities and/Bifferences.

Programming and Algorithms
1. Recognize the definition of. "algorithm:"

2. Follow and give the Corredt'output for a simple algorithm.
3. Given a simple algorifhm, explain what it accomplishes (i.e., interpret and generalize.

4. Modify simple algorithm to accomplish a pew, but related task.

5. Detect lcic errors in an algorithm.
6. Correct errors'in an improperly functioning algorithm.
7. Develop an algorithm for solving a specific` problem.

8. Develop an algorithm.that can be used to solve a set of similar problems.

Software and Data Processing
1. Identify the fact that we communicate with 'computers through a binary code.

2. Identify the need for data'to be organized if it is to be useful.

3. Identify the fact that information is data that has been given meaning.

4. Identify the fact,that data is a'coded mechanism for communication.
5. Identify'the fact that communication is the transmission of information via "

coded messages.
6. Identify the fact that data processing involves the transformation of data by

means of'a set of predefined rules.
Recognize that a computer needs instructions to operate.

8. Recognize that a computer gets instructions from a program written in a programming
language.

9. Reclonize that a computer is capable of storing a program and data.

.10. Recognize that computers prObess data by searching, sorting, deleting, updating,
summarizing, moving and so on.

11. Select an apprppriate attribute for ordering of data for a particular

12. Design an elementary data struCture for a given application (that is,
for the data).

13. Design an elementary coding system for a given application.

4.

Applications"

1. Recognize specific uses of computers in some of the following fieldsi,

a. medicine
b. law enforcement i. recreation

c. education j. gOvernment

d. engineering k. the library

e. business 1. creative arts

f. transportation
g. military defense systems
h. weather prediction

2

task,
provide order
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. 2. Identify tha fact that there are many programming languages suitable for a

orticular application for'business or science.
3. Recognize that the following, activities are among the major.types of

applications'of the computer;
a. information storage and retrieval
b. simulation and modeling`
c% process controlNsecision7making
d. computation
e. data processing

4. Recognize that computers are generally good at information-processing
tasks that benefit from the followingi:
a. speed
b. accuracy
c. repetition

5. Recognize tlikt some limiting considerations for using computers are as
follows: ,

a. cost e\tA

b. software availability
, .

c. storage capacity 1.4

6. Recognize the basic features of a computerized information system.
7. Determine how.computers can assist the consumer.
8. Determine how computers can assist in a decision-making process.

\r1
9. Assess the feasibility of potential applications.

10. Develop a-new application.

Impact

;1. Distinguish among the following carers:
a. keypuncher/keyoperator
b. computer operator
c. computer programmer
d. systems analyst
e. computer scientists

2. Recognize that computers are useckto commit a wide variety of serious crimes,
especially stealing money and stealing information.

3. Recognize that identification codes (numbers) and passwords are a primary
means for restricting the use of computer systems, computer programs, and
data files.

4.. Recognize that procedures for detecting.computer-based crimes are not well
developed. -t

5. Identify some advantages or disadvantages of a-data base containing personal
information on a large number of people (e.g., the list might include value
for research And potential-for privacy invasion).

64 Recognize several regulatory procedures; for example, Privilege to one's own
ile-and restrictions on the use of universal personal identifiers that help
to insure the integrity of persorie,1 data fileg.

7. Recognize that most "privacy problems" are characteristic of large information
files whether or not they are computerized.

8. Recognize that computerization both increases and decreases employment.
9. Rebognize that computerization both personalizes and impersonalizes procedures

in fields such as education. T
10. Recognize that computerization can lead to both.greater'independence and.

dependence on one's tools.. 6

11. Recognize that, whereas computers do not have the mental capacity that humans do,
through techniques such as artificial intelligence* computers have been able to
modify their own instr \iction set and do many of the informatipn-processing tasks
that humans 'do. --

12. Recognize that alleged "computer mistakes" are usually mistakes made by people. 411
13. Plan a strategy, for tracing and correcting a computer-related error, such as a

billing error.

2 5



i4. Explain how computers make public surveilla'Zere `feasible

15. Recognize that even though a person does not go near a computer. ,''he or.
she is affected indirectly because the socrilty\is different in many sectors

as a consequence of computerization.

16. Exlain how comwters can be used to effect the distribution and use of

4Allh
economic and political power.

Computer Literacy Objectives - Affective
1. Does not Teel fear, anxiety, or intimidation from computer experiences.

2. Feels confident about his or*her ability touse and control comps.
3. Values efficient inforpation processing provided that it does not neglect

,

accuracy, the protection of individual rights, and social needs.

4. Values computerization of routine tasks so long as it frees people to engag. °

in other activities and is not done as an end in itself.

5. Values increased communicatiOn and availability of information made possible ,

through computer use providedtthat it does not violate personal rights to

privacy and accuracy of personal data. .

6'. Values economic benefits of computerization for a society.

7. Enjoys and desires work or play with computers, especially compu ter-assisted

learning.
8.' Describes past experiences with computers'with positive -affective words,

like fun, exciting, challenging, and so on.
9., Given an Opportunity, spends some free time using a comp4ter,

0
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Instructional Computing Coordinator.

North Carolina Department of Public

Instruction

*Proposed
One-Week Computer Literacy' Course

Day 1: Historical Develop ent of Computers ,

Or.

1. Objective - The studen will be able to understand the historical development.

of computers. A

2. Content Description - Suggested activities'will develop an understanding

and appreciation of
a. the early counting devices,.

b. the four generations of computers - post-1940,

c,P the difference in analog and digital computers, arid,

d. the people.inliolved in the development.

3. Suggested Activities
'Teacher /students:

a. discuig first use of and need for "compilkers": fingers, pebbles, etc.

b, demonstrate use of manual and mechanical devices: abacus, slide rule,

adding machine, etc.

c.' develop a historical time-line display of computing devices and computers

'd. "mpare the four generations of post - 1940 computers

e, show any available films, filmstrips, or slides

tudents
a. make a visual display(s) of people involved in computers: mobiles,

posters, slides, etc.
b. "print" a newspaper of articles on computers and their-inVentors

c. ntta card or board game on the history of computers

d. ct examples or pictures of analog and digital "computers"

Day 2: Computer Applications in Society-
.112S3

1. Objective - The student will be able to understand the widespread applications

, and implications of computers to today's society.

2. ,Cdntent Description - Suggested activities will develop an underStandingand

appreciation of-
a. the various uses of computers in all facets of society,

b. the growth of computer applications in the last 40 years,

c. the educational applications of computers, and

d. the possible areas that computers 'may be used in the future.

3. ggested Activities
leacher/Sudents:
a. identA.Ty specific current, and potential uses of computers in

1. 'homes and recreation
1- 2. business and. industxy

3: medicine
4. law and law enforcement

5. engineering
6. transportation, /
7. military defense
8. weather predictions
9. research and education 1

10.- libririe'S and information retrieval

b. 'discuss other areas of computer applications

,

*This Outline, is only,a composite of. several N.C. and out-of-state courses. 1

ov-4ded as _a, resource- only.
v v t 2 7
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c. compare the number of areas of computer use in the decades since 1940

d. describe several computer applications in the local community ,

e. list several of the majdr types of computer applications - information
storage and retrieval, simulation and.wodeling, process control,
computation,data processing'

Students:
a. clip articles from newspapers and magazines on computertapplications

for reporting and display
b. visit a local business or site that uses a computeromputer - on-site qr via

terminal
c. collect information on why and when several local computer users implemented

the computer into their work
d. collect computer - related or - printed information that is received

by consumers 1'

e. select one category of present or possible fdture computer use and
"predict" what the computer application will be in 2001-

fo.
Day 3: Impact of Computers on Society - Careers and Job Opportunities

1. Objective; The Student will be able to recognize the careers directly related
to computers and to understand the effect of the computers on job opportunities
in general - past, present,. and future.

2. Content Descriptibn 1- Suggested activities will develop an understanding
,and appreciation of

a. the vocations directly related to computers
b. the training necessary for different types of computing jobs,
c. the changes in, creation 6f,. and elimination of various careers and

occupations as a'xesult of the use and improvement of computers,
d. the current employment opportunities requiring computer expertise,
e. the future impliCations of the-effect of computers on certain vocations,

and
f. the many programming languages suitable for particular applications and

the training necessary.

3. Suggested Activities
Teacher/Students:,
a. distinguish between various computer-related careers - key puncher/

key operator, compAter operator, computer programmer, systems analyst,
systems manager,

b. discdss the training required fox the various computer-related careers
c. Aake a list of 'job opportunities that have changed in some way due to

coNuters since 1950
d. identify possible future employment that will be created, changed,

or eliminated by computers
e. list the various programming languages, discuss their development,

and the training necessary for mastery
Students:
a. clip newspaper and magazine want ads for computer-related jobs or ads

specifying computer expertise in a job usually not associated directly
with computers. .

b. investigate the use Of Computers,by guidance counselors and students
c. interview a person who uses a computer to discover what training he/she

was required to have arid whaE'additional training would be advantageous
d. research magazine ads and college bulletins for time period 1950-1980

to compare the increase in the references to computers
e. locate and show 1950 'and 1960 firms/filmstrips that predict what the

"future".will be like as a result-of technological advances
f. create a futuristic career involving a computer; describe the role of

the computer

2s



Day 4: Impact of Computers on Society - Limitations
,

0 .

1. Objective: The student will be.able to identify

of the computer foi. certain applications anti the

of computers. ''''

and Disadvantages
. ,

and understand the liMitations
potential abuse and inconvenience

27

411 2. Content Description: Suggested activities will develop an understanding

and appreciation of
a;" the limitation's of computers for some applications,

b. the limiting considerations (cost, storage, capacity, software availability)

for using computers,
the use of computers for criminal actions,

d. the advantages and disadvantages of data bases, and

e. the occurrence of "computer mistakes" - their origin, the effect on

the recipient, ,nd the possible procedure to correct them.

3. Suggested Activities
Teacher/Students:
a. discuss "jobs" that computers are currently incapable of performing

and_ why

b. list known misuses of computers swindling, selling 'of mailing lists,

invasion of privacy, unlawful use of equipment, etc..

c. identify known databases and their access piOcedures

Students:
a. report onan interview with a "victim" of a "computer error"

p.' interview a sampling of 10 people to determine their opinion on "Computers

are responsible for dehumanizing governmental/business activities with

citizens by assigning numbers to people."
c.. research andreport on state and federal legislation to control computer crime

.,pay 5: Identification of the Computer Hardware and Its Function
0

1. Objective: The student will be' able to recognize the components of a

computer and to understand the function of each'component.

2. Content Descripliton: Suggested activities will develop an understanding

and appreciation of

y. ar the five parts of a comput*r - input, output, storage, control and arithmetic,

b. .the function of and the various devices for each of the five parts of a

- computer,
c. the role each of the five parts plays In the,problem-solving process,_

d, the advantages and disadvantages of different types of inputand dutput

materials, and
e. theSctivities that computers can/cannot perform bettlr than humans can.

3. Suggested Activities
Teacher/Students:

describe the five parts of a computer 'and their function

b. display various types of the five parts - past and present'

c. identify the advantages and limitations of the various computer

- components discussed
d. list the improvements in efficiency of operation of the computer

components-historical time-line display

Students:
a. perform a problem-solving task as a computer would, then compare to the

c rresponding human action

b. mulate the computer activities in calculating 2 + 5

c. 'splay different input, storage, and output media
-9 .
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August 1980

KOOKS :

BASIC -'A UNIT FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS, by Donald D. Spencer -- Ormond Beach:

Aft. Camelot. 2nd Edition, 1980, 96pp, $3.95

Beat we!ve seen yet to serve as a text on BASIC for student and teacher;

buy a flowchart template and bet about producing personal programs for

leisure, instruction, or recordkeeping.

BASICOMPUTER GAMES: Microcomputer Edition, ed., by David H. Ahl. New York:

Workman Publishing, 1978. 811 x 11 paperback, 183pp, $7.50.'

Approximately one-hundred program listings in BASIC language for use on

microcomputers. Good for use as motivational devices, for studies in computer

programming, or.as models for your own instructional programs.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN INSTRUCTION: A Teacher's Guide_ to Selection and Use,

by Judith B. Edwards et al. Npy Hanover, New Hampshire: Time Share Corporation,

1978. 81/2 x 11 paperback.

Intended for elementary and secondary teachers in all subject areas.

Gives a practical guide for using computers in school, including hardware,

programming languages, and different roles the computer can play in

instruction. Contains chapters on Essentials of Hardware and software,

Instructional Uses, Selecting Computer-Based Instructional Units, andv

readin, in various curriculum areas. Well-written, east to understand.

Full of good examples. Extensive bibliographic references.

COMPUTER AWARENESS BOOK, by 'Donald D. Spencer - Ormond Beach: Camelot. 1978,

$2.50. -

First and 2nd grade inroduction with adult help--a great deal of follow-up

on terminology required: "flowchart", "program", "computer programmer",

111
"BASIC"; probably.most useful for bold black line illustration (suitable

for coloring) after an introduction and actual use of a terminal.

COMPUTER DICTIONARY, by Donald D. Spencer - Ormond Beach: Camelot. 2nd Edition,

1979, 16Dpp, softbound $5.95, hardkound $9.95.
r.Whether for computer ayareness or computeliteracy, all edia centers

require a key to the computer lingo in the referenc collection.

THE COMPUTER QUIZ ,BOOK, by Donald D. Spencer - Orm nd Beach: Camelot. 1978,

128pp, $5.99.
After studying or=teaching an introductory course in computer science or

data processing, use these multiple choice questions and'crossWord puzzles

to'test yourself or your students; nine chapters cover from history of

computing through' applications and equipment to numbers systems, codes

and occupations.

THE HOME COMPUTER BOOK, by Len Buckwalter. New York: Simore& Schuster, nip.

54 x 84 paperback, 25.4pp, $4.95.
A very readable history of the development of the computer, leading up to

4the microcomputers on the market today. Simple explanations of micro hard-

ware and how computers do what they dO; things to consider when building

Pr buying a.microcomputer;
generallHeacriptionskof applications at work

and home. Sixty- eight.pages of program listings in BASIC could provide

good models for your own Programs., Extensive glossary.



SCHOOL MEDIA SERVICES AND AUTOMATION: A survey and annotated'bibliOgraphy

of the professional iterature related to pee automation of Schpol Library Media

tervices, K-12, by Dan R. Twaddle, School Library Journal, Summer 1979, pp. 257-267.

Aeview of the l'terature from 1.957 to July 1978; good examples of automation
-wprking for improved media services .4, the school level - computerized catalog,

circulation systems, centralized processing or improved subject access; '

67 item annotated bibliography.

THE STORY OF COMPUTERS, by Donald D. Spencer - Ormond Beach: Camelot. grid Edition,

1977,,64pp, $3.95.:'
Covers who's, what's, and how's of a subject fear d by many adults; written

for the 3rd grade up, it will be helpful for all who are timid about dealing

with the technology which runs our lives every-sa,insidiousliti sometimes I, k

silly cartoons of varying styles do not distract and in general carry 'Wag!

;64°intended information.
,

USING BASIC1IN THE CLASSROOM, by Donald 9. Spencer - Ormond Beach: Camelot.'

1978, 224pp, $9.95
Fortunatelyie title is misleadirig. It does a lot more than instruct in

the use of BASIC, the computer language most appropriate for schools. 'Godd

talk on planning for the use of computers in the school'whether time-sharing
or micro-computers; discusses methods for teaching computes use; self-

teaching, short course, integrated, computer science course, and extra
curricular activity, provides overview on equipment comphents.

WHAT IS A CO LITER? by Marion J. Ball. New York: Houghton-Miffli, 1972,

$.2.85 paperback.
A beginner's book about computers. Child-like drawings and simple

explanations of basic computer parts and their functions. ,Good for usg
with students (and with teachers who are pretending to look forinformation

for their class). Excellent introduction to what computers are all about.

YOQ JUST BOUGHT A PERSONAL WHAT?, by Thomas Dwyer and Margot Crftchfield,

Petersborough, N.H.: Byte Books, Subsidiaty of McGraw -Hill, (no date)

81/2 x 11 paperback, 343pp, $11.95.
An excellent resource for teaching beginners how to talk to their microcomputer.

Orient towar process rather than toward equipment. Assumes,Ihat reader

has a entry-level understanding of what computers are and how' hey work.

Full of exercises in programming which move,from very simple to relatively
complex patterns,, building the reader's capabilities. Numerous programs
in number games, word games, space games, home finance, and small business.
Will train reader in good procedures for programming and in understanding the

microcomputer's

BE A COMPUTER LITERATE, by Marion Ball and Sylvia Charp. Morristown, New Jefsey;

Creativomputing Press 1977, 61bp, $3.95.
A basic introduction to computers for middle school and up.

UE YOU COMPUTERITERATE? by Karien Billings and, David Moursand. Salem Oregon:

The Math Learning Center, 1978, $6.95.
An4nformative exploration of the world of the computer. Chapter quizes

and final exam are'included.

MIRACELSHIP:, THE MICROELECTRONIC REVOLUTION, by Stanley L. Anglebardt4New'York:
"4'oriothropT and nd Shephard Books. 1979, 123pp, $6:95.

A fascinating account of how the microcomputer - the miracle chip - evolved,
how it works, and how it can be used. Strengths of the book are in the

(
readable description of involved electronic concepts and in the personaligation

of the advances in microelectronics. Good introductory book on computers

for middle school and above. -



COMPUTER PROGRAMMING BOOKS:

COMPUTERS AND MATHEMATICS, by James Poirot and David' Groves, Menchaca; Texas:

Sterling Swift 1979, 444pp., $21.95 with MICROCOMPUTER WORKBOOK - Apple II

Edition and TRS-80 Edition, 1979, $4.95 with'courseware (cassette $4.00,

disk_ $50.00)

BASIC AND THE PERSONAL COMPUTER, by Thomas Dwyer and Margot Crutchfield,

Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1978, $12.95.

COMPUTER PROGWAMING IN THE BASIC LANGUAGE, by Zeney P. Jecobs,'et al,

Boston, Massa: Allyn and Bacon 1978, $9.00. eacher's guide $3.00.

'PERIODICALS FOR COMPUTER USE

31

'several periodicals for computer hobbyists. These do not,use a highly technical

approach, but do assume some understanding of microcotputers. To varying degrees,

0 they contain articles about e uipment, applications, procedures, reviews of books,

hardware and software, listin s of 'programs, and advertisements of computer-

related products and services

COMPUTE: The Journal of Pr re sive Computing.

Six issues per.year; _Sing e issue $2.00; 1 year $9.00. Circulation

.
Department, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403

COMPUTING TEACHER /,

Six issues per academic year; subscription only; 1 year $10.00. Subscriptions,

s Computing Center, Eastern Oregon State College, Le Grande, Oregon 9785

A

The #1 Magazine of Computer Applications and Software. elve

Single issue $2.50; 1 year $15.00. Subscription Depart t,

, Morristown, NJ. 07960'

C

CREATIVE COMPUTING:

. issues per year-
r P. O. Box 789-M

80 MICROCOMPUTING: T
Single issue $2.

Fermin ale

e Magazine for TRS-80 Users. Twelve issues per year;

0; 1 year $15.00. Subscription Department, P:O. Box 981,

11737

INTERFACE AGL: Computing for Home and Business%Appliietions: Twelve issues

per year; Single issue $2.50; 1 year $18.00. Circulation Department,

16704 Marquardt Ave., Cerritos, CA 90701

ON COMPUTING: Guide to Personal Computing. Four issues per year; Single

issue $2.50; l'year $8.50. Subscription Department, P.O. Box 307,.',

Martinsville, Na 08836

PERSONAL COMPUTING - Twelve issues per year; Single issue $2.00; 1 year $14.00.

Circulation Department, 1050 Commonwealth'Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02215

144RSER'S MAGAZINE - Four issues per year; Single issue $4.00, 1 war $12.00.

Robert Purser, P. O. Box 466, El Dorado, CA 95623 (good software directory)

TRS -80 APPLICATIONS SOURCEBOOK Radio Shack: #26-2113, $.99 .(listing of

TRS -80 applications directory)

*';AUDIO- VISUAL MATERIALS FROM CAMELOT PUBLISHING CO.

COMPUTERS FOR KIDS, 'lir Don 1d Spencer.. Designed for use in the elementary

school classroom r as an introduCtion for anyone to the world of computers.

Includes 2 books, ixty 35mM color slides, tape cessetterTeacher's Manual,

and poster.. No. 1039, $75.00

This is not a petiodical
-41,;Theselilaterislive;e,ointhe process, ;of being reviewed. 0
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THE COMPUTER.MPUTER. A 40 slide/cassette' presentation of secondary schools and above

which introdUces in an eletentary way the basic Concepts of computers and

computer prOgrammiug, including Microcomputers and the BASIC language.

' No. 1101, $70.00

HISTORY OF COMPUTING. A 40 slide/cassette presentation on,calculating machines
and computers ?rom prehistoric people to microcomputers. No. 1102, $70.00

4

COMPUTER USAGE/APPLICkTIONS. A 40 slide/cassette program oncomputers in

. law, medicine, 1.15 enforcement, business, education, government, sports,

etc. No..1103, $70.00

INTRODUCTION TO COMpU
and above. It in

computer (includi

R SCIENCE. An 80-slide/cassette pr gram for secondary

fides the history, application an mponents of a

micros) and discusses prograMming JAI BASIC. No. 1104, $120.00

Materia provided by the Division of Educational Media and suppl
the Divitsion of Management Information %Tents

1

4
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Resources on Computers -,Supplement
November 1980

Books 7

Computers and Education, by James L. Poirot. Menchaca, Texas: Sterling Swift.

111
1980, 89pp, $6.95. This text is designed to aid teachers and administrators

in becoming familiar with the use of the computer in educational applications,

both in instruction and administration.

,Microdomputeri and the 3 r's: A Guide for Teachers, by Cgistine Doerr.

New Jersey: Hayden. 1979, 173pp., $7.95. This book is a suitable reference

or a text to acquaint teachers with the wide range of computer and microcomputer

applications at the secondary level.;
ott

Home Computers: A Simple and Informative Guide, by Scott Corbett. Boston:

Atlantic Monthly press, 1980, 115pp, $4.95 Raper. An easy to read text on the

microcomputer. Subjects discussed range from "Computers We Already Live With"

to ?Computer Language" to "Computer Crime and Abuse."

Computer Capers, by Thomas Whiteside. New York:/ Crowell. 1978, 164pp. This

book surveys the new breed of ingenious thieves who exploit the flaws in computer

. systems and security, telling of creative schemes in an engaging style.

AS,

Microcomputer Systems aild Apple BASIC, by James L. Poirot. Manchaca, Texas:

Sterling Swift. 1980, t48pp, $8.95. .This book contains general information

on computer development, microcomputer system organization and flowcharting.

The computer programming section, however, pertains to the Aple II microcomputer.
. /

Computer Liteiacy Show and Tell Kit. Manchaca, Texas: Sterling Swift. 1980,

$59.95. This kit consists of a ring binder containing nine computer component

on skin-packed pages with expl4natory text. The components are abacus, punchea

cards, magnetic tape, disks, transistor-resistor-capacitor, diode, circuit board,

integrated circuit, and'a stuffed circuit board.

Audio-Visual Materials
Modern-Talking,Picture §ervi/ce
Call 7b4-392-0381 within 14 days of date desired. All 16mm films; free.

Some Call It Software
About Computers
Thinking?? Machines (Southern Bell Firm)

Booklets
Facts on Computer Careers - pamphlet. American Federation of Information

Processing Societies, Inc., 210 Stimmit Avenue, Montvale, New Jersey 07645.

Computer Careers - booklet. Business Equipment Manufacturers Association,

1828 L Street, NW, Washington D.C. 20036:

4) 4
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I. Need

COMEUTER. AWARENESS PROGRAM

L

.
Computer awareness means "becoming aware of the extent to which

computers influence our lives.". Among ether things, they record yOur

birth and hospital records-; schedule your classes in schooland recOrd

your.grades; calculate your salary, withhold your taxes, Ind print your

Paycheck; and they will probably bill yodr relatives for your funeral

bill. Because of the advent Of old readily available and cheap micro-,
computers, computers can now-be used in the homA for recreation and

hobby, to maintain /financial records, balance Check books, and even con-

trol lights and appliances.

This is a program which will, in a three to five day period, attempt
to help prepare,theeig4h grade students to live. in a.woKld in which

computers affect almest every aspect of their lives.
IAA

The ultimate goal at. the. Junior High School should be a program in
"computer literacy"--being able to take an idea and express it in such

a way that the computer can carry out your fhtent. However, this can be

achieved only by hands-on experiences and practice and will require more

hardware and more time than is currentlyavailAble. -

II. Objectives

The students will learn:.

1. The history of computers and computing devices.
2. The parts of a computer.

3. What computers can and cannot'do and where they are found.

a

III. Outline
01

A. Lesson 1 - The History of Computers and Computing Devices
(2 periods)

1. Show the filmstrip "History of Computing Devices." Have a

discussion about'why people need computing devices, what
delayed the production of the high speed'computer until the
1940's, and the differences betVeen digital and analog
computers.

, . .

. t
..

2. Give each student a set of Napiler Rods

work a computation problem-with them.
and limitatiOns of these rods.

r

3. Have the steents work simple addition
Is this a digital or'an analog device?.

and show them how to
Discuss the advantages

problems on the abacus.

4. Have the stu nt work problem:3_0n the 'lick" calculators.

What type of de ce is this?

5. Give' a classroom demonstration of how fagt the. "Appler-II"

microcomputer can work complicated problems.

4
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B. Lesson II - The Parts o Computer ( lperiod)

1. Using the overhead nd Bell Telphone's CARDIAC, show the
steps.a computer goes through in solving a problem and
identify what.each part of the computer does.

.

2. Show the filmstrip "Parts and Functions of Computers." Have

students examine different types of input devices (tapes,
cards, paper tapes, and keyboards). Discuss the differgnt

types of output devices.

3. Give a demonstration with the "Apple II" computer showing
how a cassette tape recorder can.be used as both a memory
and an input device. Use the disk and explain how it works.

4. *Open tie cover on the "Apple II" and let the student 'see
its inner works:

C. Lesson III - What computers can and cannot'do and where they are
found (2 periods) %

tro

1. Show the filmstrip "From Pebbles to Programs - Part 3."
Discuss the ways a computer might be used in the home, by
government, by business, by airlines, by banks, weather
forecasters, or in the space.program. Discuss things you
would not expect a computer to be able to do.

2. Discuss the type of work, education needed, pay and job
availability for these computer related jobs.

a. Data'Preparation Clerks
. b. Computer Equipment Operators

c. Computer Programmers
d. Systems Analyst
e. Computer Service Technicians
f. Mathematicians, Engineers, and Scientists

g. Sales Representatives

3. Divide the students into three groups and have a group work
at one of our two terminals or at the Apple II computer.
Make sure that eacstudent gets to spend some time at'the
keyboard interacting with thg computer doing-some math drill.,
or simulations.

'" 4
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Page Three

IV. Evaluation

Part I
`.

a

A. 'List three types zf placeS where a computer is used."
,

-1.
;

.,
. ,

-

2.

_3.

B. List three ways you feel the computer will be able to help you

in the future.
t

1.

2.

3.

C. List three ways you think the computer will be used in the future.

- 2-;

3.

Part II fl

A. Please match the answers in Column A to statement in Column B
by placing the number of the answer in the space before the
statement in Column B.

Column A
1. Hardware

2. Digital

3. On-line

4. _Soitware,

5. ,Chip

6. Vacuum Tubes

7. Printout

8. Time - sharing

Column B

A form of output'from a'computer which
contains the information the computer
has just processed. .

When more than one person uses a computer
at, the same time. -D

A part which was used in first generation
computers

Being hooked up to a computer over
telephonelines.

A machine which punches holes in dards.

9-. Keypunch
r

The computer program /

10. Bugs, Errors in a computer program , III ,
r

A computer that works by using numbers i.

11. control. -444
,

The vnit
:
in a. computer which directs the traffic'

1Z. Terminal An -input ,maChine.
.

.

, !

3S-
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W. Please circle the correct answer.

Part III

1. What is the set of instpg,tions-the computer usesf

a. program.
b. memory

c. statement

2. What machine, with a memory like a-calculator, takes a

problem, works on the problem and sends out the answer?

a. chip

b. computer
.c. transistor

3. Which part of-the computer holds the information in storage?

a. control
b. memory
c. arithmetic

4. Which type of input can hold the most information in the

least. amount of space?

a. magnetic tape

b. 'paper tape,
c. punched card.

1. Read the statements below. When a statement is true about a computer,

placea T before the statement.

a. Computers get tiredel

b.
.

Computers can think ror themselves.

.c. Computers are fast.
-.3---

d. Computers usually make more mistakes over a long period of

time than humans do.

2. Computers are used in schools, in the airlines and in stores. Choose

one of these thi-ee places computers are used and tell how they are used.
.

A. Name something you could compare to a computer. Tell how it-compares

to a computer.
INPUT PROCESSING OUTPUT'

EX: CAR WASH - dirty car washing the car clean car

. .
0

)
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(

APPENDIX

1. Employers of Computer People
,

a, Large businesses employee the most computer people.

b. Next largest employeris the Federal Government, (taxes, census,
kocial security records, etc.).

c.. Manufacturers of computer equipment.

d. .Others - small businesses, schools, data processing' firms,
hotipitalis, etc. -

V



JOB OUTLOOK FOR COMPUTER PROFEBpIONS

Title-

(

Description Typical
1979 .

Salary

Demand in 1980
compared with
1970

Education needed

,

Data Preparation-

Clerk :

.

Primarily Key-
Punch operato ;. .

.

$100-200
weekly

Down 25%
....,

High School

Computer Equip-
ment Operator

.

.:.

Inputd-the programs
and, data. Makes
sure the equipment
is operating
correctly.

$175-250
weekly

Up 80%

.

.

High School
:

,

.

\

%

Compute4 .

Programmer

.

I.

Provides the com-
puter with the
instructions
necessary to handle
information being
processed ,

$250-400
weekly

Up 42%
0

.4

.

.

,

(

,
.

College degree
required for many
systems'

. ,

,

System
- Analyst

Designs and ma 'ges.
computgr sys ems 9

)

$200-600
weekly

.

Up 100%

......,

,UsuallyAksteei
': Degree

, ,

Computer ',

'Technician

Repairs equipment
. . -

$200-400
weekly

Up 100%
,

-2 years above Hi3h
School

7

,

1,

4

4

4
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Page Seven's

USERS AND USES OF CO PUTERS

1. Home

a. Recreation nd hobby

b. Maintain nancial records 9

c. Storage f records (recipes, telephone, etc%)

2. Business

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

It

Pay 1 0.

processing'it

Accounts payabll
Accounti receivable
General ledger
Ards analysis
Investment-rbturn

3. Automatic control

a. Automobiles
b. Mixing chemicals
c. Robotics
d. Controlling milling machines (etc.)

e. Airplanes

h. Interest calcUlations

i. Depreciation calculation

j. Loan calculation
k. Inventory control

1. Financial reports

m. Mailing lists

4. Airlines and Hotels

a. Reservations

5. Banks.

a. Process checks
b. Records

6. Weather Forecasters

7. Vedefal Government

a. Taxes and Social Security

b. Military
c. Space Program
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Computer 'Books in the Junior High Library

1. Computers -at Work, John Clark, Grosset,and'Dunlap.

2. The Electronic Brain, Joseph Cook, G.P: Putnams and Sons.

3: The Story;of Computers, Charles T. Meadows, Harvey House, Inc.

4. Computers:
Schuster. !

; 43

Their History and -How They Work, Richard Rusch, Simon 4

)/(
5. Computers, Fred Steinberg, Franklin Watts. Inc.

6. Computers!

The Human 'Si

n Vorwald & Frank Clark, McGraw-Hill.

of Computers, Daniel Cohen, McGraw-Hill.

8. The Robot; are Here, D.S. Halacy, Jr., W.W. Norton &Co.

Sound Filmstrips Located in the Math Lab

1. Computer Series I: AnIntroduction to Computers, BFA Educational

.Media, Santa Monica, Calif.

a. 'History of Computing Devices

...b. The Many Uses and Needs for Computers - Part I

o. The Many Uses and Needs for Computers - Part II

.d. Computers today,
g. 'ComputerP and the World of the Future

2. Computer ,Series II: Introduction to Computer Programming, BFA

Educatignal Media, Santa Monica; Calif.

a. History of Digital Computers

h. Uses of Digital Computers
c. Parts and Functions of Dfgital Computers

d. Flow-Dagramming Introduction
e. Inirodnbtion to ProgramMing - Part I .

fl Introduction to Programming - Part II

3. Computer Series The Binary Number'System, BFA Educational,

Media, Santa Monica, California.

a. Binary numbers,- Part 1

b. binary Numbers - Part 2

c. 'Binary Numbers at Work - Part 1
Binary Numbers at Work - Part 2 '

4. Computers,: From Pebbles to Programs, Math Matters.

a. Part 1 ,

b., Part 2

c. Part ,3
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Page Nine

Basic Language Programming Books Available in the Math Lab

1.

2.

"A Guided Tour of Comitter Programming in BASIC, Dwyer & Kaufman,

Houghton Mifflin.

Camp:(Computer Assisted Mathematics Program), First and Second
Course; Hatfield &,Johnson, Scott Foresman Co. .

"3. Communicating with the Computer, Jacobs, et.al, Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
0

4. My Computer Likes Me When I Speak n BASIC, Bob Albrecht, Dymax.

5. Computer Programming in the,BASIC Language,'Neal Golden, Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich.

6. Using the BASIC. Language, Thomas4J. Miracle, Princeton Junior High
School.

7. Programming the Apple II, Apple Computer, Inc.
o

8; Applesoft, Apple Computer, Inc.

9. Apple II Reference Manual, Apple Computer, Inc.

/

10. An Introduction to BASIC.Language and the Microcomputer, Glenn &

Baughman, Middletown School,District. .

. %

Computer Magazines Available in the Math Lab

1. Personal Computing (monthly)

2. Creative C uting (bi-monthly)

C'''`C3. Calculators & omputers

;2. n 5
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Introduction

COMPUTER SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS:
RECOMMENDATIONeFOR A ONE-YEAR COURSE

, C.)
`,,--

Jean B. Rogers,,

Department of Computer 4 Information Science
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

Dick Austing
Department of Computer Science

University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

As computer use continues to grow in everyday applications, instruction abbut computers

is also growing; one area where computerinstruction IS' expandAg rapidly is in the' ,

'secondary school. A number of schools have recently begun, or are planning, courses

in computer science. . , "

Designing and implementing secondary level computer courses has been difficult because
requirements for content and guidelines for establishing such courses have not been

readily available to teachers and school personnel. If the experience of people who

have set up computer science classes at this level could be gathered and made available

to others planning such courses, establishing these courses would become simpler,, with

potentially better results.
,r,

.
,

. ,'
Guidelines for Planning ar

The recommendations for curriculum content and'the suggeptions for implementing s
.,computer science course that are presented in this report are, intended to be (3,041ines.

The status of teaching about and with computers is changing rapidly and the potential for

new approaches, particularly through the concepts involved in personal computing, is

tremendous. Nevertheless, it is imperative to address the current and near future
situation.' Doing so hopefully'will, prove helpful to teachers And school personnel who

are planning' computer science courses at the secondary level.

In addition to using this report,schools planning to begin computer science courses
are urged to seek,out other available resources. _Potential resources are people who

work with computers professionally, and people from computer science departments at

nearby colleges and universities. These people can Also be helpful in keeping a secondary'

school computer science course up to date. Because of r pid pace of change in

computer related fields, provision for periodic review o the course and the facilities

should be established from the start., New equipment, ne as and new procedures are

continually appearing in this field'and instruction should attempt to keep abreast of
these changes.

RThe 'Focus

In defining goals and suggesting curriculum content for a computer science course at the

, secondary school level, it is necessary to focus on computer science as a part of overall

computer education. Many different approaches to studying computers and computing are

possible; and several of them fit into the secondary school context. Some of these are

vocationally oriented. _These are designed essentially to prepare the sutdenj for

employment in entry lelel positionS. Training in data entrrcomputer operation and
similar skills in business data processing are examples of this type of course, as are

courses in machine repair and electronic technician fields.

. .

Other computer courses that are appropriate at the secondaxy level are beginnin
(

. .
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In preparing the student foi a professional career, such as computer engineering,

computer programming or information Sciences. These courses might be beginning

courses from an undergraduate computer science program, moved intact to'the secondary

school. For these, advanced placement or college credit may be available. Such

courses, however, are appropriate for only a small fraction of the secondary school

population.
6

NO6

In contrast, the course described in this report is intended for the majority of

students at the secondary level, and should be taught in all secon&ry schools,

vocational ornon-vocational. Like other introductory science courses at this level,

it is designed to provide bieadth rathe than depth, exposing the student to a variety

of facets of computing; its primary empha is on use of computers as tools to be

appiied in many different circumstances. To y's high, school population contains some

individuals who will be using computers in busi ess, some in industry and government,

or as tools in research, some for their personal use, and others in applications as

yet unrecognized. Providing all these students with broad knowledge about computing
in general will create a baSis for them to build upon for their special applications
of computers.

The above mentioned vocational and pre-professional course, plus advanced technical
courses in computer languages, hardware and systems, will be available in specialized

secondary schools and schools with extensive computer education programs. Every

school, however, should-Roamildp an introdUctory computer science course, available

to all the students in the schoOl. A_one-year course, designed as a self-contained
unit rather than as a part of a sequence, or as a group of modules,about other courses,
provides a highly effective vehicle for teaching the broadly based knowledge needed

by mostsecondary school students.

Computer Science

The basic course in computer science should be designed to teach the student problem

solving in the most genei.al sense. In a computer science class, the student will usim

the computer as a means of learning problem solving skills. The techniques for proall
solving learning in this context will'be applicable by the student in many other environ-
ments, entirely separate from computing.

The students will, also learn.the ways computers are used in problem solving at several
levels,- For example, they will learn about` computing tools for their own personal use,
for small groups and organizations such as schools, for large organizations such as

governments. The student will not be practicing solutions_of problems using all these

levels of application of computers. That is, they will not be acquiring the skills
of programming as much as.they All be learning about the ways computers are used as
tools in many areas,'so that they are aware of the broad specttum of computer applications.

The course'then should consist of applications-oriented, general interest topics, with
emphasis on practical use of computers as a tool for moblem solving, both by individuals
and by society as a whole. The primary result should be computer literacy, omnensurate
with the general education level of the student.

Goals
L

Thus the goals of fa secondary school computer science course would be:

l. To provide the student with practice in making appropriate use of computers as
tools for problem solving in a'vaLety of circumstances, applying this both to
individual and group problems.

2. To provide the student with a realistic concept of the power, usefulness and
limitations of computers. Ass
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3. To provide the student with knowledge about the role of computers in current

information-processing and the effect on social structures of the arplication of

computers.

4. To provide the student with a contextfrom which to consider possible future

directions in computing.

Programming
1

To accomplish:these goals, the student would/earn how to use a computer, including

learning to program. Students should begin

would /earn
problems early in the course and

programming tasks should continue throughout the course. AdtbNin'examplesused in class

and in problems solved by students,-structured piogramming techniques Should be used in

development of the solution, from a prose statement of the problem, through levels of

progressive refinement, until the actual code (the program) is produced.

Problems studied should range from simple, with program solutions involving only a few

lines, to complex, with program solutions involving several subprograms. Some of these

programs should be individually done and some should be group projects, yielding

experience in team management. Students should be. encouraged to present their 'own

problems for solution and to seek out others in the schoo'fbr'whom theycan do

'programming.

Study Topics

The following list contains a topics appropriate to a one-year course ih computer

* science at the secondary school\level. The ordering of and extent to which topics

are to be covered will depend on the local implementation, and on the interests of

the teacher and the students.

Problem solving, defining the, problem

including f

breakirig the problem into smaller subproblems 1/

until the solution is evident
the concept of the algOrithm
graphic representation of the solution

Programming methods,
-including

Programming language,
including

Computer environment,
Including

structured programming,tedhniques
programming style
documentation
manual reading
debugging

details of a language syntax
control structures
functions and.subrodtines
user interface (input/output)

simple data structures
simple sorting and searching
simple file structures

file-manipulation

types of systems (batch, interactive, distributed/

computer languages, including 'natural languages"

communications networks

microelectronics
.hardware components and organiiation ,

software, including library and user-written

data storage.(sequential and random access)

I S
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Areas of application,

,inOluding
gs

Ci

education
research
music, art and design
entertainment
government and law
health
business

,engineering
libraries ,

O

Examples chOsen from modeling and simulation
applications in information storage and retrieval-

artificial intelligence ,

'process control _

arithmetic calculations,
electronic funds'transfer
word processing
personal computing

,, ,

History of computing from the abacus to modern computing
people and events
trends and 'predictions
specific problems whose solution had special

effect on the development of computing

is

'Social and ethical
implications

4

benefits to users
economic effects
privacy and security
computer crimel-

careers in computing
futuristics,

Some areas from which programming;assignments might be'chosen:

Graphics Business
Surveying . Mathematics
School Activities Navigation
Games Social sciences
Statistics Word processing
Humanities Sciences

Prerequisites,

(

V

Academic prerequisites for a computer science course at the secondary level are
frequently either elementary algebra or geometry. These are not content prerequisites;
while a very latge part of computer science is'mathematics,-little mathematics is used
in beginning levels. Rather, the experience with problem solving that one has in
studying mathematicS is useful for problerdsolving in computer science.
At
Drell cases, provision should be made for the teacher to Waive such prerequisites,
as. there are many students who are unsuccessful in standard mathematics programs but
who inAy be very successful in the computer science course recommended in this report.

Languages
.

PrOgramming should be in one language, and to some depth. The'language available should
be fairly simple, but powerful enough for meaningful piogramming, and should be wide
used, rather than a hypothetical or specially created language. BASIC has enough
capability for thi9.course and is commonly available on most systems. ,hven,though most
_students will only have access to one system and one language, they should be aware of

4 9
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4:
other types of machines, of other sys ems, and other languages, including very high

level languages as well as assembler d machine languages.
'4

.

Programming Style
----../

Thioughout the instruction and Practice'in programming, good programming style should

be emphasized. Even the simplest programs should be written in a manner that makes

them easy to read and understand.
Having students-read and comment on each other's

programs is one means of improving readability. Good documentation should be required

asia regular part of all student programming.. Efficient use of computer time and memory

-should be encouraged, but not at the price of hUMan understanding and use of the program.

Facilities 4

This course will require the use of computer equipment.' The requiiements for facilities

are flexible, but an interactive computer system is preferred.- The system should have

adeqdate storage available for student ppograms and.files. Micr6computer systems of

many kind6 have sufficient capability for this role and e used in many schools. Hard

copy capability is very helpful in the school setting, vif many teacher's feefing it

essential.

Whever the specific configurAtion of the system, there should be enough computer power

available to provide each student with frequent hands-on experience and fast enough

response time to keep the student from being disdouraged and losing interest. An

approximation of the needed facilities would require one terminal or microcomputer for

each 15 to 20 students involved in computing. This would provide each student with about

two hours per, week'usage. Serious consideration should be given to postponing the

implementatibn pf a computer' science course if- adequate facilities are not yet
available

in the_ school.

Access (--
ch

.

. 411" Access to the machinPshould be easy and flexible. When'possible, students/should be,

able to-Ise the compu ertouttide of regulArclass or school hours. Optimally, all

students, not just t *1.9urrently enrolled in a,computer science class, should have
.

i

access to the'coni
. 7

i.When a computer system s planned
7,for USe in both school administraUon and instruction,

special care must, be taken to assure that students have sufficient access on an-appro-

priate time schedule, and that adMinistrative use does not interfere with instructional

use.
I

Library Programs /.

t ,f /

,
An important consideration is that hands-on experience with a computer shouldStarI

immediately, at the beginning of the',course. This implies' that th/re will be a coaection

of library programs available for. students to'run as a preliminary t9yriting their own

programs. ,Library programs need not be. numerous, but should be/c aully chosen; they

-should be well written and have good user interactions. In additla , these programs

can provide working models for-student programming and maintain. high interest levels
I,

while the student is a novice.,

Machine manuals, programming manuals and other external documentation should be readily

ava4able at the computer site. Other materials on computer use and applications,

including books and magazines,- should be accessible in the school library as supplements

to the manuals.

Academic Credit

Typically, computer science has been initiated in secondary schools through' the

'
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mathematics program, but it has also begun thOgh science or bus,tness prO4rams.

Academic credit has usually been given as mathemAIcs. Specific implementation of a "

new course will depend on local circumstances and administrative structures, with the

course being taught through whichever department is best suited within the particular

school. Computer science, however, is a separate discipline, and should be taught as

such. The course should be integral, not mixed in with fragments of another topic

or course. It should be liSted in curriculum guides and on transcripts under ,a
that makes it clear that the course is computer science. Having a descriptive name

on official documents is valuable both to the school and the student.

Teacher Preparation

It is expected that in the near future, formal requirements for computer science
teachers will be widely established throughout the education system. Some schools And
states already have established such requiremehts, and these should be met by teachers
where the requirements exist. The report, "Teacher Education" by. Taylor, Poirot and

Powell (17) specifies a desirable set of guidelines for teacher competencies. They

identify three sets of computing competencies: the first for all teachers regardless
of their level or discipline, the second for teachers of computing as a subject, and the
third for teachers who use computing in other subjects. In particular, teachers of
the course described above should have the first and second competency sets. '

Until more teacher training programs are available in computer science at the secondary
level, however, many teachers will find themselves teaching computing because of a
personal interest, but with little or nosformal training. These teachers should be
encouraged to continue their professional development in computing, but their enjoy-
ment and enthusiasm should not be ignored as an asset in the instruction process. It

is essential that a secondary level computer tcience course be taught in an exciting
and interesting manner, with flexibility to allow for the creative process of programming
and with recognition of the dynamic force that is modern computing.

Conclusion,

This repayst specifies a number of recommendations for a one-year, secondary school
computer science course, including possible course content, suggestiOns for facilities
and resources, and,ways of integrating the course into the existing school program.
The main focus of this course is on problem solving with computing tools. Probleui

solving is an important skill for every person to learn. Computer science provides a
means for secondary school students to learn problem solving techhiques, while learning
how people use computers as problem solving tools,
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Background

COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING

Jack Chambers
Center,for Information Processing

California State University
Fresno, CA 93740

Alfred Bork
Educational Technology Center

University of California
Irvine, CA 92664 '

53.

The primary purpose of th2 study was to assess the current a projected use of the

computer in U.S. public secondary/e4mentary schools, with special emphasis on the

use of the computer in computer assisted learning. A part of this overall assessment

was to determine factors impeding the use,of computer assisted learning so that guide-

lines could be established to facilitate its use.
a.

A sample of 974 school districts was selected to most closely-approximate the total

population of U.S. public school districts. The district superintendents-were

contacted throa6 a personal letter and a 34 item questionnaire, in March, 1980.

The letter encouraged superintendents to identify a person on their Staff to complete

the questionnaire and to serve as a future computer assisted learning coordinator. A

portion of the questionnaire was devoted to a description of various computer assisged

learning publications and programs which the districts could receive free of charge.

Summary w.
...t, . .,

t

A.tatal of 62.3% of the school districts completed and returned the questionnaires.

Analyses of the dita revealed'the following: .

1

O

O

1. In 1980, the percentage of school districts using the compUter for instructional

and/dr administrative purposes stood at 90%. It is projected to 'rise to 94% by 1985.

2. Between 1970 and1980, the best estimates of instructional usage, of the computer

showed increases from 13% in 1970 to 74% in 1980. Instructional usage is antici-

pated to reach 87% by the districtby 1985.-

3. Computer assisted learning is currently in use in 54%, of the districts, and

represents the 'type of usage reported by the second largest pumbdr of districts.

41 Heaviest usage of compOter assisted learning is in the nation's secondary schools.

The mathemabica departments show the largest usage, followed by the natural

sciences, business ant language arts.--

5. Most compUter assisted learning programs in use in tle districts are written

0.11 BASIC, wereacquired frixit outside the district, are predominantly drill and

practice, and run on a variety of large, mini and mitrocomputers. .

6. Secondary/elementary-faculty and students give computer assisted leari a

thigh rating:, .1

7. Projections for 1980-85 indicate computer assisted learning will be used by-

more school districts than any other type,of computer application. 'Usag4iis

anticipated tto rise from 54%. of the districts to 74%. #

8." Type of, computer assist d'learning usage Is ,predicted to shift from the.current

emphasis nil drill and practice to tutorials by 1975, and ultimately to sinulations:-

1
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Microcomputers axe anticipated to play an increasingly significant role in
(computer assisted learning usage in the school districts.

,

.
10.: Computer assisted learning usage is ,projected to cahtinue to be_heavy in

mathematics, natural sciences, business and language arts at the secondary level,
while also expanding to more significant usage at other relevant high school
fields such as social sciences. More extensive use is also anticipated at

the elementary level.
6

.11. Major imipediments to implementation.and successful use of computer assisted,
learning at the secondary/elementary level appear to be financial, lack of know-
ledge *about computer assisted learning and computers, attitudes of thOulty, and
need for more and better computer assisted learning programs.

12. Major computer assisted learning task force activities felt to be helpful by
the districts were identified as dissemination of information about computer
assisted learning in general and about computer assisted learning funding sources,
providing in-service training for faculty, and serving as a clearinghouse for
existing computer assisted learning courseware.,

-Recommehddt ions

In the, light of the results of the-current study and the authors' experiences,
the folldwing recommendations are offered:

- 1. Sdhool districts not, now using computer assisted learning should appoint a
coordinator to,acquire relevant information and-to-assist in general with the
implementation of pilot computer assisted learning projects.

2. School districts now using computer assisted learning should disseminate
:relevant informaton throughout the districts concerning the results of the use
of computer assisted learning nationwide as well as the specific results of
local proiecis. Training programs for faculty should be-implemented. Liaisons
with local higher education institutions and state departments of education should
be formed to make use of faculty expertise,as consultants and to develop joint
funding proposals for submission to federal, state, and/or private agencies.,---"---

'3. Major government agencies and private foundationsdhould support information
disseminatiop and consulting proposals to assist U.S. secondary/elementary
schools to implement arid successfully use computer assisted learning. In additions

these agencies should fund. proposals to increase the quantity and quality of
computer.assisted learning programs.

4. Thp private sector, particularly computer vendors and punishing firms, should
form cooperative agreements with secondary/elementary schools and institutions
of higher education'to help ensure that computer,aseisted learning programs
developed in the future are of higher quality, and are disseminated widely at
reasonable costs.

'Contr,ibutors I
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3.

CURRICULUM

From "An Agenda for Action" (NCTM, 1980)

ReccSmendation 3-- MATHEMATICS PROGRAMS MUST TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF THE
POWER OF CALCULATORS AND COMPUTERS AT ALL GRADE LEVELS

3.1 All students should have access to calculators and increasingly
to computers throughout their school mathematics program.

giv-Ae

3.2 The use of electroniC tools such as calculators and'computers
;should be integrated into the core mathematicsdVrriculum.

3.3 Curriculum materials, that integrate andrequire the use of the
calculator and computer in-diverse and imaginative ways should,
be developed and made available.

.3.4 A computer literacy bourse, familiarizing the student with the
role and impact'of the computer, should be a part of the general
education of every student.

3.5 All mathemstios°teachers should acquire computer literacy either
through preservice programs or through inservice programs funded
by, school districts in order to deal with the impact of computers
on their own lives and.to keep pace with.the inevitable.sophistica
tion. their students will achieve.

56
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,

`3.6- Secondary school computer courses should be designed to proVide
the necessary background for advanced work in computer science.

t

3.7 School administrators.and teachers shouldoinitiate interaction
with the home to achieve maximum benefit to the student firOm
the coordinated home and school use of conpUters and calculators.

4

'3.8 Educational users of electronic technology should Upend a dual
. responsibility.from manufacturers: the development of good soft-.

ware to promote the problem - solving abilities of the:student and,

eventually, the standardization and, compatibility of hardware.

_1.9 Provisions should,be made by educational institutions and agencies
to,help in the necessary task of educating society's adults in

'computer literacy and programming.

3.10 Teachers of other School subjects in which mathematics is applied*
should make appropriate use of calculators and computers in their
instructional programs.

4
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V)

3.11. TeaCher education programs.forall levels of mathematics should

include computer literacy, experience with- computer programming,

and the study of ways to make the most effective, use of -computer

and calculators in instruction.

3.i2 Certification standards should include preparation in omputer

literacy and the instructional uses of Calculators in computers.

Suggestions

a. Students must obtain a working knowledge of how to use computers.

*b. Curricula activities must be developed to use the capabilities

of computers.
#

c. Discovery learning activities should beemphasized.

d. Problei solving activities should be the webbed techniqUes (unifying

oncept)-for teaching mathematics via computers.

e. Emphasis should be placed on the teaching of mathematics with,the
computer and not on teaching about the computer with mathematic's.

f. An introductory course (practice) in typing should be developed
for students in the middle grades.

g. Course (software) should be examined (scrutinized) for:
1. Instructional range

2. Instructional grouping

3.' Execution time
4. Program uses
5. User 9rientation: (I) rhstructorl Student

6. ,Content'
7: Motivational aspects
8. Instructional techniques

*From, "A position statement of the NCTM"
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Pddagogical Considerations

A. Instructional Computing vs. Computer Science

Definitions

1. Instructional Computing is any application of a computer in
teaching and learning. The co titer is thought of as a vehicle

or tool to facilitate in the t a hing/learning process.

59

2. Computev,§oience is the study of computers and their related
languages. The computer is he main objective of instruction.

Instructional Computing isgener ly broken into the following areas:

a. Drill and Practice

b. Computing exercises for practice

c. Problei solving

d. Tutorial

e. Management of instruction

f. Information storage and retrival

g. Motivational aspeCts

a. Drill and Practice

1. Homework problems
2. Series of.repetitive problems q

3. Programs to keep records of competencies
4. Diagnosis of errorlpaterns
5. Puzzles and patterns
'6: Antimated game-like. programs
7. Programs involving features such as immediate feed-back,

varied-praise and light reprimands
8. Diagnostic.and prescriptive programs qa;i be used that requires

very_little piRgraming.

b. Computing exercises for practice

1. Place emphasis on tracing rather than flow-chartApg

2. Teachers.will learn while teaching
3., Emphasize that programing is teaching a computer (It's I.Q.

is, extremely low.)
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'4. Programers (students) will learn while programing.

5. ,
Emphasize that programing is a time-consuming endeavor

6. Allow students to comityete programs

7. Allow students.to correct (debug) programs
, 8. Allow students to modify programs

9., Allow students to experiment with programs
10. Allow students to write and run programs

Haire itudents.comPare'programs '

12. Have students explain.how programs work
13. Examples of computer exercises (and pedagogical hints)

*** Keep in kind: The major purpose of computer exercises is to
promote the learning of MATHEMATICS.

.

A. Use REM and Instruction Statements

10 READ A,B.

20 PRINT A-B, 2*A+5,3*BxB-4*A+4
30 .DATA', 2,'7, 1, -2:5
40 END '

4

B. Determine the output. ,(Explain what is happening)
4

10 FOR N 1 to 10
20 PRINTI N/50!10*(1/N).
30 PUT
40 END

C. Complete a program

10, PRINT "RADIU,S"4, vCIRCUMFERENCE", "AREA"'

20 READ R
30 1E, R =,0, Then GOTO 80
:40 PRINT R; .

50 'PRINT
60 ,DATA 1, 3, 5; g7-0
70 GOTO 20 0

80 END

D. Have student write and run programs

0

"Write a program that will request the input of two fractions
and then print out their sum and difference.

'Ir. Write a program that will write the next *6 steps in a
Fibonicdi sequence from two numbers (1-12) input by the

player.

III. MODIFY II to reierse the digits of the final term.
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c. Prbblem Solving

1. Problem solving is not just solving problems. It's the

study of situations and strategies.
2. Explore the uses of the computer in problem solVing:

A. Generating data and listing examples
B. Organizing data'
C. .aSorting, grouping and presenting data
D. Draw a picture (figure)
E. Present a simpler problem
F. Restate the problem
G. Simulate a situation
H. Working backwards
,I. Educational (Instructional) Gaming

d. Tutorial

61

Programs through which the computer assumes total responsibility
for .instruction.

1. Usually involves some type of dialogue between computer and
student

2. Diagnostic and prescriptive techniques are utilized
3. Results are analyied and one of the following is usually

persued:
A. Remediation (skill reinforcement)
B., Acceleration (next competency level)
C. Enrichment
D. Specific applications

41.qmit. 4. Simulations will be used o illustrate teaching/learning
behaviors

S

e. Managethent of instructi-

f.

Programs designe

1. Aid in ti management
2. Fquipment and material in entory-
3.. Keep of instructio s =1, duties

4. course or homework ssignments
5. valuate and analyze student progress
6. Generate criterion-referencedtest with, alternate forms
7 Individualize or randomize assignments (tests)

tion storage and retrival

Very 1 ttle user interaction. Programs designed to: 74'

1. Store, analyze and retrive information about
A., Curriculum
B. Students progress
C. General data generation'

61'
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g. Motivation-Al aspects

1. Direct student interaction
2. 'Student control or,placeMent

3. Gaming
4. Graphics
5. Color
6. Audio quantities

41110

levels

62-
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State-of-the-Art Review of

Research and Projects on

Computers in MathematicsEducation (K-12)

A

63

To summarize the state-of-the-art on the use of computers in mathematics .

education is a complicated task. As,e/tryone is aware, there,is a turmoil

of activity. Reports of projects, conferences, software developments,
research, hardware additions, and j4St plain interest in their potential

or excitement about their capabilities appear from all over the country.
41.

We know from the research of the past'twenty years thatcomputers can be

used effectively in mathematics education in each of their various applica-

tions. We believe that much4Of this evidence transfers to microcomputers;

thus far, however, few studies have appedfred in which the microcomputer is

used. Unlike the situation with hand-held calculators, where an emotional

fear of their use was evidenced, microcomputers are generally accepted as a'

valid educational tool. The antagonism toward the use of calculators led to

a plethora of studies tosascertaintheir effects and reassure parents and

tehcheis that they would not harm achievement. 'The willing acceptance of

microtOmputers has not created this need for ,research evidence; consequently;
efforts are focused far more on developing activities and materials for their

use.

What follows is a collection of information to illustrate some aspects relating

to the use of microcomputers. Examples of some of the research reports with

microcomputers, summaries of some surveys on computer usage, and illustrative

eports on a few projects are'included. A reasoned analysis of. the actual,

effect of microcomputers must take longer to evolve: we are still too close

to the start of the outpouring of materials.

t

Contents, 'Pages
(no p. 1.02)

Conclusions from eeverarreviews r.03 - 1.04

Reqults from PRISM I..05 1.07
(no p. 1.08)

Results from NAEP I.09 1.10

Research with microcomputers 1.11 - .1.12

Survey of Ohio schools 1.13 1.21
(no p. 1.22)

Survey of Arizona and other schools 1.23 I.24

Sources 1.25 1.30
L



Conclusions from Several Reviews of the Research
On Computers In Mathematici Education

k

o
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an any kind of general conclusions be drawn from this body of research on

'computer apgications in mathematick4nstruction? There'is some support

fbr such applications in all of the modes; this evidence is particularly
strong in the areas of drill-and-practice and computer-augmented problem ,

solving. (p. 25),

Kieren, Thomas E. Research on Computers in Mathematics Education.
Columbus,-Ohio:. .ERIC 'Information Analysis Center for Science,

Mathematics and Environmental Education, April 1973.
1-

Suppes has reported extensively the use of both tutorial and drill-and-
practice programs [using computer ]. He found that the drill-and-practice
materials result in at least equivalent achievement in less time than it
would take the classroom teacher using only conventional methods. The com-

puter also readily collects data on how children are responding, thus
facilitating diagnosis of their difficulties as well as increasing our

knowledge of how they learn. (p. 5-8)'

Suydam; Marilyn N. and Weaver, J. Fred. Using Research: A Key to

Elementary School Mathematics. Columbus, Ohio: ERIC Information

-An4lysis Center for Science, Mathematics and Envitonmental Education,

December 1975.

Despite the data-collecting potential of computers, little more is known from
studies using tutorial computer-assisted instruction (CAI) programs with
secondary school students than that students can learn from such materials.
[They also can learn Irob non-tutorial uses of the computer.] (p. 58)

Suydam, Marilyn N. A Review of Resea on Secondary School Mathematics.

. COlUMhus', Ohio: 'ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science, Mathe-

.maticevand Environmental. Education, March 1972.

A A little less. than one third of the studies I have located were concerned
.e thtf'with technical variations in programs 'f,e7g,, rate-or amount of feed-

ack) or with the effects of CAI programs on non-cognitive student behavior,

principally The remaining studies [of 62] were split about evenly
between those whiff h were concerned only with student achievement in computation
and those in which higher cognitive levels of student mathematical performance
were involved.

In general, the findings in this general area have been positive, although
the percentage of studies finding no significant differences has been larger

04'
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among the studies involving higher cognitive level objectives than among

those concerned only with computation.

CAI also seems to have no deleterious effects on student attitudes, although

one study suggests that in primary school classrooms, heavy use. of CAI may

.result in reduced interpersonal skills. (pp. 117 -118)

Most of the experimental, work [with computers as instructional aids] has keen

done with secondary school students, but a few used elementary school students.

In some cases students had access to a computer and could use it in various
ways, ranging from checking solutions to problems to exploring open-ended

problem situations. In other cases students merely wrote programs or con-
structed flow charts without actually making use of a computer.

The results of these studies have not been spectacular. In almost every case

[of 29 studies] of a significant difference, the students using a computer
orientation performed better than the control students. However, about the

same number of studies reported, no significant differences. Nevertheless,

this is clearly an area about which we need much more information, and a good
deal. more experimentation is called for. (p. 118)

Begle, E. G. Critical Variabies in Mathematics Education. Washington;

Mathematical Association of America and National Council of'Teachers of

Mathematics, 1979.
le
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Priorities: in School Mathematics: Executive Summary of the PRISM Project

(edited by Marilyn N. Suydam). Reston, Virginian .National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics0981. N

$

The Priorities in School Mathematics Project (PRI M) was designed by

the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics to col ct information on

current beliefs and reactions to possible mathematics cur lum Changes

.1 during the 1980s. Knowledge of current beliefs can be useful in predicting

which curriculum changes might be readily adopted and which ones might_

meet with resistance. Thut the data have a continuing usefulness as efforts

are made to implement NCTM's Agenda for Action or seek o,ther changes in ,the

mathematics curriculpm. (p. 3)

Major Points from the Preferences Survey: Use of Computers ('pp. 18-19)

Nearly 75% of the professional samples and 80% of the'lay samples believed

that the use of computers and other technology should be increased during the

1980s; 78% indicated that the elnphasis on computer literacy should be increased.

Further analysis indicates that the pattern fet the two items is similar, with

the largest percentages selecting the "somewhat more emphasise' option (see

;Figure 16). .(This is characteristics of.results on many items: people less

often committed themselves to the extreme positions.).

ic.6s 1e55
rettscA, 3 mu c..11 .3,2

same more, Slanneiii

I - -L11. Si'.
1,

18'

CorTu4 -c-r.5 c1-04--1er tGGlnot Comp uler

Figure.16,Percentage.s supporting increased emphasis
on computers and on computer literacy.

Instructional materials for computers that received moderately strong '

support included materials for individual projects (68%),:iwork1ooks with,'

aIgorifhmt- simulating computer processis (63%), detailed notes for teacher

presentationt7(63%), and probability and statisticsmaterials fcir use with

computers (76%). ,,' ; , .

ii //.

Flowcharting -and wAliting computer. programs in BASIC were strong /

supported -(82% and 88%, respectively). gowever, other computer Ian- et

received much less support(31% and 57%).
.

U
Almost rio one (23%) believed that computer programming should pe intro-

-duced in the elementafy school, and,very few in the professional

believed that the ability. to write prograMs should be a requirement for high

schOol graduittion (see Figure 17). ,' , 1

...
52, 1 -

10010
49 . 31 zi, lq

../1 ..

I-
.1 .. 11 .,._ .,.....
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Figure 17. .Percentages supporting the ability

--..
.ti

.

to write, coMputer programs as a

graduation requirement.
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,-. Sixty-five percent of the lay samples supported, the idea that at least_

one course in mathematics for the college - bound student should make.extensive

use of the,computer.
.4

,eaChing about the roles of computers in society was strongly supported

(89%). Although less concern was noted for teaching ahodt privacy and

security issues, these still received moderately strong support -(6Y%). .

Studying about the hypes of problems computers can solve received very

strong support (91%), while the goal of introducing alternative techniques

for solving problems was approved by only.70%.

Requiring a computer literacy course of all students was given ;minimal

support; (53%) by the professional samples and essentially no support (34 %')

by the lay samples. However, .lay samples did give moderately strong support,

(79%) to the integration of computer literacy topics within the_existing K-12

mathematics curriculum.

Respondents were divided about whether computer courses should be strictly,

elective, with 35% favoring and.40% opposing.

Some suppqrt (58%) was given to requiring interaction with computers as

;early as the primary grades.

The idea that knowledge of'computers is only needed by'specialists was

strongly opposed by 89%.
A

4'. 1-*

1,4'

e

-4,

Having computers or computer access for students was given strong support

(95%) at the secondary school level and moderately strong support (77%) at the 410 .,

elementary school level- Strong support (84%) was shownAr having several
.s

small,,personal-computer's for each class. r

,= .. . ..,

, *

Major Mints from the Priorities Survey
- '

, .

Computer literacy was identified as the'area'thaE should receive highest
,

priority among the five choice& for the development of new materials in grades

7-12 (see figure 25). Most of the'respondents .(58%) who ranked computer

literacy first indicated it was because they thought the importance of the

earewould increase during the 1980s. (p. 23)
.

I '26
31, akselarC% (2).

probe 14 -y (5)

3e0,,e4ry (3)

41

2,3

I

sfo..1-,&tics (

cornp4er lii-eracy (I)

Figure 25. Percentages giving highest and lowest priority
to five content areas for secondary school-mathematics.
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,A course that helps students understand how calculators and computers. .

handle mathematics received second priority for being added to the curriculum.

Howe'ver, the SB [school board'presidents] and PT [parent-teacher association

presidents] samples gave far.less support to,this choice thanthe other

'groups. 4. 24)

Respondehts clearly indicated that --more atte ntion should be given'to

'applications of mathematics and to computer literacy (in that order) than

to unified or interdisciplinary approaches or to structure in, mathematics.

(P.'24)

o

-Orienting mathematics to careers or vocations .and to consumers was given

higher priority than orienting mathematics to,computers, college preparatory

work; or recreational purposes. (p-. 25)

PRISM liataRelated'io NCTM Recommendations (p. 30). V

aT

Recommendation 3: Mathematics programs must takefull advantage Of .

the power of, calculators and computers at all grade levels. vx.

f . A )

PRISM respondents indicated that they were well aware of the increasing

emphasis that computers should receive in the mathemAtics curriculum. 'Sim- ,.

prisingly, lay'samples gave even etronger support Tor increased emphasis on

the use of'computers than professional samples did.

All groups queried indicated the desirability of hiving access to-tom- `

p ters in.mathematics 'classrooms at both elementary and"secondary, school

.
,le els. There Was strong support for the development of new materials for

co uter literacy; all samples gave it high priority.- .

,
.

. 4., ..

',I Only half of the professional ,samples and lesp.iWn.half of the'-lat' . ,

samples would'reqyire a computer literacy course- for high school` graduation. ,

1HOwever, there was strong support by'the.professionai samples for having all . .

students receive sotto computer training before graduationgnd the lay-samples' . -

--gave moderately stronk support to-the idea that at least,o e course mathe-.

matici for college-bound students should make eitensisk use a cc:Fut t.- 1°,'
. , .

0

, .
Strong support was given to integrating computer literaty topics within the

present curriculym. ....i

.

,.
. -.:

. .
, . .

,

I

A course that helps students understand hpw calculators-and conpueers
handle mathematics was second in\prior.ity to a new cpurse on ,onsumer'decitions.-

.

In a rank ordering of five areaslor attention Aluiing the 1980s, coigilper
. -

literacy was second to applications.. In a second radk/orsdering, computer

ofi ion was third behind vocational and consumer orien4pions. 10

. .

Strong agreement was expressed by,the professional sam es for ytiting-

programs and for flowcharting, but only -kinimall support was gived to_wfitink

programs asa requirement for high sthoOl graduation.
.

. .

strongly supported for inclusion'in the curriculum were the rolei of
computers in society, the types of problems, computers can solve, and introducing

alternative techniques for solving problems.
,

r
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Results on Computer Literacy Items from NAEP

Carpenter, Thomas P.; Corbitt, Mary Kay; Kepner, Henry S., Jr.;

,Lindquist, Mary Montgoftery; and Reys, Robert E. The Currant Status

of Computer Literacy: NAEP Results for Secondary Students.

Mathematics Teacher 73: 669-673; December 1980.

In anticipation of future eMphasisOn computer literacy and in recognition

of this as a topic in which performance should be monitored, the National

Assessment of Educational Progress included exercises that dealt with several'

aspects of computer literacy in the 1977-78 mathematics'assessment. The

exercises included-both cognitive and affective exercises, and were administered

only to 13- and 17 -year olds. (p. 670)

TABLE I
Flowcharting Exercise and Results

This is a flowchart.' 4
(

(START)---110. LET T 3

PRINT T

1

REPLACE T'1 STOP
by T *3 T 35 No

1'

What would be printed in the output?

Percent Responding

Age 13 5

Age 17 6

11

-13

10

7
7

6

11

22,

9

6

47
39

0
3

0
6

0
33

0
3

3

3

3

'3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

6

12

15

18

21

24
27

30
33

0
3

6
9

12

15

18
21

24
27
30
33

36'
39

42

I don't know .

1-

The low levels of performance (about

what would be expected by chance

.
alone) and the high percentages of
students who responded "I don't
know" to these exercises suggest
either that students )ave had little
opportunit.to develop knowledge
about flow charts in general, or, more
specifically, about flowchartscontain-

ing a loop. (p. 670)

S.
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I

Note that this programming exercise

and the flow chart exercise presented

in tabld I were designed to be parallel

TABLE 2 exercises. Practically the same II/ -

. Progrsunming Exercise and Results percentage of 17-year-olds were
correct on' both exercises, but

This is a BASIC program.

5 LET T 3

10 PRINT T
15 LET T=T+ 3
20 IF T < 35 THEN
25 END

slightly more 13-year-olds were
correct on the programming. exercise

than on the flowcharting exercise...

The high percentages of "E don't know"

responses on the four cognitive exer-

What would be printed in the output? cises suggest that most students

Percent Responding
recognized their lack of knowledge

about the subject of computers and

chose not to even attempt the eier-

cises. The results are substantiated
by background data and are not sur-
prising when only 14 and'12 percent

of the 13- and 17-year-o1dq,
respectively, indicated they tad
studied mathematics through computer

instruction. Seventy-one and 62 per-

-cent of the 13- and 17- year -olds,

respectively, thought that computers

would be useful in teaching mathema-

tics, although only 12 and 25 percent

had access to computer terminals for

learning mathematics in their schools

Age 13 5 3 8 8 14 9 54

Age 17 4 4 21 5 57

0 0 0 0 0 0
3 6 33 3 . 3 3 1 don't know

3 6 6

3 9 9

,3 12 12

3 15 IS

3 1.8 18

3 21 21

3 24 24
27 27

3 30 30

3 33 33

36

39

42

... Only 8 and 13 percent of the 13-

and 17-year-olds, respectively, said

they knew how to program a computer ...

(p. 671)

TABLE 4
Responses to Statements of Feelings about Computers

1
Statement -Age

Percent Responding

Disagree Undecided Agree

17. Computers are suited for doing repetitive, mono- 13 14 39 47

tonous tasks.
17 I I 64 25

b. 'Computers have a mind of their own. 13 56 14 30

17
ei.

,67 ' 15 18

c. Computers dehumanize society by treating every- 13 31 37 32

one as a number.

d The more computers are used, the less privacy a

17

13

31

42

28

22

41

35

person will have . 17 . 40 24 35

e. Someday most thingsomill be run by computers. 13 10 15 76
17 9 12 79

7



Research with Microcomputers in Mathematics Education

-

( At 1+151 I1965
Vi IIAT MAKES THINGS FLN TO LEARN? 'A STUDY OF Nov.

ENTRISSICALLY MOD% ATLNG COIPLITER GA.NIES. . ' 1(,16°)

Order No 8024701
. .,

stALONE, THOMAS WE DELL, FAtTr-Siazto"nrverstry. 1980. 93pp.

This dissertauon is an examlinaoon of two quesuons: ID Why are
computer games so dipus aune and (2) How can the features that make
computer games capth axing oe u.sed to make learningespecaily learning

with computers-interesor.gl
First, three studies are performed focusing on y.hat makes computer

;Imes fun, not on what males them ecJcational Then a rudu-nenury
theory of intnnsically rnous aung instruct:on is doelopea. and a set of
heuratics for designing instrucuonalfomputer games is presented.

The first stud) is a survey of me con:miter are preterences 01 co',
idementary students There are large inalsiz:ial aaTerences in game'
preference. 4nd the presence of a coal is iOund to be the most important
feature in determining game preference 1

allesecond and third studies in\oise testing mutuple Yersions ofhpeafic
games. The versions are isomorpmc to eacn otr.er except tor certain Ley
features such as fantasy. feedback, or sccr,keet-.,ing Di,Terenoas in the
appeal of the versions are tr.en aLL-1;;L:te3 to Me features caned. The first '

!Arne anal> zed in this way is' Esreax out a cornnuter game ins oig
aensorimotor skill. The game Is anal% zed in terms of charactenstictrre
usual display, the motion of the simuiated ball, and the score The most
oportant feature of tne game is found to ce the grannie also,ay mat
simultaneously presents a score ana m,i,uple Iesei goals \ ersions wan no
pbvious goal are significantly less appealing tnan the other sersions

The last study analyzes 'Darts". a comnuter gathe designtd to teach
fraction concepts to elementary students.. sienificant indi% (dual aillerence
is foundin this case based on sex Boys like the fantasy of arrows popping
balloons and dislikes eroal consiructr,e feecoack. v. hue girls appear to

eslike the fantasy of arrows popping cal,ouns ana to like the music played
the game. Both far.tasy and mus,:. apocar to oe more important in the

'appeal of the game than simp:e feeaoack
The theory of intrinsically rneo%ating instruct:on is organized in three

categories: challenge. fan:as>, ana c:,r.os,: i Challenge is hypothesized to
depend on goals with uncertain ro,itcornes Se% erai ways of making outcomes
uncertain are discussed. including $ar:ao,e j ficuav ielei. multiple k-tel
goalt hidden informanon, and ranuarnqess Fantasy. is claimed to have both
cognitive and emotional adsantages in desicning instructional
environments. A disuncuon is, made between extrinsic Antastes that depend
oily weakly on the skill used in a garde and intrinsic j;:nrasies that are
intimately related to the use of the sell Cor os-Ity is separated into sensory
and cognios e components And it is sua,..ed Mat cogniu% e.cunosity can be
aroused by making learners belies e their knoa Ledge structures are ,

incomplete inconsistent. or unparS.nwn.OLLS, Relationships oetAeen this
ludirnentary theory and other theoretical frameworks such asynathemaucal
game theory and rnformauon processing models of cogniuon are descnbed.

73-

LNDIVIDI. Al] 7.ING EDLCATIO:; NN1TII MICROCOMPUTER
PROGRAIMING Order No.'8029098

ATHEv. NitcP.J.:-.1. KURT. PH D. University of Georgia, 1980. 10-4pp

Presented is a "systems design" approach 'to p(r:DovlAdilngqbani AindlisSid°ustaitzDe"d

Director: Ben 0 Richmond 980)

edumtional pro;rarn for all school-aced clildren To this end, a modular
family of compJter program is called PIE (Programming forindmdualized
f_dution) has beer de% eloped This soft...are sy stem operates on
microcomputer equipment. providing comprehensise instructional and
administrau%e aid s, hiqn is affordable by NIT-mills es ers school ssstem The
PIE software system and iv users manual are now separates available from
the author anc can be cLstoMized for LE% s unioue implementation needs
Thefoliowing descnbes reed. rationale, design, operation. and tryout of tne
spring 1980 s ersion of PIE as it annealed' n the dissertauon

Chapter One contains a brief histp,riml rolew of changing atutudes
toward exceptional children The progres:lo?pfrom ancient treatment of the
handicapped to %cry recent legtslause axon cLrests that there is an
ircreascd soc,a1 senurpent for education tascd on unique needs of each
child Thls culmin.ate in recent leg:SI:MO` requiring acuon in addition to
sentiment. 'This is used to deselop the more general case supporting
indisld,ual educational programs for all, based on cacn child s unique
charactenstic_s and needs

Second t'-e raticr.ale for specific design inclusions jointly rests on
(a) current ec,izatiorial philosophy and (b) the capabilities of the
rnicrocomp...ter It is u;-igested mat dcs,gn may be based on domains of
ob.:ccus es in general, w-,thout restrictions or tsoe of domain or statement of
tne °Piens es thernsels es The comprcher sis e design also allows for
norrhause ri,c.a,Lrer.,ent outcomes to be n,cluded Hardware cor,siderauons
are then discussed. .

Central to the des.gn c,f the ss stem arc provisions for cntenon
referencing PL 94-142 compliance nor:7:4,1%e data maLagement.
inch% idualized student file keening and automated file anaissis for research
and administrao% e renoning aid TI-e sssi:m s approach to these
requirements is discussed at tn ;es ea in Chanter Three First. a theory of
operation is gi%en descnamc me manner that PIE was intended to operate
Second is a sea of PIE from the end users perspectise, gi%ing step by step
instructions for use Last is a.molecu,ar %Iew, showing specific file
organizzuonal Program listings are also separately a% aila5le as
Appendix D in panted form or on diskette PIE s expandability and ease of
modification are discussed.

Chapter Four treats the implernentatio results and their urplicanons
for future work of this ty tie Many examples of ou:put capabilities are
offered and explair ed in a series of 9 of tha thirteen figures A ouanntatise
approach to es aluaung us,r concerns abo,,t such an innosauon is descnbed
bnefly Results ind:te thz: PIE was sieved as a Lseful innosauon by
teachers and the LEA pro,ect coord,nator The Mid Easf Regional Resource.
Center supported des CiODMC it of a ie:hn.cal paper to aid in the esaluauon
of this and =liar software The Mars land State Daparunent of Education
supported Implementation of PIE for a reading domain, and has corn/noted
to more PIE installations using other ctimcula area objectives.

WHAT KIND OF MICROS? AND WHAT ARE THEY DOING IN-SAN DIEGO? A survey of,the 43 districts
J11 San Diego County revealed that 28, or 65%, of the districts are using microcomputers
for instructional purposes. A total of 455 computers was reported in use. The appli-

cations most frequently cited were drill and practice, instructional games, and com-
puter programming. The information in this comprehensive'report is especially valuable
for schools and school districts embarking on an educational- program using microcom-
puters. Teachers, supervisors, and administrators can get information on which qicro-
computers might work best in their own schools or school systems and for what instruc-
ional purposes the microcomputers would be most effective. A single copy of this com-,

prehensive report, is available to individuals. To obtain i.ocopy or-for more information,
write to J. D. Gewronski, Director, Planning Research and Evaluation, Department of Edu-
cation, San Diego County, 6401 Linda Vista Road, San Diego, CA.92111.



MORE MICROCOMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS,

About one-half of the Nation's school districts use a total of 52,000 computers for111/

instructional purposes, mostly."computer literacy." Microcomputers now outnumber timesharing

terminals by 3 to 2. -

Just over 7600 schools (one-half'of all secondary schools, 14% of elementary schools
and 19% of vocational and other schools) have-computers. -

Eighteen percent of the schools without computers plan to get one or more in the next

three years. What about the other'82%? "No plans at present."
Source - U.S. Dept. of Education

4
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Survey on Computers in Ohio Schools'

The 37-item questionnaire on computer availability, uses, and needs

was mailed to a-randomly selected sample of 500 Ohio school buildings (K -12)

in January 1981. Returns from 355. schools were received, a.(high) 71%

return rate.

Responses to three demographic.items provided information on the

organizational level of the respondents' buildings, the range of building

enrollments, and the kind of domminities served. About one-third of the

respondents came from buildings housing grades 9-12; slightly more than 9ne-

quartv were from those in buildings for grades K.-:6 (see Table 1).

Table 1
k

Type of Building Organization

K-6 26.5%

5-8 18.0

7-9 14.1

7-12 8.5

9-12 32.4

no response 0.6

Over 40% of the respondents were from buildings housing 301 to 600

students, with 25% fromi buildings enrolling 661 to 1000 students (see Table

2),. Eighty-five percent were from schools of less than 1000 students; 60%

were from schools of 600 or less. Not unexpectedly, smaller school enroll

went was associated with elementary schools and larger enrollment with

secondary schools. The smaller schools_tended to be rural (47% Of the rural

r-
It was mailed by Steven P. Meiring, Ohio State Department of Education.

ti
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schools were in the 0-300 range). Over' 60% of the schools with more than

1500 students were suburban.

411

0-300

301-600

Table 2

Size of Building Enrollment

16.9% K-6, 57%; 5-8, 20%
rural, 47%

42.8 K-6, 37%; 5-8, 23%
small city, 35%; rural, 28%; suburban; 26%

601-1000 25.1 - 9-12, 40%
small city,'S96%;, sub4ban, 35%; rural, 21%

1000-1500 10.1 9-12, 81%
suburban, 36%; small city, 33%; large city, 25%

over 1500 5.1 9-12, 100%,
suburban, 61%; large city, 22%

One-third of the returns were from small cities or towns, followed by

those from suburban and-rural communities (see Table 3). Only 11% were from
r:

large cities. In each type. of community, more schools having 301 to 600

students were reported than other sizes.

"14

Table 3

Type of Community

large city 10.7% .

32.7

28.2

small city or town

suburban

rural

nonpOlic

25.9

2.5

301-600, 34%

301-600, 46%

301 -600, 39%;

601 -1000, 31%

301-600, 47%;
0-300, 30%

301-600, 44%;
0 -300, 33%

[all either K-6 or 9 -121
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.

Respondents were next asked to indicate the types of computer-related

activities available in their building. Over 70% indicated that neither

4sx

computer-assisted instruction (CAI), an instructional management system,

programming.courses, nor supplementary instruction within courses was avail-

able (see Table 4). Those in K-6 buildings selected this response even more

than others did. Having one or more of these options available within the

past two years was indicated by up to 18%, however; this is possibly a sign

of recent interest in computer services. This percentage was highest in

suburban and large city districts, with small city districts next. A number
r

of others indicated that such services had been available for more than four

Table 4

Computer Services Available

Options CAI Management Courses Supplementary

not available 78.3% 71.0% 76.9% 70.4%

once available,
now dropped 2.0 2.8 0.6 1.7

t
had less than 2 years. 12.1 6.8 415. 10.1 17.7

had 2-4 years 2.8 6.2 3.7 3.1

i ,.

had more than 4 years 4.8 13.2 8.2 7.0

----no-response-- 0 0 0.6 0

What ki of computer systems do respondents have for instructional

puivses? While most ndicated that none of the three options was available,

30% had microcomputers and 20% had interactive terminals hooked into a big

computer (see Table 5). The percentage having each option increased as

school size increased. Interactive' terminals were available 'to 34% in large

city schools and to 29% in suburban sghoolsobatch processing was available

=NY
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, to 26 %, in large city schOols; andjicrocomputers were available to 447. in

suburban schools, 32% in large'cities, 25% in small cities, 20% in rural,

and 22% in nonpublic schools.

Table 5

Kinds of Computer Systems Available
1

Interactive Batch Microcomputers

available. 11.8% 29.6%

of available 79.7 ii.6 69.9

no response 0.6 0.6 0.6

/;-

What kinds of microcomputers do schools have? As Table 6 indicates,

Radio Shack computers were available most frequently. They were favored in

schools with 301-600 or over 1000 students; 50% of the large city schools,

41% of the small city schools, and 37% of the suburban schools had them.

The percentages ranged froL 31% in'grade 5-8 buildings. to 63% in buildings

with grades. 7-12. The Apple computer was slightly favored in schools with

601-1000 students; 47%_of the respOndents in K-6 buildings and 38% of the

or respondents in 7-9 buildings indicated the Apple was available. The PETa

was also popular in elementary schools .(K-6, 35%; 5-8,-50%);'inhs found

in hdlf of the schools sized 0-300 and comprised 44% of the computers in

rural schools. Those indicating that more than one computer was available

were most often in larger schools with more than 600 students or in nonpublic

schools.
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Table 6

Type pf Microcomputer Available

r, type - X-of total ,sample % of those having ters

Apple 7.0% 22.1%

PET 7.3 23.0 4-

Radio Shack 11.3 35.4

more than I 2.5 8.0'

other 3.7 11.5

no response. . 68.2 (no computer available)

When asked if they were reasonably satisfied with their present caps-

ability to provide computer-related instruction, only 24.5%,responded "yes",

while 69.9% responded' no" (5.7% did not answer).:'Those in large city schools

(37%) and liburban schools (31%) were most satisfied, followed by those in
A

small city schoo1s.(26%). Those in schools sized 1001-1500 were most evenly

divided (43% yes, 54% no). By level, the percentages of response wete:

d'K-6, 39%; 9-12, 27%; 7-12, 23%; 5-8, 18%; 7-9, 13 %.-

What factors limit catability to pr.ovide computer-related instruction?

Three-quarters saw money for hardware as a limiting factor, while only

slightly over half indicated that the availability of appr4riate software

was a limitation (see Table 7). This concern for software was most evident

in grades K76 (78%) and 5-8 (71%); only 58% in 7-9 schools, 61% in 9-12

schools, and 48% in 7-12 schools had this concern. Training for instructional

staff andstaffing for an expanded curriculum were of concern to approximately

60%. Both of these concerns were greater in schools with over 1.000 students,

and lower in grades 7-12 schools and nonpublic, schools. Only 21% considered

administrative support a kimiting factor. [It should be noted that 15 to 22

respondents answered these questions even though they were.directed,to skip .
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them if they, had indicated on the previous question that they were reasonably.

-sattsfied with their present.capability.]

'Table 7

Limitations to Providing Computer Instruction

money for hardware

training for.§taff

administrative support

staffing for expanded,
curriculum

appropriate software

limiting not limiting no response

75.8% 5.9% 18.3%

18.9 19.4

20.6 59.2 20.3

62.3 17.5 . 20.3

52.1 27.6 20.3

What languages do staff members,%in the respondent's building know? Not

sur isingly, BASIC was known by the highest 1percentage (34.1%); what is

surprising is that this percentage:is as small as it is (see Table 8).

Respondents sometimes noted that a.given teacher did not kndw more than one

language. The percentage knowing BASIC was highest (50-70%) in schools with

over 600 students; FORTRAN was cited most'. (39-47%) in schools with ov 000

students. BASIC was named by 75% of the no ublic schools, and by 45% to 60%

from grade 7-9 buildings up. The other languages were named most often by

those in grade 9-12 buildings (not unexpectedly)).'

Table 8

Computer Languages Known by Staff

BASIC FORTRAN COBOL APL PASCAL other
. ,

ye's 34.1% 16.9% 7.6% 3.4% ' 2.0% -4.2% 4r,

no 1 60.3 77.2 86.5 10 '90.7 92.1 89.0.

no response 5.6 .5.9 5.9 5-9 5.9' 6.8 .

.78
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BASIC was also the language most frequently taught to students (see

Table 9).. However, only 29% of the students in the Ohio schools surveyed

'were being taught BASIC; in fact, only one-third of the students were being

taught- any computer language. The percentages of those teaching BASIC were

greatest in suburban schools (47%); it was taught in only 15% of the rural

9
.

schools. Other languages were most likely to be offered .in large city schools.

Not unexpectedly, computer languages were taught more frequently as grade

4*
level increased, as Table 9a indicates. (Note'that those reportedly

teaching APL in grades K-6 and 5-8 may have mistaken the name.)

Table 9

Computer Languages Taught ter Students

BASIC FORTRAN COBOL . APL. PASCAL

yes 29.0% 4.2% 1.4% 1.1% 0.8%

no 65.9 90.7 93.5 93.8 . 94.1

no response 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1

Tab 1d 9a

Computer

4 .

K-6

5-8

7-9

7-12

9-12

Languages Taught

BASIC" FORTRAN

to Students by School Level

COBOL APL PASCAL ,

1

4.7%.

20:7

33.3'

30.0

54.4'

' 0%

1:8

0

. 3.3

11:4';

0%

1.8

4 0

0

3.5

..,

.2.3%

:3.6

0

0

0

0%

1.8

0

0

1.8
2

When asked if their staff would be interested in attending.a, two-day

' conference on computers to be held in their geographic area, 74.4% said "yes"
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and 18.0% said "no" (7.6% did not respond). Interest increased
0

with 60% in. grade K-6 buildings, 80% in grade 5-8 buildings, acid

by level,

90% or

o tomore in other schools indicating "yes". Only 61% from small ho

.

(0-300 students) said "yes"; the percen ages ranged from 79 to 94%

schools of other sizes.

in

.The level for such conferences should be "introductory" for 47

"intermediate-for 23.1%. Only 4'.8% indicated "advanced", It is in

.6% and

eresting

being

1

that 24.5% gave no response. The introductory level was perceived as

needed most by those in schools with fewer than 1000 1Students; by rura

and small city schools (70%) more than others (55%); and for grade K-6,

and 7-9.Schools especially. The intermediate level was noted most by t

inschools with 1000-1500 students, and especially by those\ln grade-9-

schools.

5-8,

ose

12

The information to-be included in the conferences were each considere

appropriate by over (:)% of the respondents (see Table 10). Information on

d

hardware was_less needed by those in schools with over 1500 'students and by

those in suburban schools. Both incorporating compttersligto

existing cciiirses and strategies for developing curriculum for computer.
/--.

courses were perceived as being'less needed by those ill grades K-'6. ,Over
Afr,

201 gaveno response.

Interest in participating in a computer information exchange center was
lbw

expressed by 70.4% (19.7% said "no" and 9.19% did not respond). The figure

was slightly less (66%) for those in K-6 schools, with others ranging from

77% to 85%. Those in smaller -schools (0-300) similarly expressed less .

interest (64 %), while the range for schools with more than,300 students was

78% to -8.8%

4.



'Table 10

Topics for Conferences

LE1 no no'respon e

Hardware and udes 71.3% 6.8% 22.0%

Softwoire and uses. 73.8 3.7 22.5

Programming courses 72.7
Ar

4.8 22.5

Incorporating into
existing courses . 73.5 3.9 22.5

Developing.
curriculum 71.0, 6.8 22.3

When asked if they hadlocally-daveldped'programs they.would be willing,

to share With others through such a center, only 17.2% said "yes". While 9.6%

did not respond, 73.2% said "no ". The 'percentage with materials to shard

increased to 56% by those in schools with over 1500 students, and 35% by those

in grade '9-12 buildings.- Thirty-two percent of the suburbah schools and 21%

of the large city schoOls timilarly had materials-they would be willing to.

share,

I
4

8')

V

4,

'*
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Survey on Computers in Arizona Schools

.. 85

In May 1980, a questionnaire was sent to the226 school districts in

Arizona by a group of educators at Arizona State-University.
1 ciesponses were .

obtained from 46 districts,-a (low) 20% return rate.
t -

Slightly over half of the district reported.using computers, although

two districts had especially high usage. The most frequent use of computers.

as in computer language courses in grades 7-12 (37% of the districts offered,:

such courses), followed by basic skills in mathematics in grades 1-12 (26%).

Thirty -seven perdent of the responding districts indicated they used

microcomputers for ingtructipnal purposes, but 45% of, all microcomputers

werekbeing used in one district.' The numbers in use in May 1980 were:

Apple °° 8

PET 38

Texas Instruments 1

Atari 0

Radio Shea( 22

,

other ' 9

Seventy percent Indicated interest, ln exchanging information and software,

while 65% each favored cooperative software development projects; teacher-,

training workshops, and evaluation of-instruction.

1 Bitter, Gary G: Survey of Arizona Public School Practices and Needs for

Computer Assisted Instruction.' Computing Teacher 8: 31-34; No. 6,

1980-8f.-

th

Weiss, Iris R. Report of the 1977 National Survey of Science,
---h-thematics, and Social Studies Education: Final Report. Research

Triangle Park, North Carolina: Research Triangle Institute Marth,

1977.
'r

Mathematics, teachers were asked about the availability and, use of computers

or computer terminals and hand-held calculatoFs ... The majority of K-3 classes

:do not need these, according to their teachers; however 11 percent K-3

mathematics classes would use computers if they were avkilableand 1 'percent

need hand -held calculators but do nit have them available.

The percent
.

of mathematics classes using computers.increases from'2 pertent

in grades K-3 to 5 percent in 4-6, 11 percent in 7 -9, and "1,6 percent in 10 -12.

r
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A SfLDY OF THE. ADMINISTRATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL
COMPUTER LSAGE 1.&* TEXAS PUBUC SCHOOLS

Order No. 8000013

MONDY,Judy Bandy, Ed D. East Texas State Urns ersity. 1979,
202pp. Adviser: Stuart Chilton ("PA) 40 A 3412; Jan

1980)
Purpose of the Srucr.': The purpose of this study.v.as to de-

terinine tne acm,.nis:ra.lon of instructional computer use in
Texas public schools curing the 1978-79 school }ear. Tr.e
study specifically examined usage and aaministratue resources,
instructional uses, hardware and software, ana budget.

Proce. ure Questionnaires were mailed to the superinten-
'dent or aata processing aarnipastrator in the 1,102 public school
districts in Texas. A total cf 569 questionnaires was completed
and returned. and these questionnaires were dkided into aver-
age ail atten.:ance ADAf''.:roups for anaksis. Tne four ADA
gro.ps consis:ea of Group 1 OsIzIricts hating an ADA of less
tnan rme thousand, Group 2 diskicts hairirt. an ADA of between
one aad file thousand. Group 3 diftricts having an ADA of be-
tween fiwe and cue it% -fl% e thousand, and Group 4 districts con-
tairnmt an ADA of greater than twenty -tke thousana. The ques-
tionnaire data were compiled,ana reported by frequencies and
percentages

Find.nzs. The major findings of this study included the fol-
lowtn,gi

1 Thirteen percent of the 969 reporting school districts
cited instruction.,. computing anti% lues as follows: 4 percent
6f' the districts in Group 1. 20 percent of the districts in
Group 2, 54 percert of the districts in Group 3, and 87 percent
of the districts in Group 4.

2. The majority of the districts involved between one and
ten teachers and between one and two hundred students in in-
structional computing activities.

3. The employee most often cited as being responsible for
administering the Instructional computer program was a
teacher, and the person to whom the responsible administrator
reported was either the principal or the superintftndent.

4, Most dt3Tricts offered computer-related tn- service edu-
cation but had not developed an evaluation prorarn for the in-
structional computer system.

5. instructional computing was most often used in enrich-
ment and remeaial prozrams in computer-assisted instruction
!CAD and as a computational aid.

6. The computer was mast frequently usedan elementary
schools in rnatnerniurs ana reading. Secondary subject areas
most otten repo-r:ed were mathematics and BASIC.

7. Regional Educational Service Centers tESC's1.v..ere cited
as tne primary sources for in-sertice education, courseware,
and.hardware

8. The reportiqg districts' budget allocations for mstruc,
tional computing avetaged betwete..552.42sand 5:69.83 per student
Served.

Conclusions: The major conclusions included the following:
1. Despite the small overall percentage-of instructional

'computer usa.ze, instructional computing appears to have im-
pacted Texas public schools.'

2.' Instructional computer systems in 'Texas public schools
did not teem tolthlinv. any discernible administrative pattern
since no recursive profile emerged from the data.

3 The se:vices °tiered by ESC's appeared to have fur-
thered,We growth of instructional computing in Texas public
schools.'

4 Inexpensive nuracoroputers and microcomputers appeared
to have provided additional instructional computing capabilities,
to districts in each ADA group.

5. The sparsity-of evaluation programs may indicate that in-
structtonal cocn,puting is still to n early stage of dhelopment

.in public education in Texas.

'A 'DESCRIPTIVE ANA-1.1 5IS OF. COMPUTER EDUCATION
LN TEXAS SECONDARN SCHCOLS"AND A PROPOSED
COMPUTER 'SCIENCE PROGRAM Orbej io. 8000793

MAYER, Nut% 13% rd Patricia. Ph D. North Texas State Lni-
Yersity. 1979. 170pp. (Al 'OA:. 3135 -4; 4111,

The purposes of this study I etc ill to identil} avl describe
_computer.celated pi ogiams to seconaary schocls; :2. to iden-

tify and desci We the peiception ot selected leaders .n tie
field regarding the tole uf c_cal}1LItel ecucation in seCchoar%
schools in the future; 31 to utilize iintlings to lecoramifne. a
program of computei:related education for seconaai} schcols:
and i4i to sue,-.,;est tr.e implications of this pi ogi am

Questimnatres wueie iecehed i:orn 186 ';* per cent. of
the 234 principals from fifth. -three dist: lots m Tex-s
had previousk indicated offering computer ccui se; era from
ninety-nine .73 per centt of the,135 teacr.ers Liston tor Ta,,,
and published in Guide hhes tor Ctlinuter atemai.cs. 1977
Interview questions aeie sent to toit%-r-o corn; _te. c:es-
sionals. Answeis to Intel% iew clyesticns were recoinea-on
cassette tape and returned b} nineteen 43 per cent! pro-. fessionals,

Some major findincfs of this study were that 66 tier cent of
the schools contacted offered one to three coirruter [guises
The courses most frequently offeied were problem salving.
computer litesac%. aria prograi^!rg Computer courses .

have been uffes ed fur an aveiage of shx teat I l^ tr.e resrtona-
ing schools. Sixt -one pfr cent of the courses were otfezed
under the Mathematics aepartment but computer prolessionals
,sated a computer science depai =era would be bettei. Five
schools requited courses containing computei-reh-ited mate-
rial for graduation and eight schools used then, as subst.tution
for other courses. Teachers were primaril% responsible for
originating computer-related programs ana for requestir.;-
nev. courses. Foul teachers raw titer science cesulica-
tion and nineteen hill !.onipcter-itlatea A Con.-
puter proiessionals stated that the neeo for ccmoutei edu
tion'm the secondart schools will increase in tne luture

On the basis of information gained from the sure,. the
following conclusions were reacnou.

1. Few teaches s had either a formal or professional edu-
cation In the computer field,

2. :Although conirlter-related courses were not found to oe
offered through a coh.outei science department comp itei rto-
fessionals said this %%Oulu be the uest adni st rat it e .0

3. Findins shov. that 18 per cent of the schocks taught
computer operations and 24'per cent taught kel-punch. How-
ever. selected leaders said that keypunch and computer opera-
tions are not important subjects for 1:1411 school students

4. Few schools requite computer- Iodated courses for
'gradation or recommend substituting, ccmpuler coursessfor
°Mei. courses. From this. it follows that requirement or
substitution will not he common in the near future.

5. The following computer-related courses were suggested
as ones tnarmight be taught in seconder} schools: Computer
Literacy, Computer Prograniminn. and Computer Structures.

'Recommendations are that an extensive study be made on
the Interface berweenigh school computer courses and intro-
ductory computer courses in colleges and universities and that
a study be made comparing the use of large computers and
microprocessors In the classroom.

s.

0
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Micro Computers Make Light Work
of Managing Instruction

Individualizing instruction for a

-classroom of 30 childrenor a multi-aged
group 'of 80 to 100--can generate a

mountain.gf paperwork. In fact, ore of

the principal restraints on making the

most of individualized and objective-
based curricular programs is the 4.1

difficulty in filing,, sorting, and then

using test scores andother achievement

information to organize instructional
groups and produce progress reports.

Using a compdter to manage that part
of instruction is one answer to the
paperi4ork problem, but the cost of,

such systems is often prohibitive,
particularly for small school districts.
Typical annual cost for one school doing
managethent on a time-sharing computer
ranges between $13,000 and,$25,000
according to Don Mclsaac, professor .

of educational administration at the'.

-University of.Wisconsin..

But McIsaac's computer research
project at the R&D Center has come up
with a tool that'makes the management of
the paperwork mountain as easy as the
management of a molehill, and at a low

cost. tThe tool'is an information
storage and.retrieval system thai--like '
most elements of the computer revolution
rollincithrou9h the nation's schools- -

is based on mAcroLcomputeis. Those

W,..scer$641 Ptd...3) Ce.41-se News

Fall 9 80

computers are compact in size, low in

price, and easy to use.

The system developed by McIsaac's
team is called Micro CMI (Computer
Managed Instruction) and operates on
computers inexpensive enough for schools

to purchase and operate in one building.
The qcro CMI program can maintain
recorct of 800 studentsAand can handle
37 separate curricular areas. It works

with any objective-based program in.
elementary or"secondary schools.

One of the syStem'd most valuable uses
is identi9Ving students with similar

learning needs.- For example, let's look
at As. Jones' second grade math class

where she is preparing to teach afopic

4o.
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qn su6traCtion. The topic has 10 objec-

tives, each of which requires previous
mastery of other-objectives.

Instead of taking the whole class
through.the objectives in the same
sequence; Jones will use Micro CMI to
determine which children have mastered
prerequisites for Which objectives and
then group them accordingly into several.

clusters.

She requests a grouping rebomMendation

4 from -Micro CMI.. After a search of its

memdry to determine who has mastered
the prerequisites' for the various
objectives, -the.Micro computer prints

its suggestions. Based-on her class-

room obseeVations, -Zones makes some

changes in the suggested groups and
then proceeds with the instruction,

' The computer track-of who's in
the final groups,and of each student's

progress.
4

Besides storing information about
individual studerit achievement on
specific learning objettives and identi-
fying groups of children with similar
_learning needs, the system can provbele°

reports for diagnosing and piescribing

learning activities, produce grodp .%

performance information, and generate
student progress reports for parents.

'Micro CMI can also proddce the data
needed to complete reports of
Individualized Education Plans (IEP's)

in special education programs. 0

Mclsaac estimates that one school's

an 1 cost for Micro CMI including
alabxpenses,except personnel time,would
run between $3 and,$4 thousand. The

Danville, Illinois, school district has
cut even those costs substantially by

a
using one micro-computer to manage
the objective-based reading program
in all of its 13 elementary schools. A

Wisconsin scleol disstrict where the

system as'been field-tested uses Micro "-

CMI t suoFessfully and inexpensively --

manage eading, math, science, and
physical education instruction and is
preParinq't0,apply it to social studies.

The Micro CMI system is availably for
the cdst of reproducing software. For

datsilS, contact either John Wende or
Don Mclsaac at the R&D Center
(608/263- 4333),

.

Mics%computers are suddenly of such

interest' education that there's now
a-clearinghouse for information about

their school applications. Write:

MicroSIFT, Computer Technology Program*
Nokthwest Regional Educational

.
Laboratory, 710 SW SeCond Ave.,

Portland, Oregon-97204. -

4
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ERIC Clearinghouse
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Author;

bate: 4
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.

201M
Titre:
Author:
Pages:

Date:

Form:

Price:

Description:

. *t.
14.

ga-tfiemAics Education Publications
( from On

for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education
1200 Chambers Road, 3rd Floor

Columbus, Ohio 43212

'ED 049 Q69
Intellectual Crovth
Kenneth Lovell
25

February 1971
Offset, with cover
40.85
Presents assumptions based
recent research -on pupils'
implications for teaching.

Nt ,
an t2nderstandine Matheraticsand

/-
on Piagees theory of goenitige development,'reviews
understanding of mathematical ideas, and discusses

ED 049 934
Teaching Mot:eratics to :isadvantazed A Surrar of Research
Marilyn N. 5u:dam
68

April 1971
Offset. with cover
S!.80
Summarizes the findings A researcb on the teaching of matheratics to the
disadvantaged. Includes an aftrotated list of researcn d. :ided into two major
areas, educationally disadvantaged and academically disldvantaged.

202M ED 0401079

Title: Research in Eleencar :c=ool MatIleratics - 1970: Annotated List of Fesearcn

References

Pages

: MarilynN. Suydam
50

Date: April 1971 .

Form: ,pffset, with cover

Price: $1.50 r
1

Description: Lifts research related to matematics teaching and learning at the eleme^tary
schocil level wniz: was- dzring t970. Categorized py references or'c

.

research surrariesearticles.or repor :s puolished in journals, and dissertation
abstracts; each reference is annotated.,

10

203M
Title:
Authors:

?ages: A

Date::
Form:
Price:

Description:

204M
Title:
Authors.

Pages:

Date:

Form:

Price:
Description:

Ep 053 980
Teaching Resources for .ov- Achievinz na0.erarics Classes

Kenneth J. :ravers and %,tners

66 5

July 1971
Offset, with cover
$1.80 't

Riviews teaching approaches and general resource materials for low achievers in
both elementary and secondarymathematics classes'. Includes two bibliographies

of resource materials'and referendQ.

ED 059 900
A Review of Research on 3ehavioral 01:0ectives and Leatting Hierarchies

Henry ana 7,c:core A. iisenoerg

82.

January 1972. '

Offset, with cover
S!.80
Surarizes research on benaviorai objectives and learning.nierarchies and

tabulates results into supporting and non - supporting dategortes. Although the.

majority of the studies refer to mathematics and science, other subject areas

are included.
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206M
Title:
Authors:
Pages:

Date:

FIrm: '

Price:

Description:

207M
Title:
Anchor: .

Pages.

Date:,

Form:

Price:

Description:

-

ED 064 126
Research an `!ache-tati'cs Education (X-12) P:oorted itn 1971

Marilyn N. Suyoan am: J. Freo Ueaver
87

March 1972
Offset, with cover $

51.80
Annotated listing of research reported. 13 1971 in.United States

Dissertatian Atstrscts :rternattzn11.

Journals.and in

ED064 156
LtilitLinaaiheltat44s EAreetnn
James F. Gray
31

April. 1972

Offset, with cover
$1.60

The keynote addre.s for the -Form an Teacher Education at the NCTM Annual Meeting,
1972. Dtscusst,s bread tssues and problems oi both nathe-tatics education ano
mathematics teacher td21.41a.n,

!

208M ED 059,917 .
.

Title: Promising Practices in Mathematics Teacher Education
Apthor: Jon L. Higgins, Editor
Pages: - 210

Date: 'April 1972
Form, Offset, with cover
Price: $3.80 . 4
Description: A Compilation of 64 papers from the Forum on Teacher, Education, National Council

- z of Teachers of Mathematics Annual Meeting, 1972. CoAtains descriptions of
'innovatiVe programs; two- thirds pertain .to elementary school teacher education,
the remainder to secondary school teacher education.

209M
-Title:

Author:
° 'Pages:

Date:

Forn01

Price:
Description:

r.

.Or

,210M

Title
Authors:
Pages:

Date:
Form:

Price:
Description:

1

Papers from the
'Jon L. Higgins, Editor
39

April 1972
Offset, ,with

$6.80
A collectiod of pap9lrs prepared, for discussion-at the Forum on Teacher Education

at the IICTM Annup .eeting, 1872. Topics include: issues and problems in

mathematics teacher preparation,guidelines-and standards for teache education,

course content. recommendations, and proposed guidelines for,teacher Pereparation.

Forum on Mathematics Teacher Education

coder

E' 068 329
Meaningful Instruction in Mathematics Education
J. Fred Weaver and Marilyn N. Suydam
73
June 1972
Offset, with cover
$1,80 ti

this monograph, focuses on discussion of the influence of meaning theory on \
elementary school mathematics programs and instruction. Includes a review of

research on the importance of meaning and the b4fect of teacning with meaning.
Includes an extensive list of references. '

10.
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211M ED 068 340 x . 2

Title: Language Factors in. Learning Mathematics

Author:' Lewis R. Aiken, Jr. .

,Pages: 47.

October 1

Form:,

1.972

Offset,,with cover
\

Price: $1.50
.

,

Description Discusses the,retatlonship of verbal factors to mathematics achievement'and

reviews research from 1930 to the.prusent. Considers the effects of verbalization

in the mathematics learniqg process,'
mathematics functioning as a language,

readability of mathematics materials, verbal ability and problem solving, and

other factors. Includes an extensive bibliography.

A

212M), ED 071 731 '
r

Title: Use of Computers in Mathematics Edkication Resource Series. Computer Innovations

in Education \..

Author;. Andrew R. Molnar

Pages: 87

Date. February 1973 .

Form: Offset, &kith cover

Price: S2:35 .

Description. Includes discussion of the impact of tfe computer on society, types of computer

systems and Languages, instructional applications, administratie L.ses, libraries

and data bases, the desi3n of oomputer-oriented curricula, and cost, effectiveness.
s. A

213M ED 077 732

Title: Ue of Co4.outers in Mathematics Education Resource Series. Conputer,Extenced '

Problem Solving and Ercutry

.Author. Larry :,.,Hatfield

Pages, 39

Date: February ,1973

Forms Offset, with cover

Price: $1.50

Description. Reviews some of the pedatogical rationales and research evidence related to use of

computers as a problem- solving tool in matnematics classes. Includes discussion of

philosophies and objectives, .effects ;-;: computer progrcnming On mathematics

achievement, motivation and attitudes, and influence on problem-solving ability.

.1

21414 ED 077 733

Title: Use of Comouters in Mathematics Education Resour4t-Series: Computer Bibliography

for Matbematics Education

Author: Marilyn N. Suydam, Editor

Pages: 100

s Date: February 1973

Form:, Offset, with cover

Price: $2.35

Description: Annotated listing of selected books,, articles, and other documents on computers.

Organized by: the general educational role of computers; computer languages and

programming; and mathematics instruction applications, including teaching about

computers, general uses inmathemiltici classes, tutorial and practice modes, and

probles-solving mode.

215M , ED 077 734

Title: Use of Computers in Mathematics Education Resource Series: Research on Computers

in Mathematics Education

Author: Thomas E. Kieren
.Pages: 43
Date: April` 1973

Forme Offset, with'coVer

Price: $1.50 ,

DescriptiYn Reviews research on a wide variety of computer applications in the mathematical

classroom -- co-putet-tlecd instruction, espec011y drIlr-and-practice and cutor...4,

modes: computer-a9aged instruction; and computer-auemenced problem solving.

Includes analytical connents on the findings and status of research.
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217M
Title:
Author:

' Pages:.

Date:

Form:

Price:

Description:

218H
Title:
Author:
Pages:

Date:

Form:

Price:
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219M

Title:

Author:'
Pages:
Date:

Form:

Price:
Description:
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222K
Title:

Author:
Pages:
Dime:

Toros:

Pride:
Oeshription:

SD 076 437
Research on Mathematics Education (K-12) Reported in 1972

Marilyn N. Suydam and J. Fred Weaver

80
April 1973
Offset, with cover
$1.80

i
A

Annotated listing of research reported in 197 /in/nited States journals and in
Dissertation Abstracts International.

ED 077 730
Ability and Creativit in Mathematics

Lewis R. Aiken, Jr.
50 ..c

April 1973 ,

Offset, with cover
.51.80 , 40

The relationships of intelligence, achievement, age, sex, heredity, and psychosocial

factors ,to mathematical_agativity are carefully reviewed
A
and discussed.

ED 077 773
Recent Research in Cognition Applied to Mathematics Learning

M. C. Wittrock
37

April 1973
Offset, with cover
$1.80 '

Discusses recent research on cognition and its implications for mathematics

education. Learning as a generative proce3s, structural organization, processing
of information, processes and structures, individual differences, brain research,
higher-order processes,1morivation, and delay - retention- effects are discussed.

ED 036 670
Research Reporting Sections of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

48th Annual Meetin; (1970)
Jon L. Higgins, Editor
69 #

Mar h 1970
of set,-with cover
s 430'

tains abstr acts of research reported at the NCTM Meeting. Includes reports on

onaervation, student evaluation of teachers, the relationship between personality
and achievement, teacher charactetisticsi problem solving, geometry, logic, and

probability.

ED 076 387
Research Repartinc Sections
1st Annual :'eet{:-.: t112721

il°

on L. Higgins, Editor
9

pril 1973
Offset, with cover
.$2.35

of the National CoUncil TeaChers of Yathaatics

Contains 20 abstracts or research reported at. the
on structural factors, logical, reasoning, probleM
OV4luation, geocetry,`And other topics,

NCTS rotting. Includes reports
solving, teaCher education,
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2231 ED 086 518 /
11,

.

'

,

,Title:. Unomblished fnstrurent4 for-Evaluation in Yathematns Education
.)-'

Author,' ellarilyn N. Suydam

ges:
.t

.
ter,

*_166.411.

er

ilanuiry 1974
.

, 'x
,.) .

Form: i.iOffsee with cover, perfectound I K
4

Price,: "' 83.55 .t

Description: Ptv Oides antated information regarding unpublishWd tests related to mathematics

4 lAducation. qnformatIon incluces title, developer, content, format, sample,=
reliability, correlations, validity, and references.

rt
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2241 , , 'ED 086 517 -. ;- --!,,,

Title:', Evaluation. in 0-e Mattmatica,Claaryom: Fre= .'llat.and Whv to How and Where

Author: Marilyn Zi. Suydam ..,,,
Pages:. 4 70
Date: ", Janua$ 1974 -1-4

d Nt boundfeForm: Offset, with cover,
.

' ovr, perecun
S2.35

,2.- ,

Pelee:
Description: 'Providei many.heloful luggestions'for the-classroom teacher regarding how to

'evaluate and how to imoroe classroom evaluation. An extevive annotated list

'N' 5. of references provides sources of tests, item blanks, and research on evaluation

... tedliniques as well as references on evaluatiori in mathematics.

ED 091 239

Title; . Research on vatheratics Education (7-12 Reoorted in.19:73

Authors: Marilyn N. S.Jycam weaver

Pages: 83

Date: 1974

Form: Offset, with cover, perfect bound

Price: S2. 3i
Description: This annotated bibliography lists research related to mathematics teaching and

learning which was publish'ed in the United States during 1973. The.listing covers

the levels from kindergii-te:i through grade 12, and is. divided into three major

sections. The first section :isyd research summaries which review groups of.
research studies. The secohd-section,contains research, reports wnich appeared in

journals during 1973. The final section includes dissertations announced in
Dissertation AbstraetsInternational.

4

226M ED 091 250
..

Title: A Survey of Doctoral Proat-a-ts in Mathematiss Education '

Authors:' Jerry A. McIntosh and F. Joe Crossunite
Pages: 48

Date: '1973 . -
--..

,

Form: Offset, with cover
Price: $1.5O
Description: This paper is a survey and description of current doctoral, programs in mathematics

education in the United States. To gather the data a questionnaire sufficiently
flexible and'comprehensive to tolerate a variety o4pprograms was developed. The

questionnaire was sent to the Dean of the College (School) of Education, Lean of
the Graduate Schools. and Chairman of the Lepirtmont of Matnematics in each of tne
200 institutions sampled. The data collected and retorted include the follow :ma

,categories: institutional data? professEonal faculty, descsiption'of doctoral
programs, financial assistance for doctoral candicates, placement of decent 1
graduates and"researen,,developnent, and dissemination activities. Although'''. .

listings of doctoral programs in mathematics education have been made previously,
this survey is they first systematic attempt to gather descriptions of doctoral
programs on a broad basis.
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Title:
Authors:
Pagel:

Date:
Form: ,

Price:

'Description:

k,f228H

Title:
Author:
Pages:

Pate:
Form:

Price:
Description:

ED 089 986
-Mathematics Education Abstracts and Index to Research in Education. 1966 -1972.

Jon L. Higgins,- Compiler, ana Cthers'

335
1974
Printed:perfect bound
'$18.00
Contains abstracts to nearly all materials, related to mathematips education

(research.reports, instructional materials, teachers guides, etc.) included in

Research in Education (R,T.E) for the -years 1966-72. Subject and author indexes

are provided to facilitate 'searihing. This is the best tool for a manual search

of EXIC's RIE and.a quick way to scan materials contained in Research in education

related to mathematics education. .

229M
Title:
Authors:
Pages:

Date':

Form:
Price:

Description:

230M
1 Title:

Au or:

Page
' Date:

Form:
Price:

Description:

ED 097 "225
A Categorized Listing of
Marilyn N. Suydam.

364 -

August-1974
Offset, perfect bound'

'$6.90
Provides a listing of research reported in journals published in the United States,

in Dissertation Abstracts and Dissertation Abstracts International, and LA

Research in Education for the years specified.

Research on Mathematics Education (K-.12) 1964-1973

ED 102 030
Instructional Strategies: A Preliminary Taxonomy
M. David Merrill and Norman D. mood

92

:November 1974 .
Offset, perfect bound
$2.35

The focus on thepaper is apparent: strategies for instruction.; The aut'iors
propose a taxonomic vocabulary with which itstructional,strategies can be described.

They suggest a taxonomic organization forrelating the variables involvedin
instruction, and symbols for representin3 these variables and their relationships.

Thepremise is that, through the application of such a taxonow to research on
instruction, the deVelopment of a theory-based approach to instruction will be

facilitated. There is much detail in the descriptions and many illustrations to

clarify specific points.

1 0

ED lop 893 ..
.

Cognitive Psvcholozy and'the Mathematics Laboratory

Richard Lesh, Editof
149 .

Offs t, perfect bbd
43. 5
Presents articles regarding the relatOnship between mathematics laboratories and

cognitive psycholoiy. Issues and problems include: 'applications of mathematical
ideas,_ concrete embodiments of mathematical ideas, computer assisted laboratory
activities, clinical diagnosis of student errors, teacher training (using
laboratory technique8), and directions for future research.

231M ED 102 021
Title: Mathematics Laboratories :. Imnlementatien, Research and Evaluation '

Aulhors William M. Fitzgerald and Jon.L. Higgins, Editors

Pages:
Date; November 1974
Form: Offset, perfect bound
Price: $2.35
Description:' Publication based on three papars related to matheratiCs_Laboratories: one to,

,e present a school-man's practical view of laboratories (Alan 3arson), one to
review restated research (Jack Alkinscn: and one re review valuation procedured

(Donald Kerr and John LeBlanc):
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Title:
Authors.:

Pages:

Date:

Forty
Price:
descript

235M
Title:

Auth'or:

Pages:

Date-C,

Form: ,

Description:

1/4

=ED 104 720
Mathematics laboratories- 150 Activities

Jon L. Higgins and :arty A. Sachs

207
-

December-1974

.

and Caries for'Eldeantary Schools

Offset, perfect hound \
54.50

.

Contains 150 activities and &ames grodpcd into eight sections:, (1.) Number

Concepts:, (2) Addition and Subtraction:. (3) MultiplicatfUn and Division; :(4) N6mbet 0

Skills RevIew: (5) Measurement; (6) Fractiord; (7) Graphs and, Functions; and

(8) 'Gem, trik Cortcepts. --- .
.,,,.-- ,

'"....

.

ED 104 666
.
ResearchRcOntinc Secoes of the National

53rd Anhual Meetinz (,',.-.?751.

%Ion L. 'Rigging', Editor , $

120 : ,

April 1475
,

a
Offset,- with cover

32.70 .°

Contains reports of research.reported
.variety of topics related to teaching

-continues he NCTM ieries,4-

.

:

236M
Title:
Authors:
Pages:
DaiteL

Form:
Price:
Description:

.237M

Title:
Authors:,
Pages: -

Date:

Forte:

ED 115.488
Materials for Yetrit Instruction
Gary G. Bitter and Charles Geer

85

August 1975
Offset, with cover.

$2.20
/,.

Council of-Teachers of Mathematics

I

at the NCTM meeting: 'Abstracts over a

and learning mathemlitics. The publication

This compilltion Usti available metric kits,atask cardsefilms, filmstripg

slides, and other miscellaneZlus metric materials. The bibliography is intended

as a quicW reference or.source of information for supplementary metric matefials.

'For each entry the 'source, cost; level Of learning?-and a brief description are

included,
s

EDP 113 1S2

Algoritl-mic Learning
'Marilyn N. Suydam and.,Alan

194"

1975 .

Offsetf'with cover

Description: This volume contains a series of papers on algorithmic learning", 1,nclUded are'.

six reviews of research pertaining to various aspects of algor,ithmicicarning,

six reports of pilot experiments in'this area, a theoretical discussion'o

R. Osborne

ro

'The Conditions for Algorithmic ImaginatiOn,"-and,an annotated bibliography..

238M
.

Title:
, Authors:

Pages:
.Date:

Form:
-Price:

Desctiption:

ED 120 013 ,

Using Research:- A Kev to Elerentar Shot 'Jathematics. Revision

Marilyn N. Sup-dam and J. Fred ::eaver

137
Detember'1975
Offset, with cover

$3.36 ./

This booklet consists of eleven' bulletins designed'to answer questions which-

teachers frequent.ly ask about.the learning and teachinof"Mathematics.

bulletins are revisions of set, orisinalli publishtd in 1970.) EAcM bulletin'

is organized around -a cenocel topic, and presents questions related to chat

topic, summaries of research findings re.tevant to each question, and a selected

bibliography.
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237H -. ED' 120 Mb

Title: Research Revorting Section of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

54th Annual N.ze:irly. '19761

Author: Jon L.'ritggins, Editor

Pages 117

Date: April 1976 ;
..

Form: :Offset, with cover

Price: $3.30
. Description: Abstracts of 2S research reports-are provided. The resiprts were prepared by

investigators for presentation at the 54th env 1 meeting of the National Council

pf Teachers,of Xathematics. A broad range. of /s .opics related to mathematics

.., . education are covered. ;

1 .

,
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240 ED 120.627 .7 P.

Title: Number and,Measurement. Balers from a Research 1:orkst;oo

Authors: Richard A. Lash and David draell'ard
Pages: 2,8 6.

Date:' c, Ainil 1976 0

Form:s, pffseto perfect boun4- .115

Price: ,4.40
4,... :: (.: :.%

,

Description: even papers presented at a research...conference on number and measurement are
r. presented in this volume:- The first paper provides an overview of research

. concerning nutber and measurement. and suggests directions for future research.
4v The second oaper'discu'ssas the celationskos beiwee ressureMent and number

.concepte, and psychologfcal and instruetionial issues related to transfer. Two
papers are devoted,to synthesizing and anal ling research on measure 'rent, and
the delineation of%piestions aoout wnich reL:earcn 'is needed. tWo papers are

'. concerned With irsituction and research on teaching and learning fractions.
The final gaper'concerns ctirdred's development of cardinal and'ordinal number
concepts. /-

ft

241M i ED 113 206 1

Title: Learning with Understanding

,Author:' Perbert A.'Sition

p pages:, 30 .

Date: June 975 - ,,

k,

1,

Form: Offset, with cover
$1.40

Description: In this paper, Simon describes contemporary information processing approaches
to the study of learning and thinking, and discusse's the televance,of.these

studies to the distinction- between rote and meaningful'learning. ,

A

. ..

24214 -,. ED 121 624., ;

.'1,

:1-

Title: , Compilation of Research on,Colleee Mathematics Education'"'
/ '),

Author: Marilyn N.. Suydam . . .
.

Pages: 287 1 .
.

c

Date! December 1975. r

Perm: Offset, perfect bound 2

Price; ,)'$4.§"5,

De4cflptien: This.publication consists primarily of a listiog,of research reports on
.' mathematics education in the United States at the college level. It Also

includes some studies which were conducted with samples from other . f
post-secondaty-school populations. .ltd research conducted with'-teacher
.education samples i, also preluded when t;he-focus of the research was on
Mathematical background or,coutses. '.one reports listed include journal

x .. :) articles, dissertations and. ERIC documents whiche located' for, the years
1980 through 1974. articles and dissertations, f

hwr
oFi five tedent:years, 1970

tbrpugh 1974, hive beet annotated to indicUe at least one iindingthat reflects
: ttesfocus of the research. To aid readers in locating studies on a pti'rt,iular .

topic, all docUments listed have bgen categorized by-eathematital topic.
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-244M

Title:

,Authors:

i Pages:
Date:

Form:

Price:

Description:

;

245K
Titld:
'Auttors:
Pages
Date:

Form;

Price:
Description:

246$
Title:

Authors:
Paged:
Date:

Form:
: Price:

Description:

ED 128 226
Models for Learning Maths-atics: Pariers from a Research Workshop

Alan Osborne and David Bracbard, Editors

207
1976
Offset, perfect bound

$4.40
The general purposes of a model are discussed, then seven papers are pfesented which

deilonstrate several different facets of the problems associated with constructing

and using models of mathematics learning. The mathemitical areas covered by the

models-,include problem solving, geometry, arithmetic computation, counting, and

numeration. .

ED 123 132
Teaching Strategies: Papers from a Research Workshop

Thomas Cooney and David Bradbard, Editors

209
1%76
Offset, perfett bound
$4.46
Nine papers presented at a research conference on strategies for teaching matheraeics

are presented in this volume. The first paper provides an overview of research an

teaching strategies, defining apersoective on the subsequent papers. The second

paper reviews the major strategiet from an historical perspective. The third ewer

discusses the role of a theory in the ds):elopment of. teaching strategies. Four

papers are concerned with research problerS related to teaching strategies. The

first of these deals with studies of efficacy of different strategies; the second

concerns a comparison of teaching strategies which differed in the amount of

information being taught and the amount of pupil-teachey interaction. More general

research papers concern problems of designing 'studies AA teaching strategies and a

context for studying teaching strategies from *a delivery-systems approach. The

eighth paper discusses materials for teacher training. The final paper providesan

integrative summary of research on teaching

ED 132 033 ti,, ..........,V-
i

I.*, ..-%

Space and Ceometrvi."Papers from a Research Workshop

Larry Martin and David Bradbard, Editors

245 i

1976
Offset, perfect bound

$4.70
Seven papers presented at a research conference on space 'and geometry are contained

in this monograph. The first paper gives an
historical sketch of the development of

geometry and' discusses .several considerations for selecting geometric content for

the'elementiry school. Two pipers deal with Piaget's research into the child's

development of,space and geometry adffeepts, and another perspective. A fifth paper

reviews the van Hielelevels of development ingeometry and discusses the new,Soviet

geometry curriculum, another paper reviews cross - cultural research on perception, and

the finalpaper exlMetes some research issues concerning
children's concepts of

transformation geometry.

1

ED 142 419
Mathematics Education: A

from 1973-1975',

Jon L.' Higgins and Others

Over 500
1%76
Offset, loose leaf.with 3 hole, binder

$18.00

Bibliograohv of Abttracts from Resources in Educatiarf.(RIE)

Contains abstrls to nearly all materials related fo mathematics education included

in Resources in Education 1973-75. ,This document supplements, but does not replace

ED 089 986 (22,7Y). The quick way to locate materials in ERIC. -

117 ,
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Authors:

a' Pages:
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Fop':
)Price: ,
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;.48M

Ttt
Authorek
Pages e
Date:

Form:
Price:

. Description:

ED 135 670
Research Secticn of.t'lc National Council

Weetine (1'917)
Joh G. kiggins, Editor
144

December 1976
Offset, with cover

$3.85 .

Abstracts of 36 research-reports are provided. The repor

investigators for presentation at the 55th annual meeting

Teachers_ o6 Mathematics. A broad range of topics related

is covered. Nine reports deal with problem. solving, eigh

instrtictional methods, five with soace and geometry, and

operati8ns. Two reports concerti reading and writing skil

with testing and measurement
procedures, and two concern

papers deal with logc,.effective teachers, learning aids

of mathematics learning.

of Teachers of Mathematics 55th Annual

ED.128.195
Mathematics Learnine: at Research Says About )ex Diffesences

Elizabeth Fennema. Edi r,

51

9ecemper,1975
Offset, with cover

*
2\

51.95

This volume presents fair papers orfginally drafted for a symopsiuon sex

differences and mathematics'educarion.
The paper by Fox reviews results'of several

contests tc identify junior high school students who were Precocious in mathematical

ability, and subsequent
insttpctionaT experiments aimed at iForoving the matlemAteal

achievement of able garlst, Aiken's paper presents factor analytic data concerrtng

sex differences it attitudes toward rathematics and discusses several hvpotneses to

explain these differences. Arnstrong's paper discusses results of factor analytic

studies of sex differeN100 in mather.atics and the
relationship of this ability to

...

sex differences in maohamaticsacnievement,

tit were prepared by
of the National Council of

to mathematics education

t are consorted with
four with numbers and

is in!hattematics, two deal

program evaluation. Other

for the blind' and models

249M ED' 130 861

Title: Teacher Education in Mathematics

Author:. B. Othanel SmAth

?ages: 24

Date: September 1976

Form: e Offset, with cover

?rice: 51.40

.
9

lescription: An overview of some of the strengths and weaknesses of teacher education programs is

presented in this document. Components of reacher education programs are ciscussea,

research'in teacher 4ffectiveness is' briefly described, and suggestion 0 are given

for what is possible and desirable as a program of preparation for maehematics

4education.
e

251M .

Titles

Authors:,

Pages:
Date:
form: a,

tb 147 184
Remedial Mathematics: Diagnostic and Prescriptive Approaches. Papers from the

IFirst National' Conference on Reed:al "schematics
Jon L. Higgins and James W. Reddens, Editors

1341

.

December 1976
. *4

Offset, witb' cover

Price: , S3.85 ...

Bescriptibne 'This publication contains five papers, five reaction papers, and a summary related' to

.
diagnostic and remedial mathenatics. The first paper discussed procedures for

identifying and desceibing.the remedial macheAtfcs student. The second paper

discusses methods of ,:lassroen diagn6sis in matlomatics. The third paper presehts a

model for. cli'nial diagnosis of cr.ildren with ma?ilematics dlfficultiei. The diagnosis

process In mathematics instructtnn is discussed in tile font-di paper. The last paper

reviews tesearch related to the re'mediation of learning difficulties in school

mathematics.
'

A
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252M
Title:

Authors.:
pages:

Date:

Form:
Price:
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.

253M

Authors:
Pages:
Date: e

Form:

Price:
Description:

ED 138 483
Designing MethodeCoursis ,`-or Secondary School Mathematics Teachers. Papers from a

Symposium Arrarzed by the Illinois Council on Mathematics Education

John A. Shumaker and Meredith W. ?octet, Eds. i

106 -

January 2977
Offset, with cover 7

' $3.85
Collected in this docunedt are papers presented at a conference on designing',

mathematics methods courses for secolgary school teachers. Papers are organized

under the follwing catAkies: (1) Realistic goals for a methods course,

(2) Minimal content for a/methods course, and (3) Teaching strategies used in,

,methods courses.

ED,144 840 .

J

Activity -Based Learning in Elementary School Mathematics: Recommendations from

Research
-

,Marilynrilyn N.,Suydam and Jon L. Higgins d

178,
SepOwbee-1977

. .

Offset, peifect'bound

$3.85
Research condUcted in grades K-8 on activity-based teaching approaches, including,
studies on the use of manipulative materials; is reviewed and synthesized in this
report. 01 the b.isis of the synthegis., it was concluded that lessoni using

.'manipulative materials bane a higher probability of producing greater hematical

achievement*than do non-manipulative lessons. Use of both manipulgti terials

and pictorial representations is highly effective; svnoolic treatments al ne are'

less effective,. The use of materiali appears to be effective wits chil ren at all

achievement levels, 'ability levels, and socioeconomic levels.

`250$ 6 146 015
Ude: . On Cli'hical Studies in Mathematics Education

*

Author: J. A. Easley, Jr.

Pages: 40

. Date: June 1977

0 Form:
-'^ ,

Offset, spiral bound

Price: $1.40 ,

Description: This document was developed to provide some perspectives On the use of case studies

- And other clinical approaches in mathematics eddcation. A large portion of the

paper contrasts several research strategies, discuSsing in detail some 'of the

procedures and results of three distinctive types of clinical studies. The

perspectiyes and the premises of Erlwanger, Piaget, and several Soviet studies are

considered in relation' to the techniques and outcomes which result from their work.
Then the uses of clinical-research methods and results in the classroom are discussed.

Finally, references which readers may find useful in additional exploration of
clinical approaches are cited. .

to,

'2A5M
Title:

3uthor:

Pages:,
Date:
Form:
Price:
Description:

ED 153 840
Research Reporting Sections, Anrual Meeting of the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (loch. San Dtezn, California. Ap'ril 12-15. 1978)

Jon L. Higgins, Editor ^11

108

March 19,78
Offset, spiral bound,

$3.30
_Abstracts of 28 research reports are provided. The reports were prepared by

Investigators for preientation at the.36th annual meeting of theNational Council of

leachers of Mathematics. A broad range of topics related to mathematics education

Is covered.. Ten reports deal with problem solving, four are concerted with

instructional methods, three with space and geometry, m...to with calculators, two"'

with measurement, and wo with conservation. -Other papers deal with games, program

evalisition, achievement prediction, preception of motion in pictures, and learning *

'difficulties related .to numeracy.

119
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237M
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Date:
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251114
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Authors:
Pages:
Date:
Form:
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25591

Title:
Author:
Pages:
Date:
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260M
Title:

ED 156 446
Mathematical Problem Solving: Pacers from a Research l:orkshoo

Larry Hatfield and David iSradbard, Edi:Ors

99

1978'
Offset, perfect bound

$3.05 '
Five papers presented at asrese h conference on mathematical problem solving ate

contained in this monograph. The first paper gives an overview of research on

mathematical problem solvin2, while the second paper discusses.variables and

methodologies used in problem-solving research. The final three naAlers deal with

instruction in problem-solving, discussing
heuristic emphases, Soviet studies, and

approaches for elementary schools.

.ED 159 062.-
Recent Research Concerning the Divelopment of Spatial and-Ceonetric Concepts

Richard Lesh and Diane Mierkieldcz, Editors
352 .

1978
Offset, perfect bound

$6.60
-

This monograph contains fourteen Papers reporting recent research on the development

of geometrIc ideas in.children and adults. The papers are divided ic4o three,

categoriei: studies concerning preoperational concepts; studies concerning
transitional stages from concrete to formal operations: and studies concerning older

subjects or foical operational, concepts.' A fifteenth paper suggests additional

research directions in geometry.

ED 153 878
The Status of Pre-CollegeScience. Mathematics, and Social Science Education:

1955-1975. Volume I. vaelenarics

Marilyn N. Suydam and Alan Osborne
297

1977
Offset, spiral-bound
$7.15 '

Thi% historical study presents evidence on the status of pre-col

education from 1955 through 1975, based on a review, analvsi

literature. It identifies oractices and trends in curriculum, i
education, learner performance. and needs assessments during the

lege mathematics
synthesis of the

struction, teacher
'o- decade period.

ED 166 051
Perspectives on Women and Mathematics

'Judith E. Jacobs, Editor
165
1978
Offset, perfect bound
$5.50
The papers presented in the strand on "Women and Mathematics" et the 1978 Annual

Meeting of the National Coundilof Teachers of Mathematics form the core of this

monograph. Twh commentaries synthesizing tne presentations and offering additional

suggestions for action aib also included. The papers consider sex-related differences

in mathematics achieverent. mathematics problems, affective componehts, matnematics

anxiety, sexism in textbooks, mathophial factors leading to succ4ss and the role of

the mathematicS education commanity and others in promoting change. A selected

bibliography is also given.

Author:
Pages:
Date:

Form:
Price:
Description:

Eb 167 383
Research Reporting Sectio-s. %nnual Meetinl of the 'ational Council of Teachers of

Matneratics (Y7tn, Boston, Massacnesetts; April 13-21 1979)

jon'L. higgins, Editor
77 4

1919

Offset, perfect bound
52.50
Tbis,document provides abstracts of 20 research reports. Topics covered incluile:

1111children's comprenensidn of sirple story prcolems; field inJependence and group

instruction; proolem-solving cc=etence and oemory; spatial visualizat,lon and-the use

of manipulati4:e materials; effects of ga -cs on rathetatIcal prz,nles-solving

ability and rim.,. pr4cessin:1 4so, r:fecth of spatial

instruction; enc'ept:altzati3n of subtrat:tt,:n: cc:ni:tItte proccssesoscd in.problem-

solving; variaple discriminating good and poor proolem solvers; neuristic hints and

the ,o1ution processes. i 41?
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261M SL 027 515
Title: Resources for Teaching Mathematics

Author: C. James Lovett and Ted Snyder
Fakes: 56 .

. .

Date: January 1Q79 A I

Form: Offset, perfect bound
Price:° $1.95
Description:' A substantial resource is provided for those concerned with mathematics teaching in

bilingual programs. Part i provides a concise overview of the issues and problems
involved in the teaching of mathematics in bilingual classrooms. It begins with a,

brief description of the field of, bilingual education and then considers the role of
iathelatics teaching with respectto tne language of instruction, cultural referents,
and certain psychological factors. Part II consists of an annotated bibliography of
materials for teaching mathematicsin Spanisp/English programs.: A list of suppliers

° Of bilingual mathematics materials, a list,of references to general bilingual F

materials,, and a phrase list appended.

in BilingUill Classrooms

262M
Title:
4

Author:
Pages:
Date:
From:

Price:
Description:

263M
licit:
Authors:
Pages:
Date:
Form:
'Price:
Description:

264M
Title:

fi Authors:
!Wes,:
Date:
Form:

Price:
Description:

26511

Authors:
Pages:.

Fore:

Price:

Description:

SE 028 799
!lathe 'tics Education: A

from 76-1977

Jon iggins and Others
531

1978 ,

Offset, looseleaf
$15.00 (without binder) $18.00 (with binder)
Contains abstracts co nearly all materials related co mathematics education included

in Resources in Education (RIE) 19.26 -77. This nocument supplements, but dbes not

replace ED 089 986 (221M) or ED 142 »29 (246M). The quick way to locate materials in

ERIC.

J.

Ablicigriphv of Abstracts from Resources in Education (RIE)

1

SE 027 927 il.-r.
,,,,

'

ExpLorations in the Modeling of the.Learning ot'Mathematios
Karen C. Fuson and William E. Geeslin, Editors . 0

, March 1979 L',

.
\,\

V235,7. . ,

' ..16.00
Offset, spiral bound. '

4.
The papers in this volume focus on the exposition of Particular models for:
mathematical learning wnici- can be used either ropredict the outcomes of
certain classroon activltius or to simulate the actJal crocess of coviition.
The models are derived from diverse tnedretical baies A aadress content areas
from preschool to college level. ,,, i

Crvptarithms and Other Arithmetical Pastimes
N. J. Kuenzi and Bob prielipp
S4

May 1979
Offset, perfect bound
$1.75
This publication of the School Science an Mathematics Association contains a
collection of° cryptarithms and ocher arfttnetial problems culled from the
"Mathematics Problems Department" of School Science=and Mathenacas. Included
with each section are hints and mAlutions.

. SE 029 662'
Calculators: A Categorized Comotlation of References
Marilyn S. ioyaam
t80

June 1979

Offset, perfect bound
$5.50
Provides annotated references that deal with the use of calvilators in .

education. .aon entv also Ic:4des a ::mired .set of descriptors which Len te
the,focueof the reference. An index is appended.

,113
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266M

Title:
Authors:
Pages:

Date:

Form:

Price:

Description:

2671
Tide:
Authors:
Pages:

Date:

Form:

Price:

Description:

SE 029 444
Task Variables in Mathematical Problem Solvtmq
Gerald A. ;Jteip and Lawo Idibprs

495.

November 1979,
Offset, spiral.bound
510.00
A framework for research in problem solving ill provided by ektegoriaing and

defining Variaples describing brablem tasks. A model is- 'resented inene.
first article for the classification of :354 variaci:es taco bread caceories. *

Other articles define and. discuss eacn category of t354 variaoles,

examples, survey the existing research Literature, and explore

theoretical implications of cast variables within the category.

a

.5 we

give

site

SE 029,663
Applied MAthematical Problem iolvinz
Monaca Lesn, :lame ..ierkaewacm, ana nary :cantowski, Editors
257

November 1979 --

Offset, perfect bound
$6.50
This collection of mine rapers., orepared for a conference held at

Noirthwestern '.7niversity in .75, oresen-s varied Perspectives nn loolied
problem solving. S555i2g arc:lea Przbiem solvIng, planning for Interest and
motivation, .ievelopin4 a tneory,revie%ing research iindiags, cons>dering
learnirg disabiltcims, analFting tr.ro.,gn imforma.ium ;rocessing,
inatruction, trenos in researcri,.ana models fot applied problem solving acs
presented.

268M SE 029 524
Title: . Understanding 2ealittes of Problem Solvin2 in Elementary School with

Practical ?l_rtera :e1:7.ers

Authors: . Linda 3rancau and .:ack :.assay
Pages: 66

Date: December 1979
Form: Offset, perfactbound
Price: 52.00
Deicription: This locument is divided into three parts. Part I connects the reality of the 0.

nlaSsroom.rith the !deans= ...hien arises :Yom 'some of the psoo/em solving
literature. Part is examines -mac problem solving" ;pignt mean In the context
of the elementary scnool classroom.. Par: :onsiders how =U.: sea can oe

helped to understand the nonaroitrary cnarac:er of rules of arithmetic *ay

examlning= the connectedness of machematicai ideas, rules, and procedures.
Also included is a.list of reference ana recommenced readings, a List at
{specific polvers for teachers, and a conclusions section.

269M

Title:

Authors:
Pages:

Date:
Tom
Price: )

Description:

SE 029 85 7
An Analysis, of 'MatheTatdcs Education in the Union of Soviet Socialist
Reoublics.
Rooert 3. Davis, Thomas A. Romberg, Sidney Richlin, and Mary C. Kantowski
178

Adecember 1979
Offit, perfect bound
$4.25
The current status of mathematict education in the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics is reported. Sources incluce .personal obsermatiOni, discussions
with Soviet educators, and reports on soviet researcn technicues and

findings. Discussed Ire cmeon practices is present Soviet schools,

difficulties in lonalia2e, Soviet ma:httmatics curr1cula, and .mstheAat;cs
education re....ear:h,and levelopmeat in :te Soviet Cnion. Soviet approac.les to
the study of prnbLemsuliing 'processes in ottecatios are considered, and a
view regarding the .value st.iditng rAtheaocics education research and
development in trite Soviet Union is pt'esanted.

a 1 4
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271M m."

Title:
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Pages:
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Form:
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27211

Title:

Authors:
Pages:,
Date:

Form: .

Price:
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1.

273k

Title:

.t 'Authors:
Pages:

Date:

Fens:

Description:

o .

SE 329 684
Assessing Mathensticol Achievement
.ion L. otigins, ...argaret .asten, and Marilyn N. Suydam. Compilers

81

December l..7:9

Offset, spiral, bound

$2.50
Compiled to serve as a reference on assessments of achie'vement in precollege
mathematics, this report contains discussion of totterns of tothema;ical

assessments in terms of the "AStOrf and nature of assesinencs of achievement,

the relationship between assessment and minimum competency testing, and the

current status of state asseisment programs. Portions of reports of the

National Assesement of Education ?regress and :he- California Assessneet,

grades 6 and 12. 4,te presented to examine trend; in mathematics achievement. '.

SE 029 661
Some Theoretical Issues in 4athematits Education: Pavers rom a Research

Presesson
Rich'sard lesh and +alter Steads, Editors
74

December 1979
Offset, ,perfect bound

S2.50
Three addresses by internationally renowned mathematics resesYchers and a

fourth paper on the role of researtv are oresentet. Each of.- the actresses

focuses on the kesrning process,- from different points of view. Authors
are,Neinrict. 3auers:eld, Efrain FTscntein. dans Freucenthal, and

Richard Lesh.

SE'029 682
Research Reporting Sectiorsl 4nnual Meeting of the* national Council of

Teatrers ':at -cra:i.:s ,i1:1. ,ra:t.e, A:::: 1)1:0)

Jon L. nligIno, Eai:or
53

1780
Offset, perfect bound
S1.75
Ptfesented are soot:acts of 14 research reports. Included are such.topics as:
the effects of games on mathematics sxlils and concepts, sex differencts-.in
eattiematics achievement and participation, locus of control and irRheeatics
instruction, and :ne psychology of problem solidus. e

.

SE C&)
A Categorized Listing of Research'on Mathematics Education, 074-1978
MaTilYko. Suyaam
354 '`fl,

December 1979
Offset, perfect pound
$8.00
Articles, dissertations, and ERIC docmAntefor the fiveyeti period are
Included in this compilation. An- index cites, the research - reports by
categories for major topics.

.
1-
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274

Title:

Authors:
0

Pages:"

Date:

-Price:

Uescription:

.

273M
Title:

Autliors:

Pages:
Date: ,

Form:,
Price:
Desc iption:

276M -

Title
1

Authors:
Pages:
Dqte:
FOrm:

ED. 190 408
International Calculator Review Working Paper on Hand-held Calculators

'in 'Schools

Marilyn N. Suydath

97

March 1980
Offset, spiral bound 0

. $3:00
Contains a collection of papers on the status of.the use of calculators
in'the schools of 16 countries. Each report summarizes trends and

Prevailing opinions about curricular implications'of calculators;
research activities; instructional practices:, student attitudes; in-
service activities; and general background on'amount and, type of se,
projects, and other concerns. Includes a synthesisof these national
reports and a report of irtInternational Working Group on Calculators
fiom a meeting in January, 1980.

ED 194 350 o

Interactions of Science and Mathematics: A Set of Activities. SSMA,

Topics for Teachers Series, Number'. 2

Peggy A. House
185
April 1980
Offset, perfect bound
$6.00
P1ovides amide range of simple experiments involving one or more
concepts of secondary school mathematics and utilizing simple, easily
obtainable equipment. Experiments are grouped into these categories:
functions; measurement; ratio and proportion: spatial relationships;
and modeling, predicting, and decision makigg. Teaching notes and
suggestidfis for other activities and applicailons ar;appended to

ti

each section.\
SE 033 673
Research. Reporting Section; Annual Meeting of the National Council
of TeachersVf Mathematics (59th, St. Louis, MO, April 22-25, 1981),
Jon L. Higgins,'E4itor $

.

55 .
.

1981

Offset, perfect bound
\ Price: $1.75 .

.

Descripti9n:' Presents abstracts of 18 research reports covering various aspects
of mathematics learning in young (kindergarten and elementary) chil-
dren; thediagnosis-of word problem difficulties of sixth graders;,
mathematics instrUceioni calculator use; ,PrOblem sgaving; cognitive
style; cognitive strategies of children with mathematicaL learning
disorders.
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277M
Title:

Am'Authors:
111,Pages:

Date:

Form:

Price: -

Description:

I

SE 034 210
Especially for Teachers: ERIC Documents on Teaching of Mathematics,

1966-1980'
Ma lyn N. Suydam and Jon L. Higgins,' Compilers

212
February 1981
Offset, drilled for three-hole notebook
$6.50; $1.50 extra Lor binder,copy
Presented are over 900 citations on mate0.als on math-ematics

instruction for teachers. These citations were selected from

documents listed in. Resources in Education (IUE) between 1966

and1980. Subjlocitare author indexes are alsp included.

Title: Programmable Calculators: Implications for the Mathematics Curriculum

Authors: gark A. -Spikell, Editor

Pages: , 112

Date:. December 1980
i- Form: Offset, perfect bound

Price: .

Description: The 13 papers in this collection were presented in a symposium at
the 58th Annual Meeting of the.National Council ,f Teachers of
Mathematids, held in Seattle in April-1980. The papers describe
curricular materials pfepared for Mathematics courses in grades
and 12; geometry., algebrgl'probability and statistics; and trigo-

nometry. Uses of calculators for problem solving, enrichment, and
independent study°. and as a means.of focusing on significant mathe-
matical ideas, are discussed.

r
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COMPUTER BIB FOR MATH'.

RES ON COMPUTERS IN MATH ED
FEES ON MATH ED, 1972 ;
ABILITY 6 CREATIVITY, IN MATH o

RECENT RES IN COG APPL MATH 1.41,1G.
RE§141.AEC'Nelm 48TH ANN'MTG - 197Q-

RES EC NCTM 51ST ANN MTG -:1!)73
UNPUIOrST F011f,,VAL-IN MATH ED

'AL IiTHE MATH CLASSROQM -

RES 0.1 MATH ED
I SURVEY DOC PROGRA.(tS l'IATH El)

MATH ED ABST 6 INDEX TO RIE

.CATEGORIZED LIST 'RES MATH ED

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES'

t

,

.

,

At-

ci,

-'';"

2.35 ______s___

1.50
1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80
2.35
3.55 ,

2.35
2.3,5

.

1.50
18.00 .-

6.90
2.35 _____,_-

230M, COGNITIVE PSYCH MATH 'LAB , 1.

231I1 MATH LAB: IMPLEIENTATION 2.35

23212 MATH LAB: am) ACTIVITIES 1
..- 4.50

235M RES.SEC NCTM 53RD .ANN MTG - 1975 2.70

2

4:,..,
_

MATERIALS FOR METRIC INSTRUCTrON, 2.20
v ,

237M ALGORITHMIC LEARNING 4.15

238M PSINCESEARCH, REVISION 3.30

.,,
239M .RES SEC_NCTM 54TH ANN MTG - 1976 3.30

240M NUMBER AND MEASUREMENT 4.40

241M LEARNING WITH UNDERSTANDING .
1.40

242M COMP RES COLL =MATH EDUC :- 4.95
. L.

24312 MODELS FOR LRNG MATH .I. 4.40

2441 TEACHING STRATEGIES
--..

4.40 i
. 245M SPACE AND GEOMETRY 4.70

: 24611 MATH ED ABST & 'IN'DEX TO RIE, 1973-75 - 18.00

247M RES SEC NCTM 55TH ANN MTG = 1977 : . 3.85

.. ,2481 MATH LRNG: RES ABOUT SEX DIOERENCS 1 -I .

249M. TEACHER- EDUCATION IN MATHEMATICS' 1...O

251M REMEDIAL MATH: DIAG 6 PRESC APP.'
, 3.85

,252M. DESIG METHODS COUR FOR SEC SCH MATH TEACH. -. 1.85

253M ACTIVITY-BASED LRNG IN ELEM scg MATH 3.85

. 25411 ON CLINICAL' STUDIES IN MATH ED ' 1.40
,, ..

RES SEC NCTM 56THS..ANN MTG = 1978 3.30

- J'DYTHEMATICAL -PROBLC-/ SOLVING , . ir,' 405
, 257M NEC' RES CONC DEV OF SPATIAL 6.

II
CONC

1'.
6.60

414134, 'STATUS OF-PRE-COL 1955-75, VOL II MATH' 7.15

":'!,59M PERSP ON WOMEN AND MATHEMATIC§ ,' 5.50

'
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260M RES-SEC NCTM 57TH ANN ,MTG .- 1979 '2.50
261M.RESOURCES FOR TCHING MAIM BILINGUAL CLSRM 1.95

262M MATH ED ABST & INDEX TO RIE, 1976-77 , '15.00
. 18.00

263M -EXPLORATIONS IN MODELING LRNG OF MATH 6.00

264M CRYPTARITHMS AND OTHER ARITH PASTIMES $ 1.75 -

265M CALCULATORS: COMP REF
266M 'TASK VARIABLES IN MATH PROB SOLV 10.00

'267M APPL MATH PROS SOLV 6.50

268M PROB SOLV TN ELEA TEACHING 2.00
269M ,MATH ED IN USSR 4.25

270M ASSESS M4TH ACHIEVEMENT 4 2.50

271M THEOR ISSUES It? 'MATH EDUC 2.50
272M RES SEC NCTM 58TH ANN MTG - 1980 1.75

2,73M CATEGORIZED LIST MATH p, 1974-78 8.00
276m INTFRmATPINAL CALCUTATOR,REvTEW 3.00
275M INTERACTIONS,!OF SCIENCE AND-MATHEMATICS 6.00
276M RES SEC NCTM 59TH.ANN MTG - 1981 1.75

'277M ESP FOR TEACH: ERIC DOC ON TCHING OF MATH 6.50

PROGRMBLE CALS: ,IMPL FOR THE MATH CUER lie

INVESTIGATIONS IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION (IME)
Circle issue(s) wanted

Item Title

4°-141411

Each

300M, IME V5 N1 N2 N3 N4 $1.50
304M IME V6 N1 N2 N3 N41 1.50
308M DIME V7 N1 N2. N3 N4 1.50
312M IME V8 Ni N2 N3 N4 _.. 117
'316M IME V9 NI N2 ..N3 N4 1.75
3204 IME V10 N1 N2 N3 N4

.
1.75

320f IME'Vll N1 N2 N3 N4 1.75 .

328M IME V12 N1 N2 N3 N4 1.75
. 33214 IME V13. NI N2 N3 N4 1.7.

IME V14 N1 ,N2 1.75
350M INVESTIGATIONS IN MATH EDUC SU CRIPTION 6.00

*********************4***********

Quantity

0

jTotal

,i** ********74***************************************k

Orders for lesp than $10.00 must he accomp d by
....check. Orders that request special mailing be

charged additional postage. Checks should be
Oyablein U.S. currency or equivalent to the SM
Information Reference Center.

PUBLICATIONS: mail to

Name
Address

Zip

'Rita' Cost of.Order:
Shipping Charge:

Less 10% discount on
'''10 or more of same item:

Amount Due:

FORM: mail to

Informa on Reference Center (ERIC/SMEAC)
The Ohio to University

Cblumbus, Ohio 43212
4111200 Chamber Road, 3rd Floor

.



Educational Computer Software Companies

Basics & Beyond, Inc.
Bdx 10 .

Amawalk, New York 10501'

Cal + Com
P.O. Box 20.12.

,Eugene,'Oregon. 97402

Creative Computing
51 Dumont Place
Morristown,.New Jersey 07960

Co.nduit

P.O. Box 388
Iowa City, Iowa 52244

Creptive_Publicatiods
.3977 E: Bayshore Rd.
Pilo. BONI 10328

ialo Alto,...:Salifornia 94303

Dyne Cop -,

'c6 Rippingale Road
Pittsford, New York 14534

of.

Edu-ware Service, MC.-
;22222 Sherman Way, Suite 102

/
Canoga Park- California 91303

;

Krell Software
21 MilbrOok Drive -

Story Brook, New York 11,790

Charles Mann & Associates
7594 San Remo Trail
Yucca Valley, California 92284

114-.

Milliken Publishing Co:
1100,Researck Blvd.
St. Louis, Miriburi 63132

Personal Software Inc.
Dept. C P, 592 Weddell Dr.
Sunnyvale, California 94086

Rainbow Computing- Inc. .

.'Gardea Pla'za Shopping 'Center

,9719 Reseda Boulevard
Worthridge, California 91324

1

Borg-Warner Educational SysIns
600 V. University Drive
Arling7A

e

Heights, Illinois 60004
.

,

_ 'Computer Information Exchange,

Bo); 159 .

San :Las Rey, California 92068
r

Computronici
'50 N. Pascack Road -"!

Spring Valle'y, New York 10977

Creative Discouft Software
256.S. Robertson, Suite 2156
Beverly Hills, California 90211

-Creative Software
,R.0%. Box 4030

Mountain View,' California 94060

AA.

Educational Activities, Inc.
P.O. Box 392 '

Freeport, New York 11520

Hayden Book Company
50 Essex Street
Rochelle Park, New Jersey 07662

Mafe-K Associates, Inc.

90 Cherry Street, Box 519
Johnstown, Pennsylvania 15907

Micro Learning Ware
Box 2134
N. Mankatd, Minnesota 56001

Muse Software
'330 N. Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Prbgram Design, Inc.
11 ,Idar Court

Greenwich, Connecticut 06830

Dept. GN, 1345 Riversey Parkway
Chicago, Iliinois'60614
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Scott, Foresman & Co.

Electronic Publishing
Glenview, Illinois 60025

Simutek
P.O. Box 35298
Tuscon, Arizona 85740

_Software Exchange
P.O. Box 68
Milford, New Hampshire 03055

Strawberry Software
P.O. Box 743
Vashon Island., Washington 980?0

T.H.E.S.I.S.
P.O. Box 14/ 2

Garden,Oity, Michigan 48135

Westinghouse Learning Corp.
5005 W. 110th, Street

. Oak Lawn, Illinois-60453'

It

Sebree's Computing - Dept. '75

456 Grdnite Avenue
Monrovia, California 91016

Software City
31 E. 31st Street
New York, New York 10016

Spectrum Software
142 Carlow
P.O. Box 2064
Sunnyvale, California 94087-

System Software

, 1 Kevit Street
Bicton, 6157, Australia

3R SoftWare
P.O. Box 3115 *-1,,

Jamaica, New York 11431'

41r

XTRA Soft
P.O. BOx 9101
Louisville, Kentucky 40291

3
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' SAMPLE BASIC PROGRAMS

The following programs have been written in floating point

BASIC for an Apple microcomputer. With minor modifications, the

programs should work on other microcomputer systems.
4.1

The programs have been written to be representative of various

computer capabilities and applications,that are relevant to mathematics

and/or education.

Name in Lights is an ice-breaking program which asks the viewer

to enter his/hei. name and proceeds to manipulate that name about the

screen through various string operations.

Dice Simulation permits the user to simulate the roll of two

dice for any number of times entered and to compare the actual results

with those Pledicted by probability theory. The program illustrates

the use of:loops, random numbers, and one-dimensional arrays.

'Bar Graphs creates a simple horizontal bar graph through READ and

DATA.statements. The viewer is encouraged to'create his/her own bar

graph by replacing-the data statements with new data to be displayed.

The core program appears in the xectangles.

Simulation'- Coin Flips simulates 100 trials of the flip pf a

coin ten times. The number of heads occurring in each ten flips is

recorded, summarized, and then displayed on a bar graph. Loops,

random numbers, and one - dimensional~ arrays are illustrated.

Stopwatch turns the screen into a digital stopwatch displaying

elapsed hours, minutes; and seconds. .This program could be used as

a subprogram in a larger'' game program. FORIEXT loop and GOSUB

commands are highlighted.

\tine Editor permits the entry of text through DATA statements

with breaks at the end of the screen occurring at word endings instead

of the usual wrap - around effect. Various string functions are illustrated

in the program.

Educational Jargon is a fun program that,uses random numbers to

aaule the coppUter to. invent three-to-four word educational phrases.

FRONEXT loqps are usedin conjunction with READ-DATA statements.

Least Common Multiples illustrates the computer's capability to

be a number cruncher. Multiples of two dnput numbers are shown with

..,
the 10ait common multiple flashipg on the screen. Loop's, conditiona;

statements,jand ae-dimensional arrays are emphasized.
1

.
.

1

.

.

,
Systems of Equations presents a

.,

common program for solving a
. system ,of. n linear equations in n, unknowns. After the input.; of the

coefficient and constant, matrices, the system and solution ar displayed.

GOSUB state ents, FOR-NEXT loopso and two-dimedsional arrays re illustrated.

1.23
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70

-80

*v.

NAME IN LIGHTS

CALL 936
PRINT " * * * * YOUR NAME IN LIGHT * * *

I

90. VTAB 8 . 4

100 INPUT "ENTER YOUR,FIRST NAME PLEASE: ";F$

110 PRINT : PRINT
120 INPUT "ENTER YOUR LASTNAME PLEASE: ";L$

130 PRINT, : PRINT

140 PRINT " ,HI! ";F$;" ";L$

142 PRINT.
145 PRINT " DID YOU KNOW THAT YOUR FULL NAME HAS "

147 PRINT
a

148 PRINT LEN (F$) + LEN (L$) " CHARACTERS."
,'.149 FOR T = 1 TO 5000: NEXT T

150 CALL 936

160 VTAB 8
170 PRINT " NOW.I WOULD LIKE TO SHOW YOU SOME".

180 PRINT
150 PRINT "INTERESTING THINGS THAT I CAN DO WITH"

200 PRINT
210 PRINT "YOUR NAME. OK? (PUSH 'Y' AND 'RETURN"
215 PRINT
220 PRINT "TO CONTINUE)"
230 INPUT R$
240 IF R$ = "Y" GOTO 260'
250 PRINT "DOWT BE BASHFUL...SAY YES!": GOT0'230
260 CALL .936
270 N$ = F$ + " " + L$
280 W = LEN, .(F$) : Z = LEN (L$)
285 Y = (W + Z) / 2 + ABS (14-:Z) `/ 2

290 FOR B = 1 TO 3
295 FOR K = 1 TO
300 PRINT TAB(20 7 K) LEFT$ (F$116;
305 PRINT TAB(21) RIGHT$
310 FOR I = 1 TO 300: NEXT I
315 NEXT K
320 FOR K = 1 TO Y
325 PRINT TAB'(19 Y + K) LEFT$(F$WY...± 1 K);

330 PRINT TAB(21) RIGHT$(L$,Y + 1 K)

335 F'011 I = 1 TO 3005 NEXT I

340 NEXT K
350 NEXT B
360 FOR1I =.1 TO 1000: NEXT I: CALL 936

365 FOR B ='1 TO 3
37i1 FOR X = 1-TO 22
375 FOR Z = 1 TO X

380 HTAB X
390 VTAB Z
400 PRINT N$
'410 NEXT 2
420 NEXT X
425 NEXT B
430 FOR I = 1 TO 1000: NEXT I 424
440 CALL 936

a



0

410'
0

680.',PRINT L$

00 FOR I = 1 TO nO: NEXT I
700 NEXT K

4
0 710 FOR r = 1 TO 1000: NEXT I

720 B = 0
730 FOR T = .25 TO 20 STEP .25

01,
740 A = INT (16 + 15 * SIN (T))
745 FOR K = 1 TO 150: NEXT K
750 PRINT TAB(A);
760V IF B = 1 GOTO 8

4
800

770 PRINT F$
780 B = 1
790 GOTO 820
800 PRINT L$
810 B = b
820 NEXT T
830 FOR I = 1 TO 1000:'NEXT I
835 CALL - 936
840 VTAB 8 .

8.80 PRINT " WELL, IT'S BEEN NICE MEETING YOU."

855 PRINT,
860 PRINT "I HOPE YOU ENJOYED YOUR NAME IN LIGHTS."
870 PRINT: PRINT

"- 880 PRINT "GOODBYE'FOli NOW ";N$;"1"411

890 FOI I = 1 TO 5000: NEXT I
900° GCTO 70

NAME IN LIGHTS (CONT'D)

4

. a

141 ,

470
490-

'500.
510
520

10-

FOR K = 1 TO Y
HTAB (40 K)

PRINT LEFTS(F$X)::
HTAB 1
PRINT RIGHT$(F$,K)

530 FOR I = 1 TO 250: NEXT I
540 CALL - 936
550 NEXT K
560 FOR K.= 1 TO 30
570 HTAB' (40 - LEN1L$) - K)
575 PRINT L$;
580 HTAB (1 + K). Alt

585 PRINT F$
590 FOR I = 1 TO 250: NEXT I
600 NEXT K °a.

610 FOR I = 1 TO 250: NEXT I
620 FOR K = 1 TO 30
630 CALL - 936
640 VTAB 24

CP!

650 'HTAB (40 LEN (F$) = K)

666 PRINT F$;"
670 HTAB + K)

iv
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DICE SIMULATION

40 PRINT TAB (12) "DICE SIMULATION"

50 DIM T(12)

55 VTAB 6
60 PRINT " THIS IS A SIMULATION FOR THROWING TWO"

65. PRINT
70 PRINT "DICE SOME NUMBER OF TIMES OF YOUR"

.75 PRINT
80 PRINT "CHOOSING."
90 FOR K = 1 TO 5000: NEXT K
100 PRINT: PRINT i

110 PRINT " THE PROGRAM COMPARES THE SIMULATED"

115 PRINT ao

120 PRINT "RESULTS. WITH THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS . "

130 FOR K = 1 TO 5000: NEXT K

140 CALL - 936
150 INPUT " HOW MANY ROLLS OF THE DICE WOULD YOU LIKE? "';N

153 FOR S = 1 TO }12

155 T(S) = 0
157 NEXT S
160 CALL - 936
162 VTAB 8

165 PRINT TAB (11) "I'M WORKING ON IT!"

170 FOR I = 1 TO N,
180 D1 6 INT (6 * RND (() ) + 1
90 D2 = INT (6 * RND Cl ) ) + 1

200 g'= DI + "D2

210 T(S) = T(S) ± 1.
220 NEXT I
224 CALL - 936
227 VTAB 6
230 PRINT TAB (8) "RESULTS FOR "; N; " ROLLS

240 PRINT
260 PRINT TAB (191 "ACTUAL "; TAB (P) "THEORET"

270 PRINT "Tn.': ; TAB (9) "FREQ" ; TAB(20) "PCT "; TAB (30) "PCT"

275 PRINT,

280 For K = 2 TO 1'2
285 R = ABS (K - 7.)

290 PRINT IC; " S"; TAB (10) T (K) ;

300 PRINT TAB(20) 'INT (1000 * T(K) / N :5) / 1000;

310 PRINT TAB (30) INT ( ( (6 - R) / 36) * 1000 + .5) / 1000

320 NEXT K 2

330 PRINT s

340 INPUT " WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER RUN?
350 IF Q$ = "Y" GOTO 140
360 END

Itp2$

A

I.



BAR GRAPHS

90 CALL - 936
100 PRINT TAB(15) "BAR GRAPHS"

110 PRINT: PRINT °

120 PRINT " THIS PROGRAM PERMITS YOU TO CONSTRUCT": PRINT

130 PRINT "A BAR GRAPH USING ZABELS AND DATA OF": PRINT

14G PRINT flCUR CHOOSING. YOU MAY SELECT UP TO TEN": PRINT

150 PRINT "CATEGORY NAMES FOR YOUR DATA.": PRINT

160 PRINT " THE DATA MAY BE ANY WHOLE NUMBERS ": -PRINT

170 PRINT "BETWEEN 0 AND 32.": PRINT: PRINT

180 PRINT " THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXAMPLE.": PRINT: PRINT

190. INPUT " PRESS 'RETURN; TO CONTINUE.";C$

200
204
205
208
210

qua, - 936
REM: T$JZ THE TITLE YOU CHOOSE FOR THE GRAPH

T$ = "FAMILY CAR COLORS - CLASS OF 29"

REM: N SETS THE NUMBER OP CATEGORIES FOR'YOUR GRAPH

N = 10
220 PRINT TAB( INT (40 - LEN(T$) / 2) T$

230 FOR I = 1 TO N

235 REA: STATEMENTS 250 AND 260,ASSUME CATEGORY NAMES.

240 REM: ARE WORDS OR LETTERS. IF THEY ARE NUMBERS, REPLACE

245, REM: R$ WITH R AND USE NO " " MARKS IN DATA STATEMENTS. ',I

250 READ R$,D

255 PRINT

260 PRINT R$;

265 HTAB(9)
270 IF D = 0 GOTO 305

280 FOR J = 1 TO D

'290 PRINT "X";
300 NEXT J
305 PRINT
r310 NEXT I
320 FOR K = 1 TO 5000: NEXT K 4t

330 INPUT " PRESS 'RETURN' TO CONTINUE.";C$

340 CALL - 936
350 VIM 8
360 PRINT "- WITH MINOR CHANGES INrTHE PROGRAM YOU": PRINT

370' PRINT "CAN DISPLAY YOUR OWN BAR GRAPH DATA.": PRINT: PRINT

380 4pRINT " SUBSTITUTE YOUR OWN GRAPHICAL ": PRINT

39( PRINT "INFORMATION IN THE PROGRAM4DATA": PRINT

i00 PRINT "STATEMENTS. THE 'REMARKS (REM) IN THE":PRINT

410 PRINT "PROGRAM TELL YOU ANY OTHER CHANGES YOU": PRINT

420 PRINT "ALSO NEED TO MAKE. HAVE FUN!"

430 END
DATA "GREEN",11,"YELLOW",4MRED",8

710 DATA "GOLD",2,"BROWN",1,"BLUE",16,
720 DATA "WHITE",9,"BLACK",3,"GRAY",5
730 DATA "WINE",8

143
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i

1 DIM A(10)
2 FOR D = 0 TO 10

3 LET A(D) = 0
4 NEXT D

ULATION COIN FLIPS

l

5 REM - COIN FLIP SIMULATION: HEADS IN 10 FLIPS'DONE 100 TIMES

AND GRAPHED
6 HOME
7 PRINT "E NTH HEADS IN 10' FLIPS - 100 'TRIALS"

.8 PRINT
10 FOR I = 1 TO 100
15 H = 0
20 FOR J = 1 TO 10
30 IF RND (1) < .5 THEN .50

'40 LET H = H + 1
50 NEXT J
60 PRINT H;" ",;

70 LET A(H) = A(H) + 1
80 NEXT I
85 'REM - GRAPHS'DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER OF HEADS

90 PRINT: PRINT " . SUMMARY

95 PRINT
100 FOR K = 0 TO 10
110 PRINT K;" ";

120 FOR L = 0 TO A(K) - 1
125 IF A(K) = 0 THEN 140

t4O PRINT "X";
0 NEXT L

150 PRINT " A(K)

160 NEXT K
170 PRINT: PRINT
180 INPUT "DO YOU WISH ANOTHER RUN?"; Q$
190 IF Q$ =-"Y" GOTO 2
195 CALL - 96,
200 IF Q$ = GOT0.210
205 IF Q$ < >"N" THEN PRINT "PLEASE PRESS (Y) OR (N) AND HIT. RETURN." : PRINT :

GOTO 180
210 END

2
ca

original program from Richard Shumway
Ohio State University

123



50
.60
70
80
90

STOPWATCH

REM = TURNS SCREEN INTO ASTOPWATCH
CALL 936

PRINT TAB(15) "STOPWATCH" lb
GOSUB 165
PRINT : PRINT .

100 PRINT TAB (6)° "PRESS' 'CTRL ,C' TO STOP TIMER"

105 GOSUB 165
110 PRINT : PRINT
120 'PAINT "PRESS vcnuu, si TO CAUSE TIMER TO PAUSE"

125 GOSUB 165
si

130 PRINT : PRINT

14Q PRINT TAB(7) "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"

145 GOSUB 165
150 PRINT.: PRINT

160 PRINT TAB(4) "ENTER ANY NUMBER TO 4FART TIMER"

162 GOTO 170
4

165 FOR K = 1 TO 1560 ; NEXT K
'167 RETURN 4

170 .INPUT N

180 H = 0 ; M = 0 ; S = 0

190 CALL 936

200 PRINT TAB(13) "DIGITAL TIMER",

210 VI 10

220 PRINT TAB(6),"HRS ";H;". : MIN 11;M;" SEC ";S

230 GOSUB 310 AI
240 S = S + 1
250,

260
IF S = 60 THEN 270 ..1
GOTO 210

270 S = 0 : CALL.:- 936

280 M.= M + 1
290' IF M = 60 THEN 330
300
310
320
330

,340
350
360.

GOTO 200
FOR T,,ms- 1 to 750 : NEXT T

RETURN
M = 0 : CALL 936

H = H + 1
IF H = 24 THEN 180
GOTO 200

1 .

. 4
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TtrINE 'EDIVOR

2040 CALL 936

2050 HTAB 103 _PRINT "SUBROUTInE FOR LINES"

2060 HTAB 8: PRINT "BREAKING AT WORD ENDINGS"

VTAB 8
2080 READ.T2$: REM SELECTS TEXT TO BE PRINTED FROM A DATA STATEMENT

2090 PRINT: PRINT
2100 K = 40: 'REM SETS NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IN SCREEN WIDTH

2120 FOR N = 1' TO LEN (T2$)

2130 R$ =.MID$ (T2$iN,K)

2150 FOR L = 1 TO ro
2160 R = ASC (RIGHT$ (R$,L))
2170 IF R = 32 THEN GOTO 2190
21e90 IF R < >32 THEN NEXT L

2190 IP ASC (LEFT$ (R$4)) = 32 THEN 2210

2200 IF ASC (LEFT$ (1144)4(>32 THEN 2220

2210 PRINT MIb$ 1T2$,N,K1): GOTO 2240

2220 K1 = K L

2230 PRINT MID$ (T2$,N,K1)
2240 N=N+K L
2250 NEXT N 4

2260 GOTO 2080
9000 DATA "THIS IS HOW 1TEXT LOOKS WHEN PRINTED ON THE SCREEN USING

THIS PROGRAM. HOW DO YOU LIKE IT?"

9010 DATA,"1F YOU WISH TO ADD MORE TEXT, JUST PUT ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE PRINTED' IN DATA STATEMENTS LIKE THIS

ONE."

et,

I

13u

te.



EDUCATIONAL JARGON
o

100.PRINT T':(17) "JARGON"

'110 VTAB-6

120 GOSUB 390

130 PRINT" THIS PROGRAMtPRINTS EDUCATIONAL JARGON"

140 GOSUB 390 , .

150. PRINT "THAT YOU CAN WO IRK INTO ENLIGHTENED"

16Q GOSUB 390 '

170 PRINT "CONVERSATION WITH. COLLEAGUES."

180 GOSUB 390 '
0

90 PRINT : PRINT " OR you CAN PUTHESE PHRASES INTO"

200 GOSUB 390 A

210 .PRINT "REPORTS TO IMPRES YOUR SUPERIORS." /
220 GOSUB.390 . ,. /

230 CALL - 936

240 PRINT TAB(16) "PHRASES"
245 PRINT : PRINT

250 DIM W$(40)

260 FOR I = 1 to

265 FOR X = 1 to

270 PRINT W$( INT
280 PRINT W$( INT
290 PRINT W$( INT
310 NEXT X
320 PRINT
330 INPUT "DO YOU NEEIAMORE JARGONESE? (Y) OR (N)".;J$

340 CALL - 936

350 IF J$ = "Y" GOTO 26'5

360 END
390 FOR P = 1 to 1500 ; NEXT P : PRINT TURN

400 DATA ZABILITY", "BASAL", "BEHAVIORAV, "CHILD-CENTERED"

410 DATA "DIFFERENTIATED", "DISCOVERY", "FLEXIBLE", ~'HETEROGENEOUS"

420 DATA "HOMOGENEOUS", "MANIPULATIVE", "MODULAR", "TAVISTOCK"

430 DATA "INDIVIDUALIZED", "LEARNING", EVALUATIVE", "OWECTIVE"

440 DATA "COGNITIVE!, "ENRICHMENt14',/ "SCHEDULING", "HUMANISTIC"

450 DATA "INTEGRATED", "NON-GRADED", "TRAINING"; "VERTICAL AGE"

460 DATA "MOTIVATIONAL ", "CREATIVE", "GROPING ", "MODIFICATION" 1.

470 DATA "ACCOUNTABILITY ", "PROCESS", "CORE CURRICULUM"; "ALGORITHM"

480 DATA "PERFORMANCE", "iEINFORdEMENT", "dPEN CLA§SROOM", "RESOURCE CENTER"

490 DATA "STRUCTURE ",, "FACILITY", "ENVIRONMENT"'

s' 7

39 : READ W$(I)

8

: NEXT

(13 * RND (1) 1));"-";.

(13: RND (1) 14).);" ";

f13 * RND (1) 27)): PRINT

147
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70 DIM A(50)

80 DIM B(50)

90 CALL 936

100 PRINT TAB(9) "THE LCM/OP TWO NUMBERS"

110 PRINT : PRINT
120 PRINT "FOR WHAT TWO NUMBERS DQ YOU WISH TO FIND THE LCM? (PLEASE

ENTER THE SMALLER NUMBER FIRST)

130 PRINT
140 INPUT " M = ";M

150 PRINT-
160 INPUT " N = "0
170 CALL 936 V.
175 'VTAB 8
180 'PRINT TAB(3) "I'M THINKING! . . . IIWTHINKING!"
230 X = 1 R-= 10

240 FOR I = X TO R

245 2P I > 50 THEN GOTO 460 "'

217 REM IF DIM A(50) OR DIM B(50)1 IS EXCEEDED,,245 USED; CHANGE THE

DIMENSION SETTINGS TO GET'A LENGTHENED SEARCH

250 A(1) = M * I
260 FOR J = 1 TO R'
270 B(J) = N * J
275 IF B(J)>A(I) GOTO 300
280 IF B(J) = A(I) GOTO 320
290 NEXT J .

300 NEXT I

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLES

` 310 X = R + 1 : R = R +/YOT.GOTO 240

3204 CALL 936

330 FOR K = 1.TO R .

335' NORMAL
340 IF M * K <>B(J) THEN PRINT " ";M * K;" "°;

345 IF M * K = B(J) THEN FLASH : PRINT " ";4 *
350 NEXT K
360 PRINT : PRINT
370 FORK = 1 TO R
380 IF N * K < > B (J) THEN PRINT " ;a * s,

,390 NEXT K
400 PRINT : PRINT
410 PRINT "THE LCM FOR ";M;" AND ";N;" IS: ";B(J)

420 PRINT
430 INPUT "WOULD YOU LIKE TO CONTINUE? ";Q$

440 IF Q$ = "Y" GOTO 90
450 END
460 ,CALL 936
470 VTAB 8
480 PRINT TAB(5)4.4 "I GIVE UPI BUT DID YOU REMEMBER"'

490 PRINT
500 PRINT "TO ENTER THE SMASaLER NUMBER FIRST?"

510 PRINT : PRINT
520 GOTO 430.
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SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS

1.00 PRINT TAB(5) "SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS"
110 PRINT : PRINT
120 INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS: ";R
130 DIM A(R,R+1)
'140 PRINT
450 REM. ENTER COEFFICIENT MATRIX
160 FOR J = t TO R
170 PRINT "EQUATION ";J
180 'FOR I = 1 TO R + 1
190 IF I = R + 1 GOTO %20?''
200 PRINT " COEFF/C X";I:P

210 GOTO 230
220 PRINT OONST =

230 INPUT A(J,I)
240 NEXT I
250 NEXT J-
255 GOSUB 540
260 FOR J = 1 TO R
261 REM STATEMENTS 265 TO 300 SELECT THE FIRST EQUATION WITH A

NONZERO COEFFICIENT FOR THE CURRENT COLUMN
265 FOR I = J TO R
270 IF A(I,3)<> 0 THEN 310
280 NEXT I
290 PRINT "THE SYSTEM -DOES NOT HAVE A UNIQUE SOLUTION."
300 GOTO 530 ' ,

301. REM STATEMENTS 310 TO 340 MOVE THAT EQUATION UP TO THE CURRENT ROW
310 FOR K = 1 TO R + 1 4.)

320 X = A(J,K)

325 A(id() = A(I,K)
330 A(I,K) = X

40.

340 NEXT K
0 341 REM STATEMENTS 350 TO 380 PRODUCE A COEFFICIENT OF 1 IN THE FIRST

NON ZERO.COLUMN OF THE CURRENT ROW
350 Y = 1 / A(J,J)
360 FORK = 1 TO R + 1
370 A(J,K) = Y A(J,K)
380 NEXT K
381 REM STATEMENTS 390 to 450 SUBTRACT THE CURRENT EQUATION FROM THE

OTHER ROWS

390 FOR I = 1 TO R
400 IF I = J GOTO 450
410 Y = A(I,J)
420 FON X. 1 TO R + 1
430 A(I,K) = A(I,K) + Y A(J,K)
440 NEXT K
450 NEXT I *

a 451* REM PROCESS REPEATED FOR ALL EQUATIONS

40
460 NEXT, J .

470 PRINT
480 'FOR I = 1 TO R +

490 PRINT 17U3(19),"2";/;4 = "; INT (A(I,R + 1) 1000. +.5) / 1000
500 .NEXT I

510 END
540 CALL 936'
550 PRINT TAB(13) "FOR THE SYSTEM"
560 PRINT PR/NT
600- FOR J = 1 TO R
610 fOR I = 1 TO R 1

515 IF A(J,1) < 0 THEN PRINT TAB(7) A(J,I);" X";/:" ";: GOTO 630

620 PNIEWAR(8) ALLIY;" X"fI;" ":.
630 IF A(J:I4.1)>= 0 THEN "A.";

A(J.RW X"TRA.
640"NEXT I
650 PRINT
660 NEXT

'646 PRINT 2,PRINT
680 pRINT'"THE SOLUTION IS:"

149
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690 'AETURN% %
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Computer Hardware Comparisons and Criteria

Is comparing one computer to another .the same process as comparing ,44

"apples (sic) to oranges?" The major frustration'appears to be that
each machine has its strength's and weaknesses and there are too many

measuring criteria. Is it better to buy a 4K (bytes of random access mem-

ory) machine for $500 or a 16K machine for $1200? Regretfully, the ques-

tion is seldom that simple. Often one would have.to consider other vari-

,ables--do you need color graphics? Will you plan to buy a disk drive for

your machine? .., . and so forth. The saddest aspect: of tie problem is

that the time one needs the most knowledge ababt computer hardware is just
before he or she is about to acquire that knowledge - -that time is just
before the purchase.. If ,the prospective buyer has a strong background if
computers, is familiar with the differences among the machines available, ,

and knows how the computer will be used for at least the next several years,
then there is no problem. That person can easily buy the best machines for

the proposed use. Most of us cannot imagine all the uses we will find for
the new computer. It's hard to guess if we will need a 16K machine or a

48K machine. Could we live without color .graphics? Probably, but do we

want to?' ,

Deciding which computer to purchase is a'difficult, deciiion. This

paper draws from several articles of comparisons to point out some of the

differences among machines. Salespeople are another resource. Two major

suggestioxis are offered to the prospective buyer.

1. Try to deterMine the linal system you expect to own. Don't

decide to buy computer X with 16K because that's all you can
afford now., If you plan. to develop a 48K system with two disk
drives and other features, determine which computers could grow'
into the system you want and what the final cost would be. Then

after you have identified one or more such computer, see if you
could purchase sow or all components now.

2. Try to talk with owners/users of all the systems you are con-

sidering. Often, salespeople' can put you in touch with some of
their users.. Few people seem inclined to discredit the machine
they are using--human nature encourages us to justify the "wise"
decision we made to purchase brand X! However,_the wise shopper.

can ask revealing questiqns. "What sort of jobs do you do with

ycbur computer?" "How many programs have you written?" "What

do they do ?" This exploration may help.you discover that some
machines are better adaptable to uses of interest to you.'

On the following pages we have assembled tables of characteristics for
many of the microcomputers available in 1981.
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.1...computer/Models .

APF Bally

PeCos I Comp. Sys

Microprocessor
6502 . 2-80

Memory
.

RAM/ROM (K) 1,/
16/2A 4/16

Lailguages /
eCos '4K BASIC

. ,f)
. / ,

i /
Keyboard

. ,

.

Case ,

Machine Language Monitor
. . .

.

Color and Graphics .

Resolution
B/W Color

r . 40 x 16 160 x 192

. .

CI

_Text . , IIi . .
3

.

Expansion
.

:
.

, -

Realtime or Hardware b

Clock

\

I/O Posts
\

-
,

'Built-in Audio

\ w

Audio Cassette
\' .Dual Tape Tape box available

Disk Capacity

*
.. '''

Video Display Bffl, included Color,
.

not included
. .

,:-

Price $165.
.

$300.
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Computef/Models
t

:Apple II

or Bell and HoweliApiSie II

Apple II
&r Bell and How fipple II,

.

Microprocessor
6502 6502 .

Memory ", k

RAM/ROM (K)
16/12

. .

. '. .

48/12
.

Languages ,

.

,

Integer BASIC (20 commands, 30 statetents,.8functions;
45 error messages)., Apple Soft BASIC (12 compands, 48
statements, 27 functionst 19error messages).
FORTRAN, PASCAL,,PILOT.

.nKeyboard .

:
0

Typewriter, -key roll- .

over,"upper case only.

Typewriter, n -key rollover,

upper case only.
\

Case
V

Beige plastic (Apple) ---
Black plastic (B &H)

Yes _

Beige plastic (Apple)
Black plastic ca_&_w_

Yes
Machine Language Monitor

Color and Graphics
,

Resolution

2

,

40 x.40, il6 colors .

280 x 160, 6 colors

e

40 x 40, 16 colors
280 x 160, 6 colors

_

Text

4 , ,

.

,-f-'.

24 x 40 uppercase only
Video reverse and blink .

(lowef case adaptor available)

Expansion 8 general purpose I/O slots for disks, printers, , .

speech board clocks, etc.

_-,

Retime or Hardware,
Clock

.

Optional plug-in board.
.

Optional plug -in board.

_.-

.1/0 Posts . Game paddles. .. Game paddles '
.,',

Built-in Audio y

1 voie/./ .

h

1 voice.

,

4.

Audio Cassette .

Tape jack , , Tape jact4s.

Disk Capacity 7
ZZ

/

108K, 4 drives
I

108K, 4 drives
.

, Video Display

!
.

Color, not included.
/

Color, not included.

Price $1195. -. $1795.
.
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Computer/Models

Microprocessor 6502 -

Commodore
PET'I

6502

Commodore
PET III

Memory

/ RAM/ROM (K). 8/14 32/14

Languages
Commodore BASIC
7 commands, 26 statements, 17 functions,
23 error messages

.Keyboard
Typewriter n7key rollover, upper-lower case )

Case
Beige metal case

Machine Language Monitor
No No

Color and Graphics

RSolucion
B/W
64 graphics characters

B/W t'` i:a14

64 graphics, characters ,

Text
25 x 40 upper /lower or upper /graphics

Video reverse

Expansion

$

EEE-488 Bus, printer

Realtime-or Hardware
Clock

Yes t, Yes

I/O Posts
Parallel post Parallel post,

Auilt -in Audio
No No

Audio Cassette
.,500 baud 500 baud

pisk Capacity

N

Video DiS1101aY
e

°

1

Built -in B monitor : Built-in B & W monitor'

Price 47,95: /$1195. -
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Computer/Models
,.

..__..-
.

Compucolor
. II ,

-

Compucolor
N1

.

Microprocessor 8080 .

.

8080 .

Memory

4 RAM/ROM (K)

,

8/16
,

.

32/16° ...

Languages

-

Disk BASIC 8001: ,

3 commands, 29 statements,, 27 functions

.

Keyboard
- .

.

Typewriter, uppercase.and graphics

,

Case Simulated wood grain .and beige plastic
.

Machine-Language Monitor

.

., ..'

No
- 4 No

Color and Graphics
Resolution
...

.
.

.

64 x 16, 8 colors 128 X-128, 8 colors
64 graphics characters

. .

.

.

., ,

.

Text. ,

.

A

C

32x 64, in color 32 x 64, in color .

Expansion ,4- , .

.

2nd disk drive, expanded keyboards . .

.

Realime or Hardware

. ,

Clock'. . .

.

.

Yes
,

.

I/O .Posts
.

'

.

., .

RS-323, .

.

RS-232
Built -in "Audio

, .

.
.

Audio Cassette . ,--,e .

-No (floppy disk built-in)

Disk Capacity
51K, 2 drives

.

.. 51K; 2 drives
.

.

'Video Display
N..

0

Color mdnitqr; ihclUded ..-

.

Price
' .

. -

$995 .

.

s$1995. ,

.
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Computer/Models

v Ex )I,

.

. .

Sorcer r .

' Exidy .-

Sorcerer

Microprocessor Z-80 Z-80

Memory .

.RAM/ROM(K) .

.

,

9

.

32/12 .

,

,

........

'Languages
.

. ,
,

8K BASIC . BASIC .

.

.
, .

..,

Keyboard
(

..

,

.

.
,

.

.

.

Case

Machine Language Monitor

Color and Graphics
Resolution

.

\

. .

B & W
'240 x 51

.

2

A

B & W
240 x 512

Text
.

.

,

Expansion ,

,

. .
.

Realtime or Hardware
Clock

) .

.

.

.

I/O Posts- %
4J

Built-in Audio .

.

. '; ,

.

, Audio 'Cassette
.

.

Tape jacks . Tape jacks .

.

Disk Capacity

.

.,
.. .5

Video Display
.

4
.

B & W,.nOt included B & W,-,not included
.

Price ,
.

..$895.. , $1395. .
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Computer/Models
- .

.

.

.

.
.

Heath
141-1 -8

.

Interact

ONE-16

,

'

4k Z.

Microprocessor, .
, .

8080'
.

8080
.

Memory
RAM/ROM (K)

.

....
...-1-

4
0

\
8/1 *

.

.

16/2
.

.....s

Languages I -.:

4.

...-

. ...

,.

-,

*

.

.

. .

.

.

,

2K BASIC
(8K BASIC available) ,

_

Keyboard .

.

.

Case
f

.

.

,

.

,

,
.

.

Machine Language Monitclr.
/ .

.

.

Color:and Graphics
Resolution

.

.

O

*

.

,

P

.

'

.

Color .

112 x 77
4

Text .

a .

. e

*
.

. ,

Exp ansion
. ..

'
.

.

*

.

.

.

.

.

,

4

.

..-

.

.

Realtime or Hardware .

.

Clock -

.../.
, *

.

.

,

I/O Posts
.

---).

,

Built-in Audio

. -

*
.

.

.

.

...

.

'Audio Cabsette *- Tape .
.

Disk CapaCity
,

*
.

Video Display
.

.

Color, not included v

1

Pfiee .

7 $725..

.

$600.

,

.

:*Optional accessories for all configurations.
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Computer/Models Ohio Scientific
Challenger

/r.
.

Ivrocessor Tech

Sal 11-A

4

Microprocessor
6502 8080 ,

Memory
RAM/ROM (K)

.

4/8

.

.

60/2

Languages

.

#
.

8K BASIC

.

12K BASIC

,

Keyboard
.

Ease
,

.,

.

-Machine Language Monitat ,,

v

Color and Graphics
Resolution

B & W
254 x 256

%

B & 14 .

64 x 16

411Text

/

. .

4

:.
..

.

Expansion

.

. .

.

.

..._

.

Realtime or Hardware

AClock
,/,,

.
.

.

I/O.PoSte :

.
e

.

.

Built-in Audio
s -

,

Audio Cassette. Tape jacks Tape

Disk Capacity

:
,

Dual disk available'
. .

.

Video.Display

J

43 &.W, not included B & W, included

-e':
,

/

Price -049.
.

. $2795. ,

141

/

a
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,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Computer/Models

.

,RadioShack
TRS 1/16

Ra o Shack
i

TRS 11/16

,

'Microprocessor -z-80

.

Z-80 .
.

Memory -

RAM/ROM (K)
.

16/4 .

,

,
.

.16/12 .

.
,

___,

.

Languages ,

°

1
*-- .

-

4K BASIC %

co.

.

'8K BASIC
14.comOsnds, 32 statements-,

q6 functions, 23 error
messages.

Keyboard

. ,

Typewriter, 2-key rollover, upper-lOWer ease,
number pad

.

.

,.,

t

.

Case Grey and black plastic

Machine Language Monitor
.

,)

No
.

No .

Color and Graphics

Resolution

. .

B &-W, 48 x 128 pixels
-

.

.

t ,
.

.

piaines x

.

64 characters wide, upper caseonly
/,-

..

..-. if
.

. f

Text

,
.

Expansion
, .

Expansion interfAce, 1-4 disk drives, modem,

, voicesynthesizer, printers ..
., -

. .

Realtime or Hardware

ClOck

.

Iti expansion interface
.

, .

I/O Posts None
* . - None

.. Built-in Audio

.

No
-.

T :

'No
1

,

Audio Cassette
i

500'Uaud, motor control

Disk Capacity
. i

Drive, 1, 56 K, drive 2-4, 82 K

#

Video Display
.

B & W Monitor includdd

*
Of "-N_

Price
... .-

$889.
.

$988,

.

.

,

.

v .

L- . .
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Computer /Models
. .RCA

.

VIP , .0,

Umtech

VB 400

MiCroprocessor .
.

1802

2/5
,

.

E8

2/17
.

Memory

. vi

Languages CHIP 8

i ..

APL . .

.

Keyboard '

. .

.

.
,u

.

Case

Machine Language Monitor ,

Color and Graphics
Resolution

y

.

B & W /
32 x 178

.

%

.

Color /
200 x 400

Text

,

.
.

.

.

.

Expansion -

_ lug-in options
available

,

Modem, tape box available

,

Realtime or Hardware
Clock

,

.
.

,

I/O Posts
_

.

. Built -in' Audio
.

,

.

Audio Casette
,

.
Tape jacks

Disk Capacity

i
...

.

. . .

Video 'Display
. B & W, not included Color , not included

'Price
, ,$249.

'v.
,$650. 1 ...........4

34 It
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Computer/Models

.

Atari 800
.

TI 99/4.
3

Microprocessor,

Memory

.

8-48K RAM
`8-32K Cartridge '

8K ROM- ,Internal

16K RAM
30,K ROM Cartridge
26K ROM Internal.

Languages ,

.

.

.

Atari BASIC
.

.

TI BASIC: ANSI BASIC
with sound and graphics.
14 comtands, 33 statements,
19 functions. ..,

Keyboard
Typewriter, upper-lower
case.

Typewriter ',r

,

Case
. Beige plastic. . Grey-and black plastic.

Machine Language Monitor

it

No'
.

.

,

.

Color and Graphics
Resolution 380'x 192, 16 colors

:

192 x 256, 16 colors

t

Text 24',,.x.4,0, upper-lower

case

24. x 32 . ..

__!

ExRansion

1

pr-nter, disks, modem

.
(

1Speech synthesizer,,modem,
printer, cassette recorder,
disk drives 3 . ,

Realtime or Hardware

Clock ,

, .

. In erval timer Interval timer
,

I/O Pos.ts Game paddle, light Pen ,General-purpose I/O post, 4
Rs-912 op Linn

t Built-in Audio;

,

4 voices 4,. 3 voices, noise generator
. .

Audio Cassette .

600 baud Optional 1300 baud
,

Tlisk Capacity
80K, 6 driVes

.

_t.

.'

80K', 4 drives
.

Video Display
.. . Requires.color TV . Color monitor included

Price
$1000. .

.
$1150.
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ACQUISITION OF -COMPUTER FACILITIES
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,

Many people with limited knowledge about computers are being placed-in a position"

of helping to acquire an instructionally-oriented computer facility, This article

is intended primarily for such people., IS gives a broad general overview of the

acquisition process in terms underAtandable-to a person w h limited knowledge about

computers. If you no longer fall int this category liou, still find the article

provides a useful summary and overview of the acquisitio ocess.

A computer system consists of both hardware (physical machinery) aa software (computer

programs). One may purchase, lease, or lease-purchase both the hardware and the soft -

ware components of a computer system. The individual hardware and-Software components

may be acquired from a single vendor or from a number of vendors. At one time the

mayor cost of a computer system was for the hardware. Now :here are many situations

in business.and 0.ndtstry where the software for a computer system costs several times

as much aA the hardware'. ThuS,ISoftware may be.the dominant factor in a: computer

acquisition. Ho*ever, the mainfoCus in this article is upon hardware acquisition.

Justification.-

The computer acquisit
problems which may req
computer is needed. F

students are to be

g

.
. .

process begins with the identifibation of one or several

la computer for their solution. It may be obviouS that a

:" xample, a state or school district might mandate that all,

%Es)
computer literate, and thatcomputer literacy instructionIshall

include a certain number of hours of hands-on experience. Or, a business, math, or

science text that has beeh adopied'.for 3.'"School may includea substantial°unit requiring
..

,
use of computers. '14

'
Typically, however, it is not so easy to-justify computer acquisition. More commonly

the problems that have been'identified can be attacked by more than one means. For

example, a school system may have test data 'indicating that students are weak in basic

skills. There are computer-progiamSthat can be used to work on this type of problem.

But there are other approaches, such as textbook selection,- teacher training, in-

creased time allocated to basic skills, etc. Why is it that computers should be used

to attack this problem?

As another example, consider a social studies teacher who wants his/her students to

experience the situation of coping with a complicated social studies problem. The

teacher is aware of computer simulations and that students enjoy working with computet

simulationsof social studies, problem areas. But clearly there are alternatives / such

as reading appropriate books, carrying on class discussions, viewing a mOvie,'or

making use of a non- computerized simulation. WhyAis it that computers are needed?
0

Many people have given careful thought on generalreasons why computers are needed in

our schools. A brief summary of some of the 'general argument is given in the ArgUments

section of this ES3 report. Studying thesegeneral justifications can help-one to

understand, why computers are important in education. But it is still necessary,ta study

one's own educational setting and to carefully justify any proposed computer acquistion.



Need1NSsgssment

A needs assessment is a careful study of the proposed use of computers to determine

the nature and extent' of the facility, that will be needed. Suppose, forexample,

that it has been decided to offer a computer science course in a high school, and

that enrollment is to be limited to 20 students. The course is to include substantial

use of library programsas well as instruction in a particular programming language.

The library programs that students are to run will be written by the teacher in the

summer before the class begins. Students in the class will need two hours of'domputer

access per student per week. About one-third of this access must come during the

time the class meets. The class meets an hour per day, five days per week.

Analysis of the above situation points to' the need for a computer system with' an

adequate.secondary storage mechanism. There will need to be a minimum of three key-

boards of access (three terminals to a timeshared system or three microcomputers,

for example). The facility' will need to be accessible to students both duringth

computer science class and at other hours throughout the day.

o

Notice that there are many different computer systems that can meet these needs. This

is a desirable situation, since it allows one to shop around for a reliable vendor who

offers good service and equipment at a reasonable price.

The nature.and extent of a needs assessment: will vary with the complexity and size of

the problem. -Suppose that a school wants to acquire a very,modest computer facility

so that two teachers can begin to teach themselQtes a little about computers. The

school has at most a thousand dollars to spend. It would not make sense to spend

several thousand dollars of time in a needs assessment for this acquisition.

But consider the alternativeof"a large schoolOdiStrict planning to acquire seve

million dollars of computer 'facility. Now the needs assessment will take many

thousands of hours of people's time. The final documents, detailing the nature o

the needed computer facility, may be several hundred pages long.

A very important part of needs assessment is long term planning. One's computer

facility needs will change with time; likely they will grow in size and complexity.

The needs assessment must address this issue. One may want a facility that can be added

to via increased primary or secondary memory, new languages, more or different

terminals, eta.

The results of a needs assessment can be written into a "request for proposal" (RFP).

AnRFP is sent to vendors interested in supplying computer faoilities. It is a basis?

for4detailed proposals.offering to supply specified facilities at certain price's. It

-is important that an RFP be written so that more than one iendor can meet the needs

it details. This leads to competition, both in price and in the/nature and quality

of services offered. It is quite educational to study the proposals that various vendors

will submit. The proposals may lead to a reconsideration of the needs, and possibly to

a rewriting.qf the needs assessment. Remember that one is under no obligation to

accept any of the proposals thatare received.

General Financial Planning

Financial planning usually goes on concurrently with the justification and needs

assessment steps: One must hav,, some idea of how much money ds available dnd bow

much various types of facilities cost in order to carry out an appropriate needs

:assessment. If one has only a few thousand dollars available it makes little sense

to send out an.RFP that can only be met by a million dollar computer system.

A common error in financial planning is to think only of the initial directmCost

or the computer facility to beacqUired. Here are some more things to think about.
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vendors,. evaluation of bids, supervision of installation, and so on take

considerable time and expertise. Who will do this, and at what cost?

2: The acqUired facility will need/to be housed. What will site preparation cost?

411
Computers,use supplies, such as paper, tapes, disks, and so on. Who will make

sure that these are available as needed, and who will pay for them?

41 Computers'need to be Maintained and repaired. Who will check out the machine if

something goes wrong, what providions will exist for maintenance and repair,

--4 and who pays for this? A standard' estimate is that for large computers a maintenance

contract costs about 0.75 percent of the total cost of the equipment per month.

This amounts to $7,500 per month on a million dollar computer system. For less

expensive computer systems, such as microcomputers, perhaps 2 percent per'month

is a reasonable estimate of potential maintenance and repair costs beyond the

first year.

5. Large computer systems require operators and usually require a programming-staff.

Such staff can easily cost as much as the rental of the,computer system they

are operating.

6. Teachers may -need to be trained, curricula'may need to be.revised, courseware

may need tobe developed.

7t Software mayineed to be tevised, developed, or-acquired. The software will need

to be maintained and distributed. Over the long run this can easily cost more

than the original ,cost of the computer facility. Who will do these things, and
.

who willpay EOr it?

The list could be exp nded,. but it -is already long enough to make_the point. One

shoUld make an estimate of the usefullife of the equipment'to be acquired and of all

expenses associated with this life. The amouht of "up front" money needed nay be

quite modest compared to the overall expense. Can one justify the overall expense?

The Acquisition Proces

Renting or purchasing computer equipment th

to a considerable amount of red tape,
building level, the School.d. t ict 1
services district or state 1 yel T

cations and going outfor b ds ofte

agenciep. /

school district is generally subject
royal may need to be gained at the school

el, and at some higher level such as an. educational

e,procedure to be followed in'preparing specifi-

'have to meet rules laid down by various regulatory

We can offer two general typ s of advice here. First,,enlist the aid of appropriate

administrative personnel in .nleting the paperwork and procedures required by the

various levels of school districts. Second, handle the overall request for bidsin

a relatively formal aid professional manner. The larger the acquisition the more'

care needs to be spent. on both points. f.

There can be a considerable financial gain to preparing careful specifications and

going out forbids frOm a number of vendors. This is true even if you have decided-

that there is only one brand of equipment that will meet your needs. 'If there is more.

than one vendor of this brand of equipment, there can be competition. If there is

competition foi the contract, there iS likely to be price cutting. 0f.course if you

axe purchasing a single $600, microcomputer, you can't expect much cbncession from a

dealer. But, if you are purchasing $25,000 worth of microcomputers, you may well be

able to get a 10 percent to'20 percent discount. If you are acquiring a million

dollar computer system and a.particular vendor is very eager to get your business,

youmay well get a larger discount.

L48
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Knowledge About Computers versiis Size of Ahisition

/
.

For convenience in the remainder of this presentation, we divide people into three

categories, based upon their/knOwledge and experience in the computer field.
, .

(I

1. People with a modest or very low level of knowledge about computers.

2. People with a medium amount of,knowledge about computers.
.

3. People with considerable knowledge about computers.

It is not important to give precise definitions to these three categories. However,

a person who has had formal coursework and/or experience equivalent to only one or

two computer courses or less is probably in the first category. Professionals, with

knowledge and experience equivalent to a master's degree in computer science or more, are

in the third category. You can decide for yourself which category best describes you.

'- It is also convenient and instructive to divide computer acquisitions into three sizes:

A. A small acquisition, such as a few microcomputers or a corresponding amount of

timeshared computer facility.

B. A Medium acquisition, perhaps for a single large school or for a small school

district. This could well range from $5,000 up to $100,000 in magnitude.

C. A large acquisition, perhaps to meet the needs of a large school district or a,

statewide educational organization. The amount of money involvedcould range up

into the millions of dollars.

The exact di4viding lines bet %een categories are not important.

Taken together the two sets of classifications form a three by three matrix.

.

Knowledge and
Experience

Low

Medi

High:

Size of Acquisition

Small Medium Large

1, 1

1

'1A ,,, 1B I

1

. 1C

;
.

1

"2A I 2B A- 2CI"
3A I 3B 3C

Suppose, for example, that you are in cell 1C of the matrix: You know relatively little

about computers, but you are considering a large acquisition. You should see the

NetVious.. -that this-is not a good situation., At the other end of thescale consider the

3A person. Such a highly knowledgeable person does not need the aid of this short

article to make a small acquisition. The main advice offered in the remainder of this

article will focus upOn the categorieslIA,st 2B and 3C.

.

.Advice to Level One People

Level One people have little'or,no knowledge about computers. It is doubtful if a leVel

One person can do an adequate justificatibn and needs assessment for the 1B"or 1C

situation. Thus if you are in the 1B or 1C situation you should probably do three t

First, start studying the, computer field. Second, hire a professional consultant.

involve other educators from your school district.in the overall task. -

-
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In hiring a consultant use common sense. Find one who is experienced, who doesn't have a

'particular ax to grind, and who can prodUce good references. (A particular consultant may

lave a predisposition towards acquiring a_particlaar vendor's equipment or have other

biases of this sort.) Remember that you are int4ndingto spend a good deal of Money in a

,field about which you know next to nothing. You will, be highly dependent upon the'

consultant. You should be prepared to spend a significant amount of time in selecting a

consultant, and a significant amount otrmoney in hiring the c sultant. Also, you will

need to continue to learn more about the field, and to carefu ly study the consultaxit's

work.

Suppose that you are in the IA category.. .You -don't have mu .money to spend, you have

limited knowledge, and (hopefully) you have limited goals. ere are two general

categories of equipment available to you. You might tie int n existing timeshared,

educational computer network. Or, you might acquire one or mo e microcomputers. A very

good t ng to do is to find several people who have 'similar goals and who have already

acted start reaChipg the goals. If timeshared computing facilities are a,viable

alternative, then you should be able to find several edUcators who are using the system.

Talk to them, and seek their advice. Are they satisfied with the service, and is it

solving their problem?

If microcomputers appear to be the answer, find some teachers using microcomputers in

setting somewhat(simiiar to the one you envision. If at all possible, try to view

several different brands of machines in use.

Overall what you are doing is trying to make use of a free consulting service. Each 0

person you visit and talk to is a consultant. Be aware that they are likely to be biased

(it could be towards or against their current equipment) and likely do not have a broad

general overview of the range of potential solutions to your problem. However, likely ,.

they are interested in helping you solve your problem and may well contribute substantial

time to helping you. They may be able to'provide you with inexpensive"or free access

to software that you will need. ,

In this search for "free" consultants you may well want to talk to vendors. But be sure

to talk to some non-vendors., Also, be aware that a vendor is particularly interested'

in solving your problem with the type of equipment that he/she sells or rents.

. o

In summary, you are making a rather limited acquisition. Thus, you will likely put a

rather limited amount of effort into it. Whatever your decision, acquire only something

that already exists and which you can both see in action and try out beforehand. po

not be the pioneer. As a rank amateure you should be following in' 'o% ther's footsteps.
.

.
0 , .

Advice to Level Two People

.

Level Two people have a medium amount" f computer knowledge and experience .' If the

problem you face its of type 2A then you Mite adequate knowledge to solve it. Indeed,

the lA people will be doming to you, and will think of you as an expert. Still, you know

that you are not an expert. Thus-, you will want to di5-a careful needs assessment and ',,,,,,,..

a careful study of the range of po. tential, equiipment. This can be a valuable learning 'c

.

experience, and it can be fun. ...,

;

We need to say a little more about what distinguighes a Level A from a Level B orj.ieVel C.

acquisition. At the B and C levels one needs very careful long term plannilt: Me-.

maintenanc4 and repair budgets will be substantial. Quite a bit of equipment needs to

be housed. There will.be many users, so there is need for.quite'a variety of softWare..

The computer will be used in many courses, so many teachers need to be'trained.and,

Much currICulum
11

revision is necessary. A classroom teacher, no matter how knowledgeable,

is not in a positia.to cope with" hese problems. Centraliadministratign must be involved.
..-

. ,

At the 2B leVe1 a school or s hool district should consider, release time for a teacher

who is to be the computer expert. The types of activities listed above can easily be a

150
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half time or full time job, depending. upon the

and so on. If h.schooLor district is not will
it is:not clear that they should acquire the co

The 2C situation again calls for outside help.
is considering a mediUm scale computer acquisit
10 to 20 percent of the cost of the proposed eq
That is, for-a $30,000 acquisition'you might pu
doing, the needs. assessment and studying the ran
For a large, scale acquisition one might spend 5

mient in the study. Thus, acquisition of a mill

up by $50,000 or more of people's efforts. A n

requires several people and quite a long time.s

on a single individual--eSpecially one with onl
and experience.

\N

Mount of curricul
ng to make that.s
puter equipment.

m work to be done,
rt of staff commitment,

As a very rough rule. of,thumb when one
on, one should thank of spending perh s

4,ipment in the overall acquitttion pr s.

in $3,000 to $6,000 of peoples time
e of-equipment that might be acquired.
to 10 percent of the cost of the,equip-

on dollar computer 'system might be backed

eds. assessment and study on this scale ''

an. It is too large a burden to place
a medium level of computer knowledge

When following the above general guidelines, you should be aware that substantial amounts'

of people's time:An be available at no direct added cost. The proposed users of a

computer system can do quite a bit of the needs
and/or as part of'their discretionary workload.
can be qtite time consuming and is not readily d
time workload as a teacher or administrator of o

ssessment as part of their regular job,
But the overall coordination of the task
ne by a person who is carrying a full
her projects.

Finally, be'aware that the percentage guidelinesrare very rough and may not apply to

your situation. Suppose your school district intends to acquire 500 identical micro-

computers. The. effort going into this project.w 11 not be too much larger than that

needed to acquire 50 identical microcomputers-

Advice to Level Three People

The LeVel-Three Verson is likely a computer profe
computer field. /this person has no trouble with

head up a 3B acquisition given.the necessary time
to the,3C situation.

Over the long run it appears that education will
ecomputing system. This Will be a combination of
system and distributed microcomputers and/Or micr
telligent terminals and also as stand alone syste

,accomplished on a microcomputer, and the capabili
to grow rapidly over, the next five to ten years.,
require acces§to very. large data bases, very' lar
The.communication aspects of timeshared computer

The design and development of an appropriate educa
computing system is a difficult task. Although so
education computing networks and in the Minnesota
work, this type ofdprogrest tells us relatively li
system should be doing. Thus, a..person in the 3C

research and long term planning project. Outside
staff; and plenty'of time to devote to the project

A ,school district that commits itself to having a
equipment should alto commit itself tb Providing a
continuing "peoplerorlented",suppor*of the system.
need to. be trained,and teachers w have previousl

or upgrade their skills.. There will be a continui
software, revise:and improve curriculum, and so o

4

sional, working full time in the
he 3A acquisition, and can easily 41,
\We Will restrict our attention

a I- t<
e best served bra distributed -
centrally located timeshared computing
computers that ,can serve as in-

s: Many instructional tasks can be
ies of these machines will continue
However, many instructional tasks
e.primary memoties,,very fast CPUs, etc.
stems are critical to.some applications.

Many school districts currently make extensive ad

ionally.oriented distributed
e progress, has occurred in higher
ducational Computer Consortium net-
le about what a Public school

ituation is faced with a substantial
onsulting help, support of a strong

are all highly desirable.

ubstantial amount of computing
substantial amount of money for

Every year new teachers will
been traiined will need to refres

ii0g need to develop or acquire new

inistrative use pf computers, -



and the amount of instructional use of computers is growing rapidly,

school system making extensive administrative and instructional use of
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Currently.a
computers may

be spending 2 percent of its.budget in this area, with approximately equal expenditure,

in the twq categories. If teaching about computers and teaOHing using computers con-

tinues to,,increase in importance., then one can expect that this 2 percentage figure

41,
will prove to be quite inadequate. A school system needs to give careful thought before

it commits itself to the long term continuing expenditure of such amounts of money.

Conclusion

The acquisition of instruction.11 computer facilities-can be a difficult and time

consuming task. It is pest done by people with quite a bit of knowledge about computers

who hav6 had experience in computer acquisition. But there are relativeiyjew such

people working in the precollege educational environment. Thus, most schools and school

systems that intend to acquire computers do not have staff with the needed level of

expertise. *

IThis article offers some suggestions. Above all, use common sense! A comp

once acquired, will be with.you,for manyoyears. You will invest much money

training, software.klevelopMent or acquisition, and bu.riculum development.

this cost will be specific to the particular type of equipment you acquire.

much of your expenditure may'be wasted if you suddenly decide to get rid of

ment you haVe and acquire.a substantially different type of gear. ,Thus, equi

acquisition should be based upon a very careful neefls assessment and planning

well into the future.

uter systemb
in 'teacher

Much of
That is,
he equip-
pment
that looks
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Form

Select the single best answer for you to each question and mark all answers
on-the answer sheet., If the question is not appropriate, leave it blank.

Participant Position

1. Are you:
A. Superintendent
B. Supervtsor
C. Principal 4

D. Mathematics Education (College Level)
. E. Teacher

<so

Conference Objectives and Purposes

2. How clear wete the objectives or purposes of this conference. The objec-
.

tives and purposes:
A. Were clearly outlined from the' beginning.,
B. Became clear as the conference developed.
C. Became somewhat clear as the conference progressed.
D. Were referred to ,only '

E. Were never made clear.

.

3. The agreement between the announced
was,actudlly presented was':
A.c Superior
B. Above average
C. Average
D. Below Average
E. Poop

purpose of the tonference and what

Organization

4. How' well was. the conference organized?
A. The' conference
B. The conference
C. The conference
D. The conference
E. The conference

flexibility to

was extremely well organized and integrated.
was adequately organized:
had less organization than would seem desirable
had no apparent organiption.
was too tightly organized; there was not enough-
meet participant needs and desires.

5. Concerning the mixture of participants, do you'think:'"
A.- The. mixture was about,right.,
B. There should have been, more superintendents.
C. There should have been more supervisors.
D. There should have been more classroom teachers.

'E. The groups should have met separately:

'153'
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Conference Content

6. How well 'did this coniprence contribute to your professional needs?

A. Made a.very Important' contribution.

B. Was valuable, but not essential.
C. Was moderately helpful.
D. Made a minor 'contribution.
E. Made-no significant contribution.

7. How would you rate the usefulness of the Resource Packet materi
A. Extremely valuable.
B. Very useful.
C. Useful.,
D.. May be of use.
E. Useless.

Participant Participation

8. How clearly were your responsibilities in this conference defined?
A. I always knew what was expected of me.
B. I usually knew what was expected of me.
C. I usually had a general idea of what was,expeCted of me.
D. I'was often in doubt about what was expected of me.
E. I seldom knew what was expected of me. .

Presenter-Participant Relationships

9. Do you .feel that the presenters were willing to give personal help-in
this conference?
A. I felt welcome to seek personal as often as J needed it.

16. I felt free to seek personal
C. I felt he or*she would give ersonal help if asked.

D. I felt hesitant to seek per .nal help.
E. I felt that he or she was unsympathetic and uninterested in parti-

cipant problems.

10. Freedom of participation in conference meetingse questions and comments
were: , N

A. Almost always sought.
B. Often sought.'

C. Usually allowed.
D. Seldom allowed.
E., Usually inhibited.

Conference Effectiveness

11. Did the conference help prepare you to lead in-service activities on
microcomputers?
A. Definitely.
B.. It was some-help,.

C. -It.was little help.
D. It was no help.' L54
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12. 'Would you recommendtthis conference to.a good friend whose interests
and hackground are similar to yours?
A. Recommend highly.
B. Generally recommend.
C. lecommFd with reservations.

: D. Definitely not.

173'

13, How would you rate your understanding of microcomputers as a result of .
this conference?
At i learned a lot.
B. Ny undefstanding improved.
C. A few ideas were new to me.

. D. f learned very little.
E. I learned almost nothing.

I

14. How would you rate the presenters' sensitivity to what you consider to
be the important problems in school mathematics?
A. They were well aware of the important problems.
B. They were aware of these problems.
C. They had a general idea of the.problems.
D. They had a vague knowledge of some problems.
E. They did not seem informed of,significant problems.

. 15. Howlwould you rate the presentations, in general?
A. Outstanding and stimulating.
B. Very good.

C. Good.

D. Adequate, but not stimulating.
E. Poor and inadequate.

16. Wo ld you like. to attend conferences on other (like these) topics in
this geographic area? . .

A.I Definitely.
B.I Yes, but in a:bigger city. .

C. .It would be a good idea.
D. Probably not. ,

E.
,

Definitely not. ° . '

. .. .

17. How would you rate the use of instructional media in this conference?
A. The uses of-media were almost always effective.
B.' The uses of media were usually - effective.

C. The uses of Media re sometimes effective.
The.uses 'of media re seldom effective. -.

E. The uses of-media
Ore

never effective. 2_,

18. Do you believe that the conference helped establish (or improve) positive
linkages between school system personnel and college mathematics educators?
A. Definitely.
B. Somewhat.

C.. Very little improvement.
D. No improvement.
E. The linkages 'Should not be established.
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PLEASE TEAR OFF THIS'PAGE: AND TURN IT,IN WITH YOUR ANSWER SHEET.

1. Best features of the Conference were: -

2. Worst aspects.of the conference were:

D

3. .1 would suggest the following:

p

e

4. ,.Were there materials on display:that you

:the Resource Packets? (Which ones?)

I.

s

would like to see included in

s

4 e.

5. Do you,feellyou are prepared to lead in-service activities on micro-
computers fOr teachers?. *Can you tell us what activities you expect

to organize? For how many reacherq When?

li

1

1 LAO

*
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